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Preamble : PromÍses

The long poem is a major literary form in

contemporaxy Canada. Many critics would agree with this

gnomic statement; few, however, would be willing to

declare what exactly makes the contempoYary long poem the

distínct poetic form that it is. I take it to be a "new"

genre new in quotation marks, for newness or

originality is a relative and suspect term in contemporarlt

literary theory.

The long poem cannot loe read as if it $¡ere an

extended lyric, a strange epic strange because of our

unheroic times or as if it were simply a narrative

poem. For the long poetn may share the emoti.ve tonalities

of the lyric, but it doesnrt sanction the lyric's brevity;

it may also share the epic's intent to "sing" of national

matters and anxieties "O Canada" but it does so in

v¡ays that parody the epic ethos; and when it tries to tell

a story, it gets sidetracked and tells instead a story

about the telling of the promised story.

These contradictions, this breach of promise, is what

I intend to focus on. Like M.L" Rosenthal and Sally M.
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GaIl, who co-authored the first comprehensive study of the

modern long poem, The Modern Poetic Seguence: The Genius

in Modern PoetrV (1983), I will consider the long poem as

a poetic form that invites the reader to see it aS a "neh7"

genre. But unlike Rosenthal and Gatl, who tie the long

poemrs peculíarities exclusively to the lyrical mode, I

wiII follow a different route' one that wilt allow me to

speak of the main and mixed generic elements at play in

its disparate form. I will argue, in effect, that the long

poem registers its contradictions both as a complication

and as a simplification.

The main characteristic of the contemporar.y Canadian

long poem as a "new" genre is that, while it contains

other literary kinds, it resists all attempts at precise

generic definition, It subordinates itself to other

genres, but at the same time it breaks free from their

generic specifications. A number of critics (i.e. Joseph

Riddel, Eli Mandel, Frank Davey, and Robert Kroetsch) have

addressed the difficulty of describing the long poem from

a generic point of view, but no critic to my knowledge has

so far argued that it is precisely this difficulty that

both def ines the contemporaty long poem as a I'ne\nlrr genre,

and directs our readÍng of it.

In fact, it is the reading of Canadian long poems,

individually and as a group, that reveal-s the long poemrs

complicitous position as a genre in the poetic tradition.

"Readitg," as Maurice Blanchot says, "is not writing the



book again but causing the book to write ítself or be
't

written."r My reading of the long poem marks a double

activity, for before I can make the long poem "write

itself t' I have to read i'bs tra jectory as a ttne\nl" genre.

But where is the law of the long poem as a new genre?

My answer to this question Ís to be found in the

structure of this study. The first three chapters explore

established theories of genre and help me to construct my

ovún theory of the long poem. The remaining three chapters

are applications of this theory to specífic long poems.

This double deating the repeated shifts from theory to

text characterízes my reading method in this study. It

is a method necessary for att generic approaches. For to

be able to recognize a genre t oY the extent to which a

text simulates a series of other texts, it is important

not to lose sÍght (theoria of the forces (whether inside

or outside a text) that have constructed that genre'

I begin my exploration of the long poem then with a

brief consideration of the context of several of the early

long poems in nineteenth-century Canada and the responses

they generated. More specifically, the first chapter looks

at the forces (cultural and literary) that prompted a

number of nineteenth-century Canadian poets to think of

the long poem as a form appropriate to their subject

matter at a time when the lyric l^las the presiding f orm and

when the Canadian writer operated almost exclusívely from

a colonial perspective. The example I use here is Oliver
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Goldsmith's The Rising ViIIage. The long poem in that

early context is not only an appropriate formr but also a

form that the Canadian wriber (the writer in the New

World) has to appropriate.

The question of the appropriateness and the

appropriation of the tong poem as a genre raises further

questions about the "purity" and "impurity" of genre as a

whole. I deal with these matters in my second chapter,

where I first examine some of the approaches to genre

theory (i.e. those of Aristotle and Northrop Frye) and

then consider the extent to which recent literary theoríes

about the literary tradition and literary works (i.e.

those of Michel Foucault, Jean-François Lyotardr Jacques

DerrÍda, Paul de Man) have changed our notions about the

meaning and function of genre.

In my third chapter, I focus on a number of critics

(i.e. Michael Bernstein, Rosenthal and Ga11, Joseph

Ríddel) who have attempted to look at the long poem from a

generic perspective. I ground my discussion of these

critics' concerns about the epic and lyric elements of the

Iong poem by briefly focusing on two long poems, Lione1

Kearns I Conver ences and David Jonesrs The Anathemata. My

findings from reading these critics and poets lead me to

my own theory of the contemporary long poem. My

theoretical exploration of the long poem as a "ne\n/" genre

reveals that the long poem's major concern is at once to

thematize its formal elements, and to treat as formal

xii



elements its major themes, namely locality, the self and

the idea of discourse.

Tn the fourth chapter I study the treatment of locality

in the long poem by focusing on Robert Kroetschrs Field

Notes and Advice to My Friendsr Daphne Marlattrs

Steveston, and EIi Mandelrs Out of Place. Each of these

poets displays a different way in which locality in the

long poem reflects both a concern with place and with the

"fieId" of writing"
The fifth chapter deals with the non-Cartesian

concept of the self that I see operating in the long poem.

By studing George Bowering's Kerrisdale Elegies and

bpNÍchol's The Martyrologyt r show how the self in the

long poem is always elliptical' realized only through the

act of writing.

In the sixth, and last, chapter, through a close

reading of Michael Ondaatjers The Collected Works of eilly

the Kid, I examine the extent to which discourse replaces

narrative in the long Poem.

Vühat explains and sustains the ungrammatícality of all

these long poems is the use of present tense. By writing

about locality, the self and the idea of discourse in the

present tense, the writers of these contemporary Canadian

long poems establish a literary form that t Paxadoxically,

defines itsetf by resisting definition.

xl-l-r-
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Chapter One

Toward an Archaeology of

the Canadian Long Poem

I: RecognÍtion

In his L946 essay "The Narrative Tradition in

English-Canadian Poetryr" Northrop Frye observes that

"Ii]n looking over the best poems of our best poets, while

of course the great majority are lyrical, ute are surprised

to find how often the narrative poem has been attempted,

and attempted with uneven but frequently remarkable

success."l Frye refers, among others, to oliver
Goldsmith's The Rísing Village (1834) , Charles

Heavysegers The Revolt of Tartarus (1855), Charles

Sangsterrs The St. Lawrence and the Saguenay (I856),

Joseph Howers Acadia (L874) | Isabella Valancy Crawford's

Malcolmrs Katíe (1884), and E,J. Prattrs The Titanic

(1935) and Brebeuf and His Brethren (1940). Fryers

observation brings into focus a popular poetic form in

nineteenth-century Canadian poetry. But beyond this, it
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stresses an ímpuJ.se that readers of Canadian poetry have

always felt to some degree, the impulse of the canadian

poet to choose the long poetic torm.2 More narrative

poems appeared soon after Frye remarked the signÍficance

of the frequency of the long poem: Pratt's Towards the

Last Spike (L952) , Louis Dudekrs Europe (1954) ' Earle

Bi rney ' s The Damnation of Vancouver (1957), James Reaneyrs

A Suit of Nettles (1958), Dorothy Livesayrs The

Documentaries (1968). In spíte of their disparity, the

Iength of these later poems affirms that the long poem of

the period Frye examines \,¡as f ar f rom being an isolated or

a dying form. And he is not alone in noticing the import

of this phenomenon.

In L959, Milton Wilson wrote that ilthe discontinuous

long poem, the cyclical short poem and the cycle of lyrics

have always been the most fruitful cluster of genres in

our poetic history."3 But wilson was not merely

documenting this phenomenon. "The point at which Prattrs

genres meetr'' he said, "is worth calling the center of

Canadian poetry."4 His statement is an assessment not

only of the aesthetics of the long poetic form but also of

its contribution to the development of Canadian poetry. A

year later, PauI V'Iest remarked that " It]he whole process

tends toward an attempt at modern epic'"5 By limiting

lVilsonrs large categories of poetic genres to the epic,

west relates the long poem to the ethos encoded in the

epicr âh important distinction, as \^/e will see later. In
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L969, Dorothy Livesay, while confirming the Canadian

poetic tendency toward the long form, argued that

" Ia] lthough this tradition has been somewhat loosely

termed tnarrativerr I propose to show that in our Iiterary

context it is more than that: it is a ner^¡ genre [my

emphasisl, neíther epic nor narrative, but documentary.rl
6 thua is interesting about Livesay's statement is

not her affirmation of the importance of the long poem,

but rather her recognition that the long poem ought to be

viewed as a I'nelv genre" and her readiness to define it.

Frye, Wilson, West and Livesay are concerned with the

emergence and the recurrence of the long poetic form and

with the place it claims within, and the \47ays it shapes,

Canadian poetry. Their diverse use of literary terms

illustrates the generic nature of their concerns whiIe,

ironically, at the same time observing the discursiveness

of the long poem. They attempt to define the Canadian

long poem not only from a structural perspective, but also

f rom a perspective reveal i ng their a\^Tareness that they

deal with a "new" literary kind which is intricately

engaged with Canadian literary experíence, a kind which

takes its shape responsively. These critics see genre as a

system of aesthetic codes prior to the production of a

text and operating within a text, a system which guides

our response to it. That system, they seem to imply, is

not without cultural relevance. Culture permeates and in

part determines a textrs genre"



More recently, Eli Mandel, in his
t,

provocat i vely

Poemr tr rehearsesentitled essay 'rThe Death of the Long

these first attempts to trace the origins of the long

poem. He reaches the conclusion that

[g]enre provides a metaphysics of beginnings.
It sustains the long poem in the form of the epic,
those encyclopaedic narratives at the fountainhead
of western culture. As narrative poem of heroic,
action, the epic was intended as well to encompass,
to give shape and purpose to aII learning, striving
to become the definitive poem of its age. lühen the
containing form collapsed, shortly after but not
because of Milton, it broke into its two component
parts¿ narrative and encyclopaedic poem, the long
poem. /

So far, there seems to be complete agreement among critics

as to the epic origins of the long poem vis a vis its

length. Mandel, however, is the first critic mentioned

here to acknowledge that such a beginning bears a

metaphysical taint. He qualifies this characterization

when, later on in his essay, he refers more specifically

to the contemporaty Canadian long poem. "The long poemr"

he saysr "takes its definition in a period [modern and

contemporaryl thatr âs \^¡e have just seen, resists

definition, as it resists system, grid, cosmology, belief.

Perhaps for that reason it presents itself in a series of

paradoxes and remains, in one senser âh unsa'tisfactory

notion."8 Mandel's critique of genre theory evidently

follows the postmodern distrust of hierarchy and unity --
which vûe certainly encounter in most contemporary Canadian

long poems but he takes that distrust a step beyond as
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he considers suspect any rigorous attempt to identify

elements particular to the Iong poem.

Mandel has in mind specifically Robert Kroetschrs

essay 'rFor Play and Entrance: The contemporary canadian

Long Poem" (1980), and Frank Daveyrs "The Language of the

Contemporaxy Canadian Long Poem" (f9BI).9 Although

Kroetsch and Davey do not dwell that much on the origins

their views, they have certainly approached the long poem

as a distinct form. Responding to their attempts to rrfixrr

the long poem, Mandel "begin[s] to see uthy the long poem

cannot be a form--its endless process resists the very

definition of structure, centre, foundation we want to put

upon it." Even though he is quick to admit that "the

temptation to fix is powerfulrrr he nevertheless insists

that the long "poem as we know it is no longer

there."10 Hence the tit1e of his essay, "The Death of

the Long Poem. rl

But MandeI's argument brilliantly deconstructs

itself, for his emphasis on the long poem's resistance to

definition and its close kinship with paradox provides the

key to our appreciation of the 1on9 poem as a "ne\¡t" genre.

The shortcoming of his argument lies in his admittedly

ironic unwillingness to admit that the long poem does

indeed have features which are distinctly its o\Àln. Like

many other critics, Mandel does not account satisfactorily

for the origins of the canadian tong poem, but he tike
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Frye, Livesay, Kroetsch, and Davey -- makes an effort to

define it in canadian terms. Thus, in the context of the

Canadian literary tradition and Canadian criticismr \¡r€

find, besides the traditionat aesthetic codes of genre'

yet another system of codes -- this time specifically

referring to the Canadian literary experience, and

operating outside the tong poem yet permeating and in part

determining the long poem as genre.

II: Anxiety

The large number of long poems and the nature of

critical statements about them raise the question of

appropriateness of the long poetic form in Canadian

literature. Here is what Frye has to say about this:

the

the

acknowledges the inevitability that Canadian

develop synchronicalty within the lyric

tllt is at least possible that some of the poetic forms
employed in the earlier centuries of English literature
would have been more appllpriate for the expression of
Canadian themes and mõõãs*Tñan-The nineteenth-century
romantic lyric or its twentieth-century metaphysical
successor. It is inevitabte that Canadian poetry should
have been cast in the conventional forms of our ohrn day;
but though the bulk of it is lyrical in form, a great
deal of it is not lyrical in spirit, and when a canadian
poem has faited to achieve adequate expression, this may
often be the reason.... tllt occasionally happens
that a successful Canadian poem has owed its success to
its coincidence, deliberate or otherwisg, with one of
the f orms of prå-cf,uucerian literature.ll

Whereas Frye

poetry would
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tradition, his primary interest is in the diachronic

movement of this poetry. Frye's observation is not an

instance of generic anachronism. On the contrary, he

chooses to focus on the significance of thisrranachronism"

and views the use of older poetic kinds appropriate within

the Canadian Iiterary context of the nineteenth and even

into the twentieth centuries. Diachrony, in this qase,

marks the extent to which genre and culture correspond to

each other.

Fryers role is not so much that of a theorist or of a

practical critic; he plays the role of a cultural

historian by tracing the correspondences between literary

kinds and cultural traits. He shares Rosalie L. Colie's

notion that literary kinds function as metaphors of

certain cultural dispositions.l2 old genres certainly

bear the marks of their age as well as the marks of their

cultural and physical geography. For example, the epic

herors many stops at places, including an obligatory visit

to the underworld, where he tests his pro\^¡ess and virtue,

are an imperative to the epic genre, but owe a great

deal to the seascape of clustered islands and to the

cuLtural mythology of Odysseus' Greece. Similarly, Frye

emphasizes AngIo-Saxon alliterative verse set in a

ragged northern landscape and stressing the need for

physical strength and personal courage for pioneering

Canada. One of the reasons that the literary kinds cited

by Frye were appropriate for the nineteenth-century
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Canadian poet was that they, ât a time when there was an

absence of literary tradition, could name Canadian

experience in a manner that gave it literary credibility'

and also a primal Place.

Although there are many differences between Fryers

complex argument and the other early approaches to the

long poem, one cannot help noticing a recurring critical

anxiety about the uncertain direction of Canadian

literature in the nineteenth century. Archibald Lampman,

in his essay on the poetry of Sir Charles G.D" Roberts and

George Frederick cameron, both articulates and exposes

this anxiety. "A good deal is being said about Canadian

Iiteraturerrr he writes, "and most of it takes the form of

question and answer as to whether a Canadian Iiterature

exists. Of course it does not. It will probably be a

full generation or two before vle can present a body of

work of sufficient exceflence as measured by the severest

standards, and sufficiently marked with locaI colour, to

enable us to call it a Canadian Iiterature."13 Lampman

provides a number of answers to his questionr but the one

pertinent here is that unless poets develop certain

"peculiarities of mind and character" that wilI affect

"literary expression," there will be no Canadian

titerature.14 His study of Roberts and Cameron

reveals in part the predominant literary reason that

delays the shaping of an autochthonous Canadian

literature. His constant points of reference are literary
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models outside Canada: the poetry of Tennysonr Byron'

sheIl"y, Arnold, Rossetti, characterizes the tradition

within which he locates and studies the vrork of Roberts

and Cameron. These eritish predecessorS function not only

as models but as authorities which author (authorize) a

beginning f.or the nineteenth-century Canadian poet. Such a

start is, however, a pseudo-begínning, for we can trace

its origins to a past which, although culturally familiar'

is not indigenous but foreign.

The poetry of Roberts and Cameron and their

contemporaries might seem to reflect a progression of

British literature, but a progression under erasure

because their writing is merely chronological within

British practice. For, although these poets employ genres

appropriate to their work, they fail to recontextualize

them ín the light of their Canadian material. By

esLablishing a narrative history of Canadian Iiterature

through the linear tradition and the generic imitation of

British models, they create a contradiction of origins"

They practise a writing that attempts not to cause a

disunity between the beginning of their literature and the

already established British tradition.

As Homi Bhabha argues, the "reality that an authentic

literary tradition must ideally reveal the mark of its

originality --.."can hardly be written in a language and

literature of colonial imposition."l5 The work of the

nineteenth-century Canadian poets marks the beginning of a
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literature which is, paradoxically, Iinear, because it

transfers the European tradition without recontextualizíng

it in the colonial country. As a result, their works

express an aesthetic and an ideology foreign to Canadian

experience. This ideology primarily ínformed by the

memory of an abandoned reality articulates a Canadian

cultural vision by reducing its complexity. The dialogue

of presence and absence is weighted in favor of the absent

colonízing source.

Oliver Goldsmithrs The Rising VilIa ge: A Poem (1825),

which \^ras wri tten in response to hi s great-uncle's The

Deserted Village (L770) , provides an example of that

dialogue. Goldsmith opens his poem with an apostrophe to

his brother Henry, which formally dramatizes the diatogue

between the Canadian and British traditíons. In a cheerful

and hopeful manner, the poet proceeds to suggest that

"happier prospects rise, / Beneath the sternness of

Acadian skiesrr -- happier that is than those his

great-unc 1e describes in The Deserted Village. 16 But

the alternate socÍety that Coldsmith envisions is not

entirely free from the problems and anxieties that plagued

the "deserted village" of the mother country" Vühat

accounts for this irony, in a telling wây, is Goldsmithrs

or¡¡n family and literary tradition. Early in his poem he

acknowledges his debt to the "genius Ithat] formed the

glory of our namer" namely the elder Oliver Goldsmithr as

well as his efforts to "emulate his fame" (p" 42,1I.
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5-6). But although the young poet intends to set his

great-uncIe straight in his Autobiography he accuses

the poet of The Deserted Village of having "pathetically

displayed the Anguish of his Countrym"n"l7 the

elder Goldsmithrs literary influence on the younger poet

is apparent and includes the LatterIs choice of

g"nr". 1B

That same influence of genre, which we should extend

to encompass the elder Goldsmi th ' s o\^tn Br i ti sh 1i ter ary

milieu, prescibes the culturally accommodating vision of

The Rising VilIage. The "blessings" of Goldsmith's Scotia

are far from being entirely her ohln.

These are thy blessings, Scotia, and for these,
For wealth, for freedom, happiness, and ease,
Thy grateful thanks to Britain's care are due,
Her po\,\rer protects, her smiles past hopes rene\^l,
Her valour guards thee, and her councils guide,
Thenr may thy parent ever be thy pridet

Happy eritaãñLal though thy history's page
In darkest ignorance shrouds thine infant age
Matur'd and strong, thou shin'st in manhoodrs prime,
The first and brightest star of Europers cIime.
The nurse of science, and the seat of arts,
The home of fairest forms and gentlest hearts;
The land of heroes, generousr free, and brave,
The noblest conquerors of the field and b¡ave;
Thy flagr ofl every sea and shore unfurled,
Has spread thy glory, and thy thunder hur1ed....

Then blest Acadia! ever may thy name,
Like hers, be graven on the rolls of fame;
¡laV-ãTÏ-E'V sons, like hers, be brave and free,
Possessors of
Heirs of her r, and skill,
And through succeeding years

(p" 53, 1I.
her childern still.ffir

Such a vision delineates the extent

colonial poetry functions according

which the genre ofto

to the same
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imperatives that subordinate the colony to the colonizíng

country. Goldsmithrs discourse and genre enunciate more

than he intends to say. The inception of his vision in The

Rising Village reveals that for him, as for many of his

contemporary poets, a prosperous life in the New World is

unimaginable and inoperative if envisioned outside the

authority of the immigrantrs past. Nineteenth-century

Canadian poetry, more conscious of what its subject matter

lacks than of what establishes its differencer cannot

afford to be sub-versive.I9

Choice of genre, the long narrative accounts of

nature r \nrhether pastoral or not, idylls such as those of

Albert and Flora or Malcolm and Katier20 inscribe the

signature of the Iiterary "empire" by prescription.

Presence and absence are the metonymic rendering of the

tensions between the Old and the New Worlds, between an

established literary tradition and a ne\^t 1Íterature which,

while seeking its content and form, wants to be Seen both

as a continuation of the European tradition and as an

independent Iiterature.

It is this apparent absence of a Canadian literary

signature that generates the conditions necessary for the

beginning of another tradition, this time an indigenous

one. In the colonial condition that characterizes a

poet's perception and her/his workr âs Bhabha sayst

" It] here are intimations...of the construction of the

unity of the sign (as opposed to its primordial
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'givenness'), and the resulting stability of the signified

which, paradoxically, suggests the possibility of its

arbitrariness, that is, the irony of its repression of

discontinuity and difference in the construction of
rsenser, those modes of meaning that we call realism and

historicism."2L In other words, although we recognize

the landscape described in The Rising ViIIage as Acadian,

\¡¡e notice that yet another leveI of referentiality is

encoded in its representation, one that affirms the unity
of Britain as a sign authorizíng Goldsmibh's "1ocal

pride.n22 The pervasive power and presence of this

sign grants the poem its stabitity and perpetuates the

generíc conventions that celebrate British presence.

Happy Acadia! though around thy shore
Is heard the stormy wind's terrific roari
Though round thee Vlinter binds his icy chain,
And his rude tempests sweep along thy plain,
StiIl Summer comes, and decorates thy land
With fruits and flowers from her luxuriant hand;
Still Autumn's gifts repay the labourerrs toil
With richest products from thy fertile soil;
With bounteous store his varied wants supply,
And scarce the plants of other suns deny.
How pleasing, and how glowing witn delight
Are nohr thy budding hopes! How sweetly bright
They rise to view! How fuIl of joy appear
The expectations of each future year !

(p. 52, I1. 485-98)

These lines, although meant to sing Acadia's virtuesr can

claim no Acadian signature whatsoever. We mi9ht, in fact,

read them as minu.iscule condensations of another very

British narrative poemr James Thomsonrs The Seasons

(L726-30), or as the seasonal pattern we so often find in
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literature. The use of convention, instead of speaking of

things Acadian, speaks of what stabilizes the signified'

the signified here being not only beholden to the generic

conventions established in Britain, but ultimately Britain

itself. The lack of any qualíties that might dífferentiate

Acadia from what Goldsmith presents as her ilmaturrd and

strong" origins contradicts the poet's intentions.

The contradictions inherent in the work of such

colonial poetry rupture the unity of the literary work as

a sign and expose its arbitrariness. The aesthetic

uniformity that ensues from the colonial canadian

signature is deceptive. The form and sensibility of the

nineteenth-century Iong poem illustrate the extent to

which coloniatism is the signature of early Canadian

literature. The relation between canadian poetry as a

signifier and British poetry as a signified is obviously

an arbitxary and a crippling one with regard to the

discourse of Canadian experience. Though there are

clearly many channels of communication between the

nineteenth-century Canadian colony and its imperial

country, Canadian poetry in deferring to that given

tradition loses sight of its immediate world. It

expresses, instead, a reality that does not intend to

enunciate, in fact refuses to acknowledge, an indigenous

Canadian aesthetic. Thus the semiotics of early Canadian

poetry spells out a passive difference"

unwittingly, the colonial poet creates a body of work
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whose reality resists and even distorts the experience of

the writing subject. From a generic perspective, this work

functions in a linear fashion, continuing, that ís, the

Western tradition. From an ideological and pragmatÍc

perspective, the spatial and temporal context wíthin which

the work is physically located questions the

appropriateness of the imported genre to which the work

ansv¡ers. It is a work produced by a past ideology that

contradicts present experience t ãtticulated in a discourse

spoken elsewhere and in another time. Such a discourse

neutralizes the problems and concepts generated by the

Canadian context. It fakes an innocence that refuses to

acknowledge the close rapport that tradition teIIs us

ought to exist between genre and culture. Genre as a

historical determinant t oY genre as something elastic and

constantly redefined, influences the construction of a

literature that expresses the reality of its culture. It

also brings about the deconstruction of those models whose

discourse belies the experience of that emerging culture.
The deployment of genres appropriate to a recipient

culture often results in unitary works which feed, and in

some cases even ínfIate, the colonial imagination" In

other words, the appropriateness of genre might be suspect

when there are no signs of authentic appropriation.

It becomes clear that we can ans\,\rer the question of

the appropriateness of literary kinds only through the

degree of. their appropriation. Frye's treatment of this
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question is to be found in the "mythopoeic imagination in

Canadian poetry." He talks about the martyrdom of the

Jesuit missionaries, the Riel rebellion, the "forlorn hope

at Dieppe." These and similar themes we encounter, for

instance, in Pratt's poetry.23 Frye remarks that

"there is a certain family resemblance among aIl these

events which makes each one somehow typical of Canadian

history. rs there not something in the character of such

themes that recalls the earliest poetry of our mother

countr Íes of the lost battle of Maldon where courage grew

greater as the strength ebbed ahlay t oL of the reckless

heroism at Roncesvalles which laid the cornerstone of

French Iiterature?"24 For Frye, the mythopoeic

imagination of Canadian poetry, besides bearing signs of

nationalism, marks primarily a movement inspired by

anxiety as well as by nostalgia. Canadian literature

accomplishes this recollectíon backward through the

deployment of genres which took ages to develop in the

rrmother countries." Vrihat \^te have, in effect, êt the

beginning of the long poem tradition in Canada, Frye leads

us to understand, is a compression of genres. The traces

of medieval and Renaissance romances, Chaucerrs

narratives, and the AngIo-Saxon epics that we can detect

in the poetry of that period, are a1l part of the movemenL

backward that has shaped the generic route of poetry in

Canada" lühether one intends to interpret Pratt's The

Cachalot (I926) , The Titanic (1935), and Brebeuf and His
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Brethren (1940) a1legorically or otherwise, Pratt

certainly echoes a similar reverence for the past.

But these diverse choices of long poetic forms, in

addition to being appropriate as Frye observesr are also

heteroclite. We find in their examples a lack of common

generic locus. Generic features that characterize the

classic epic, the medieval romance, the narrative poem,

and the cycles of lyric poems genres that developed

through a great span of time are in Canada collapsed

within the literature of one century. This simultaneity

of diverse genres challenges the grammar of genre

development in Europe. It provides further proof that in

order to trace the archaeology of the long poem in Canada,

and specifically its generic formulation, one has to

proceed both synchronically and diachronically.

If therrmother country" is the geographical and

psychological locus as weII as the locus of the

imaginary -- where the Vüestern literary tradition has

originated, and if it stí11 fosters the imagination of its
rrof f spring" who have gone a\^/ay from ib, then a return to

its spatial and temporal boundaries could be seen in

Freudían terms as a regression to the oneiric chora of the

mother.25 Mandel speaks too of the Freudian journey

backwards, only the itinerary he maps out takes him to a

different, in fact opposite, destination.

Mandel chooses to follow the Bloomian Iine ofrrstrong

poetstt and their 'rrevisionary movement."26 "ïn Harold
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Bloomr s paradox, " he says, I'the poet begins by rebelling

against death, and his acute anxiety emerges from the fear

of two deaths, physical death and poetic death. The threat

to the absolute freedom and priority of the self (priority

over nature) and the struggle with oners precursors. The

poetrs desire is to be not only his ob7n father and to

displace his'realr father, but to be the parent of those

who gave birth to him in what Bloom, echoíng Freud, calls

the Primal Scene of Instruction, the moment of

election-Iove when the poet is called and ansv¡err.u27

In adopting BIOOm'S theory of "anxiety influencer" Mandel

fitfully "misreads" the forces at work in the Canadian

context, especially that of the nineteenth century: there

are virtually no "strong poets" in the nineteenth century,

and f^re have yet to discover evidence that those canadian

poets rrtransf orm Ied] their blindness towards their

precursors into the revisionary insights of their own

workrr -- the process at the heart of Bloomrs theory.28

Mandel, in a deliberate gesture of erasurer does not even

mention the complex "caset'of the "colOnial poet" when he

discusses the origins of the long poem" His

Freudian/Bloomian recourse teads him to the colonial

poetrs literarY fathers wiLhout alnowledging the role that

the "mother" country played in this "family
romance ."29

When talking about theories of genre and origins, we

cannot afford to ígnore the colonial poetrs regression
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into the oneiric chora of the "mother." Such a regression

functions as a double signifier: it points to the

unsatisfying reality of the colonial poet caught at the

crossroads of the present (new) and the absent (past' old)

worlds; and it reveals one of the regressive but dynamic

qualities of the poetic imagination, that of nostalgia"

The fantasy of a beginning which is, paradoxically,

always in process is caxried, according to Paul

Ricoeurrs interpretation of Freudr by two opposed vectors:

"a regressive vector which subjects the fantasy to the

past, and a progressive vector which makes it an indicator

of meaning."30 The colonial poet's creativity or

initial Iiterary production is activated by this nostalgic

regression. S/he at first works with the symbolism

ingrained in the'rmother country" while ignoring the

semi os i s of the ne\^¡ country. 3l th" symbol i sm of trthe

mother country" refers to the overdetermination of meaning

which culturatly fixed codes inscribe on literary

tradition. That meaning oþ¡es its success of continuity to

the homogeneity it attributes to its referential

retations. It is precisety this correlation of continuity

and homogeneity that necessitates a gaze fixed on the past

in order to authenticate, and authorize, the codes of the

present " In contrast, the semiosis of the ne\¡¡ counLry,

lacking as it does any fixed codes, offers the potential

to produce a writing that occurs exactly within the gaps

marking signification; such a writing would distodge the
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totalízíng codes and images of the "mother countryr" thus

enunciating the coloníaI poetrs dislocation.
As a result, the colonial subject loses itself in the

archaeology of its consciousness, reverses its course, and

relocates Íts present in the past. In the process of

unravelling the narrative of its experiences, the colonial

subject displaces, to use Ricoeur's words, "the birthplace

of meaníng" especialty the preconstituted meanings of

the old world thus unlocking its silence and releasing

its desir..32 Desire inspires the immigrant or

colonial poetrs nostalgic movement, but this same desire

and the discourse it entails, as \^re will see in the

chapters to follow, are part of the ethos of the long

poem. Desire is indeed what enables the poet to

deconstruct the preconstituted meanings s/he encounters in

the "mother country" by ceasing to see the new country ín

colonial terms and consciously participating in its

literary signifying process"

The colonial poet's nostalgia accounts in part for the

frequent preference f.or the epic form in early Canadian

Iiterature, although there are many long poems in the

nineteenth century that strictly speaking are not epic.

Their intent, however, is. Their emphasis lies not so

much in imitating the features of the classic, medieval

and Renaissance forms of epic as in emulating the epic

ethos. It is at this point that \,\te move from considering

what makes certain forms appropriate in the Canadian
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Theliterary context to seeing how

epic ethos manifests itself in

ecological and cultural milieu

Canada.

One of the

in W. D.occur s

Great

they are appropriated.

accordance with the

of nineteenth-century

earliest instances of this nostalgic ethos

Lighthall's "Introduction" to Songs of the

DominÍon (f 889) . "Existing English Canadarrr he

writes, "is the result of sÍmply the noblest epic

migration the world has ever seen -- more loftily epic

than the retirement of Pius Aeneas from llion the

withdrawal, namely, out of the rebel Colonies, of the

thirty-five thousand United Empire Loyalists after the War

of the Revolution."33 LighthaIIIs language of

superlatives bears the marks of his anxiety and of his

urgent desire to estabtish a lofty ground for the

beginning of Canadian literature. A.J.M. Smith is partly

right when he says that "Lighthatl's íntroduction is a

kínd of Canadian echo of Vühitman's Preface Lo Leaves of

Grass.r' 34 But whitman's vision does not get blinded

by the epic ethos. çuite the contrary. It is specifically

against this ethos, deeply and anciently European, that he

directs his readersr attention, for he is a\À7are of the

dangers involved in the (almost intuitively) mimetic act

of colonialism:

tTlhe expression of the American poet is to be
transcendant and ne\^¡, I t i s to be i nd i rect and
not direct or descri tive or e 1C. Its quality

Let the agegoes t roug ese to muc more.



Whitman is not concerned

own culture, and yet he

proportions. His vision

surrounds him and in its
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about lofty orígins outside his

creates a poem epic in its

is grounded in the realitY that

differences from other countries,

and wars of other nations be chanted and their
eras and characters be illustrated and that
finish the verse. Not so the great psalm of
the republic. Here the theme is creative and
has vista. Here comes one among the wellbeloved
stonecutters and plans with decision and
scíence and sees the solid and beautiful forms
of the
f orms.

uture where there are now no solid

not in models inspired in another place and time, by

another tradition. He is concerned with the process of

American poetry, its future. He delights in the plurality

of the American identity and in the immense possibilities

of literary form that the American material may create.

Whatever Whitmants practice, the epic as genret

according to Paul Merchantr goes beyond realism and might

have originated in the need for established and continuous

history.36 And it is surely telling that Lighthall's

statement is informed exactly by this need- As if in

confirmation of the organic correlation that one might be

tempted to make between the physical size of Canada and

the length of the epic poem, Lighthall's imagination is

captured by the epic ethos in its entirety. He finds a

myth appropriate in his mínd for the expression of the

Canadian experience but he also appropriates this myLh to

the extent of denying its mythic origins and universality:
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"existing English Canada is the result of simply the

noblest epic migration the world has ever seen -- more

loftily epic than the retirement of Pius Aeneas from

Ilion." He measures reality by myth, and in doing so he

goes so far as to implicitly deny it is his nostalgic

desire that shapes his vision of Canadian literature. The

rhetoric and the historical facts that inspire him

relocate his desire on a seemingly realistic around, that

of his present world, a world, however, informed by a

heroic past. It is also a world which, constructed as it

is out of rhetoric, idealism, a need for a tradition of

cohesiveness and the foregrounding of epic mythost

deconstructs Lighthall t s mimetic assumptions as soon as he

states them.

But Lighthallrs self-deluding rhetoric should not be

taken as the rule designating all appropriations of the

epíc genre. The diverse deployment of genre in the early

Canadian long poems marks the cultural code of Canada

whiler ãt the same time, it anticipates the heterogeneous

form of the contemporary long poem. The simultaneous

presence of diverse genres such as the narrative or

epic poem and cycles of lyrics whether they appear

faithfully reproduced or not, becomes a mea,ns of ordering

Canadian experience. As a result, a grid of familiar

generic codes is superimposed on the Sense of estrangement

that the Canadian poet feels ín her/his new physical

environment and previously uninscribed literary milieu.
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III: Appropriation

The appropriation of formerly developed genres marks

the degree to which Canadian literature establishes the

tabula for its inscription. The literary kinds the

colonial poet considers to be appropriate. are not

necessarily, or always, those s/he appropriates in

practice. It does not suffice that a literary kind is

appropriate as vehicle of cultural expression; it has to

be appropriated. Active appropriation Iiberates

established literary kinds from the aesthetic and

linguistic grids that have shaped them as genres within a

particular cultural contexL.3T It recontextualizes

them, and during this process literary kinds reclaim their

textual materiality so that they might be assigned, by the

writer and her/his culture, a new pragmatic

function.3B rtis pragmatic function relocates the

appropriated genres within the context of a nev¡ culture.

Thus the appropriation of literary kinds, and the

complexities that entails, takes the Canadian writer a

step ahray from literary anxiety and brings her/him a step

closer to the creation of a national literature.

Appropriation of literary kinds is characterized both

by repetition and difference. The repetition of

established genres recalls the already foreign past within

the context of a "foreign" present. The element of
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difference that enters this process is accomplished

through a double gaze what we might see in

Kierkegaard's terms as a looking backward and a looking

forward. The gaze backward is one that fosters the

emulation that directs generic continuÍty, one that

perpetuates the symbolic ties with the "mother country."

The second direction of the gaze of recollection will come

gradually to signify the difference between the sYmbol i sm

(the signified) of the "mother countryil and the semiosis

(the signifier, the inscribed) of the new country. It is

engendered by looking forward, by gazing at the gaps in

inherited patterns of meaning. This second gaze of

recollection is what will come to constitute a Canadian

Iiterature of the twentieth century. The gaze forwardr the

recollection of the present and the future, will gradually

displace the imported cultural features ingrained in genre

without discontinuing the Iiterary tradition.

This displacement marks the stage where Canadian

poetry encounters its other. The other is an entity

without precise origin, a chora without clearly demarcated

boundaries, Openness of form and structure features as its

most semiotic characteristic. It speaks of origins wíthout

origins, of unlimited possibilities and potential' of the

tong poemrs continuous stage of becomíng. Thus the

Canadian literary landscape originally a textual field

marked by anxiety about its foreign past' and by the

emptiness and namel-essness of its present gradually
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becomes a text inscribed by ne\^r names and characterized by

a more acute sense of which genres better reflect the

Canadian literary sensibility.

Frye observes this process, but he also becomes

prescriptive about it.

That this development Ifrom Canada as a pioneer
country to Canada as a civilized countryr part
of an international orderl is now taking place
and will greatly increase in future needs no
detailed proof: but it is to be hoped that the
poets who do deal with it will maintain an
interest in the traditional narrative form. For
the Lyxic, if cultivated too exclusively, tends
to become too entangled with the printed page:
in an age when new contacts between a poet and
his publíc are opening up through radio, the
narrativer âs a form peculiarly well adapted for
public reading, may play an important role in
reawakening a public respect for and response to
poetry. There are values in both tradition and
experiment, and in both the narrative has
important claims as Canadia4^poetry hesitates on
the threshold of a new era.r"

Frye, obviously, does not merely describe the development

of Canadian poetry; he discusses the direction of its

evolution, a direction he recognizes in the selection of

genre. At this stage, Frye argues, the Canadian poet ís

no longer plagued by anxiety about the lack of

appropriate, or lofty, subject matter or about the

uncertain direction of Canadian poetry; her/his concern is

nor^r f ormal- in nature. Even so r Frye t s statement i s

informed by his assumption that the poet writes for the

public, that the public in effect dictates orr if this

seems too strong a termr guides the poetrs "experiments. tt

The same sentiment ís echoed in Anatomy of Criticism where
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Frye states that "[t]he basis of generic criticism in any

case is rhetorical, in the sense that the genre is

determined by the conditions established between the poet

and his publi..''40 His reference to radio, although

seemingly incidental, is indeed a telting example.4I

Margaret Dickie's recent study, On the Modernist Lons

Poem, throws some light on the reason l^¡hy Frye rejects the

lyric as inappropriate to the poet's dialogue with the

public and focuses instead on the long narrative poem as a

more proper vehicle for this exchange. Dickie, like Frye

and, as we will seer most other critics writing on the

long poem, proceeds to tatk about its function by

juxtaposing it to the lyric: "It]he shift,r' she writes'
rrfrom the lyric to the long poem \^¡as not made swiftly or

easi Ly."42 No matter what these dif f iculties \^lere '
that shift, according to Dickie, illustrated I'the

inadequacy of Ithe lyric's] private and purified language

to shape the public themes which they [the modernist

poetsl aspired to address."43 The movement is from the

short lyric to what Dickie catls the "long public poemr"

the long poem as mirrox reflecting the public domain.

But the epic ethos informing this dialogue between

poet, or more precisely poem, and public prescriloes to the

long poem a strict referential function which translates

in ef f ect into a one-\^ray dialogue r a monologic genre.

Although Dickie traces the beginnings of the long poem in

the "radical experimentation" of the Modernist movement
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Pound I s Cantos,

Craners The Bridge and Williams's Paterson she finally

has to admit that "Modernism" vis a vis the long public

poem rrbecame in the end a conservative or conserving

movement, quite different from its revolutionary

beginnings."44 Dickie's argument, like FryeIs, implies

a definition of the long poem as a genre whose main intent

is to represent the public, that is collective, experience

of the society within whích it is produced. The poet, in

other wordsr doesnrt even have to look tor inspiration;

s/he is assigned a muse.

In spite of the various manifestations of genre in

Canadian poetry, the long poem has always been there as a

specific fie1dr45 whether "in the tradítional

narrative form" that Frye hoped would be maintained or in

the form of epic and extended lyric sequences. Genre, when

seen as the grammar designating the development of

literaturer âs Tzvetan Todorov sees it, "is a

sociohistorical as well as a formal entity" providing the

reader with an indispensibte means by which to establish

the parameters of an evolving poetry.46 Frye's

isolation of the narrative form affirms the fact that the

long poem has always been one of the most fertile genres

in Canadian poetry, but it also displays a somewhat

anthropological, almost structuralist, intent which

subordinates the long poem as literary text to

'rsociohistorical " referentiali ty.
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The function of genrer âs Todorov says ín explicating

Mikhail Bakhtin, is to posit the "relation between the

text and the world'r so that the reader might study "the

model of the world put forward by the text."47 Clearly

mimetic in its orientation, this approach thus far has

proven to be useful when applied to an "emerging"

literature overtly conscious of its formal and cultural

derivations by critics equally conscious of discussing a

body of work that has not yet found its niche in the

canon. But when Ì^/e move to the twentieth century, and

especially to the long poems of the seventies and

eighties, \^/e no longer see genre as the ground where

sociohistorical anxieties are enacted; rather, these poems

invite us to see genre as a field of textual

experimentation, a fietd reflexively constructed by

language. It is exactly this shift, in all its aesthetic

and semantic ramifications, that delineates the long

poemrs archaeological field in Canada. The archaeology of

the Canadian long poem maps out the differences that

unfold within the field of generic appropriation. The

contemporary long poem as genre posits itself as the

discursive formation which, havÍng a strong hold on the

present, can both recede into the past and unfold into the

future. Its combination of length, diversity of

structural principtes, and emphasis on the materiality of

language makes the recent long poem a productive genre in

Canada.
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Chapter Tr¡/o

In the Web of Genre

The consideration of genre as a construct with mimetic

intentr âs I have intimated in the previous chapter,

provides only a preamble to any discussion of the

contemporary long poem. In fact, the genre of the long

poem, to look forward for a moment, will prove to be a

non-construct, not a genre, just the trace of that Ídea.

Idea; eidos; eidenai. ...

(Stifl looking forward. ) This is what the long poem

likes to be: that which is what it is not, that which

speaks what it writes. The play of paradox. The real

"presence" of the word. The present tense announcíng the

pastness that befalls unto itself.

Or the long poem moving as the matter of language.

Making a fluid sign out of genre. Murderi.g, that is, its

own fathert or mother for that matter. (The genre of the

Iong poem, since it has no gender, fittingly acknowledges

no precise origins.)l rt locates its identity ín the

gaps that unname definitions; it initiates its own

dispersion. It makes a system out of that dispersion, a

system that requires the readerfs constant vigil. The long
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(eidos, knowing) is nothingpoem knows

other than

its eidenaithat

the acting out of, the act of, desire.

Maurice Blanchot: "Desire of writing, writing of

desire. Desire of knowledge, knowledge of desire. Let us

not believe that \¡¡e have said anything at all with these

reversals. Desire, writing, do not remain in place, but

pass one over the other: these are not plays on words, for

desire is always the desire of dying, not a wish. And Yet,

desire is related to Wunsch lwish, desire], and is a

nondesire too the powerless pol^/er that traverses

writing just as writing is the desired, undesired

torment which endures everythitg, even impatience. Dying

desire, desire to die, \Àte live these together not that

they coincide in Lhe obscurity of the interim"'2

This chapter witl be such an interim, an interval in

the narrative of this study. It will be a return to its

beginnings but at the Same time also a step forward from

its preamble. For I owe my readers an account: having

begun my discussion of the contemporary long poem by

tracing its beginnings, beginnings which I have already

renounced, and by stating that the focus of my study is on

genre while paradoxically intimating that the long poem of

the seventies and eighties is no more than a trace of the

idea of genre, I run the risk of being in contradiction,

of giving the impression that I am engaging in an outdated
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ort even worse, dead-end activity. In the face of such

objections, T nevertheless intend to proceed as I have

promised for two reasons. 1) The advent of recent literary

and linguistic theories has explained why genre, or at

Ieast fixed and simple definitions of genre, has lost its

impact in determining the course of literature. 2) The

contemporary long poem resists any deliberate attempt at

precise generic definition while inviting its readers to

see i t, to use Livesay t s words r ãs a t'new genre. " Bef ore t

then, I proceed to examine what constitutes the generic

paradox of the long poem, I think it is necessary to

reconsider the notion of genre. This wiIl clarify not only

my own approach, but, more importantly, the long poemrs

wobbling within and against generic definition.

I: Genre: Pure or Impure

As Todorov says in the opening of his essay I'The

origin of Genrerrr"It]o persist in discussing genres today

might seem like an idle if not obviously anachronistic

pastime. Everyone knows that they existed in the good old

days of the classics balIads, odes, sonnets, tragedies,

and comedies but today? Even the genres of the

nineteenth century (although not altogether genres to our

v/ay of thinking) poetry, the novel seem to be

disintegrating in our era. . . . ''3 According to Todorov's
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understanding (a very traditional one), genre as a name

that defines and prescribes the frames of literary
categories belongs to I'the good otd daysr " which extend

beyond the classic period. In this usage, the Aristotelian
notion of genre as an imitation of reality is extended to

mean a mimetic repetitÍon of form and. thematic patterns,

namely what is known as 'rcl-assical theory" of genre.4

This theory argues fox the "purity of genre" on the

assumption that genres ought to be kept apart and

immutable.5 That was the case, for example, when

Cicero and later Petrarch insisted that Iiterary kinds

ought to be restored to their purity. They opposed the

crossovers of genres and posited instead the principle

that genres already known ought not to be mixed or

al tered . 6

It is this kind of argument, one that has continued

on and off till our own days of literary indeterminacy,

which Todorov is catling anachronistic. It is indeed an

idle enterprise to insist on discovering the classical
generic codes in modern and contemporary literature. The

best informed criticism has always approached genre both

synchronically and diachronicatty. Yet even such an

encompassing temporal approach fails to take fully into
account the scope of contemporary literature íf hre attempt

to define and understand it by using the old genres as our

parameters.

Thus when I state that my study of the contemporay.y
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long poem is going to be generic in perspective, I do not

mean that I wiII be employing the established genres in

their classical sense. My generic approach will focus on

the dissemination of genres and will attempt to discuss

the dynamics of interaction among the literary kinds that

appear in the contemporary long poem. I propose, using for

heuristic purposes long-standing definitions of genre, to

see the long poem as an "impurerr genre.

II: In Support of Impurity

An impure genre, although it violates the classical

dictum about the separation of genres, does not challenge

the status of a particular literary kind. Antonio

Sebastiano Minturno, fot instance' saú7 the Italian

Renaissance romance, clearly a mixture of Iiterary kindst

as a new genre while acknowledging the permanence and

immutability of the indívidual Iiterary kinds of which it

was constructed.T As CoIie has shown, the Renaissance

was most open to genera mista, "self-conscious, carefully

worked mixtures, which counterpoint against one another

the separaLe genres that Petrarca was trying to

reestablish. "B Whut legitimized this impurity, and

enabled it to flourish, is best expressed by Sidneyrs

statement: "if severed they Igenres] be good, the

conjuction cannot be hurtfu1."9
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The generic impurity of the contemporaty long poem

observes inclusiveness as one of its generative

principles. The long poem posits itself as a "new genrerl

which finds its shaping force ín its radical employment of

the epic, the lyric, the non-epic narrative forms of

poetry, and other sub-genres, some of them 'runpoetic." But

inclusiveness alone cannot account for the mixed nature

and size of the long poem, nor, for that matter, of any

other genre that challenges the tradition. I agree with

Alastair Fowler that "Ii]nclusion is a fertile source of

generic transformation. Nevertheless, it can hardly in

itself provide the basis for a theory of literary

change."l0 The inclusiveness of the long poemt

although one of its generative factors, is not one of its

generic topoi. It cannot fully explain the extent to

which the contempora1y long poem invites us to see it as a

ttnew genre. tt

The phrase t'new genrer" even within a context of

generic impuríty, conveys a certain kind of tentativeness

that I have to address. T¡ühether or not one agrees with

the biological analogy that would connect genres and

species, it is impossible to determine with any degree of.

preci sion the emergence point of a f'new genre, " as i t i s

equally impossible to issue a pronouncement aboutr sâYr

"the death of the novel" and identify the death of this

genre with a particular author or date. As Karl Viëtor

argues, "[1]'histoire drun genre ne conntlt de terme qu'
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historique, de *ê*" qu'eIle a un commencement dans Ie

temps. On peut trouver que certaines oeuvres contiennent

I'61ément générique avec plus de puretá retative que

drautres, mais fton ne trouvera aucun moment dont lron

puisse dire que }e'type'y est r6a1isl, le genre dans sa

pfénitude, êt son histoire pu.rr"nu. à son accomplissement

idéal." Viätor relies on the assumption that "la
singularité du genre se d6veloppe dans le temps

sans jamais toucher au but."1l Even when dealing with

classical genres, the proffered immutability of literary

kinds does not preclude their constant transformation.

Fowler is right when he says that "genres are actually in

a continual state of transmutation."l2 Such a

continual devel-opment resists any attempt to trace and

locate the originary point that marks the emergence of a

new genre.

When we wish to talk about the origins of a ne\^¡ genre

we can onty refer to a type which, to quote viätor again,

ilest une abstraction, autrement dit c'est la définition,

Ie schème conceptuel de ce Qui, pour ainsi dire, fait la

structure fondamentale (qui nrexiste que sous la forme de

particularités pures) , 1a 'gén6ricité' du genre, "I3

Yet the "genericity" of a new genre does not necessarily

imply a transcendental type. Rather, it is a type

inferred by the linguistic materiality of the texts that

comprise a ne\^r genre, namely the accumulatíon of constant

elements whose mutability points in a common direction.
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It then becomes apparent when I state that the

contempor,ary long poem is a "nevr genre" that I make no

claims to knowing its exact origins (though hre can trace

some of its origins). The word contempor.ary is not meant

to delineate a precise historical point which might mark,

letfs assume, the contemporary long poemrs radical exit
from what is called modern poetry. On the contrary, it

offers me a frame of chronological rel-ativity, an

archaeological field whose margins are not categorically
determined and whichr âs a result, can exceed both in a

forward and backward movement the ever-tentative Iine that

designates contemporanei ty.
tt IG] enresr " as Fowler says, "at aII levels are

positively resÍstant to definition."L4 This sobering

observation holds aII the more for the contemporary long

poem, which I propose to define as a genre whose main

trait is precisely thís resistance to generic definition.

Thís definition both affirms and undoes itself. But

contradiction in reference to the long poemr âs will
gradually become evident, is not to be overcome. euite
the contrary. It is a form of discourse that has to be

explored in itself. Although long poems such as

bpNichol's The Martyrology and George Boweringrs

Allophanes cohere when one reads them, their coherence is
assigned to them by the reading act, it enters the poems

together with the readert it is not inherent in them. In

fact, coherence occurs, it ís marked, only when the
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contradictory genre systems of epic, lyric, and non-epic

narrative poetry (even of non-poetic discourse) operating

wíthin the long poem posit their heterogeneous

interrelationships. Coherence, in this case, does not

annul contradiction; it brings to light the generic

interptay that renders the contempo ra:y long poem such a

distinct poetic form. It signifies a dialogue of genres"

The inclusiveness of the long poem, that is, neither

presupposes a harmonious ínterrelationship among its mixed

literary kinds nor does it necessitate a complete

cancelling out of their idiosyncratic generic elements.

Contradictionr âs a form of discourse that suspends

what it enunciates, reveals the discursive formation of

the long poem while also revealing itself as one of the

poem's generic topoi. rn this lightr my claim that the

contempoxary long poem is a new genre whose main generic

characteristic is that it defies generic canonization is a

contradiction that folds within itself, a necessary double

suspension of a proposition which states what has not yet

been proven.

But my initial gesture which meant to outline the

long poemrs resistance Lo genre may have raised more

questions than it has clarified. When one works with a

genre that eludes definition, the process of questioning

becomes the onty means by which to come to grips with its

continuous unfolding. I wilI, then, continue this interim

questioning by probing further into the tradition of genre
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in order to delineate the context of the contemporaty long

poem.

III: The Legacy

Since Aristotlets Poetics the locus classicus of

genre theory generic distinctions have affected the

course of literature as weII as the course of criticism.

This is so not only because Aristotle was the first to

articulate a cohesive theory of genre, but also because he

introduced the notion of genre both in a descriptive and

prescriptive fashion. He described and classified the

idiosyncratic qualities of classical drama and epic by

proceeding sympathetically. He employed as his methodology

the same method, clearly ideologically based and

ideologically expressive, that informs the genres he chose

to isolate: mimesis. Mimesís for Aristotle is clearly more

than a literary trope; it is the basis for an ideology

constituted by the totalízíng effects of logos. Behind

theory, there is thethe legeiq of a work, in Aristotlers

logos of tradition and culture; legeÍn, the act of making

words (writing/speech), is subordinate to logos' the

Iexis of reason, of cohesion.I5 Aristotle's emphasis

on nouns (logos' Iexis, mythos) as opposed to verbs

(legein) shows that he prefers a world of things and

entities to a world of movement, fixed to fluid texts. The
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same emphasis also reveals the extent to which his mimesis

validates literature only according to its degree of

referentiality and representation. Aristotle considers,

for instance, the persona of lyric poetry to be an

imitation of the poet. Beyond that, he does not merely

describe and classify the literary works of his time; he

also prescribes the content and the structure of

titerature in general, relying evidently for his literary

theoretical pronouncements on his philosophical concepts

of reason and the world.

Aristotle's concept of genre, then, rests on the

concept of mimesis, on repetition of sameness. When

mimesís is employed descriptively and prescriptively --
when, that is, it is the subject, the object as well as

the critical tool of a study it produces a literature

that can be conceived only as a continuum. It creates a

body of works that lacks genericity, a body that engenders

only itsetf ad inf initum. Thatrs tdhy the Aristotelian

concept of genre loses its classic sovereignty when

applied to a literature that deviates from the classical

paradigms. VÍorks of this kind threaten the stability of

classical genres"

The development of classical genres follows the

relation between genus and ei4sE_1 Aristotle opens his

Poetics by presenting poetry at large as gelus and the

epic and tragedy as its main eidoi or species. The

hierarchy implicit in this distinction is confusing, even
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deceptive, for Aristotle applies the term genre to both

categories as well as to other literary kinds less

important ones, accordÍng to his genre hierarchy, such as

the ode. In discussing Aristotle, Vitjtor points out this

haphazard use of the term: "[a]insi, Iron parle de

1'ápopée, de Ia poásÍe lyrique et du drame comme des trois

gr and s genres; etr êh mêm. temps, Ia nouvelle, la com6die

et I ' ode sont aussi appetás des genres. Un seul concept

doit donc embrasser deux sortes de choses

diffdren¡""."16 The Aristotelian usage of the term

genre erases the differences among these categoriesr thus

solidifying even further the classical notion that genre

functions more through stability than change.

Interestingly enough, Atistotle too is aware of the

significance of difference in genre theory. Two of the

key and frequent words in Poetics are diapherein (to

differ) and diaphora (difference¡.I7 But the

dífference Aristotle has in mind is not one \^7e might

observe within the various manifestations of a single

genre. His is a dÍfference that delineates the extent to

which one genre differs from another. More than that, it

posits the assumption thatr âs Austin Warren puts it,

"genre differs from genre, in nature and in gI ory." 18

Aristotlers sense of difference ís the measure he uses to

guard the boundaries of distinct genres from "impure"

admixtures and interferences, and to establish generic

h ierarchy.
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Aristotle'r s attitude illustrates a philosophical

stance toward reality as well aS a critical stance toward

literature. "In nature and Ín glory." Genre, in the

classical context, is an imitation of reality. Yet some

kinds of imitations are inherently preferable to others'

and presumably therefore, certain realities are preferable

to other realities. At some remove, this explains why

genre has been viewed as cultural expþssion. Following ther
classicat norms of Iiterature, genre theory for centuries

advocated the framing of Iiterary expression not only

within already outlined aesthetic codes but also wíthin

the already prescribed cultural structures of humanism.

Genre in the traditional model becomes a metaphor (I use

the term in its etymological and rhetorical meanings) of

ideotogy, a vehicle that communicates collective

assumptions about the dialectic between "reality" and the

'rrealism" of literature; it operates as a myth preserving

the images (formal or figural) of this dialectic. As Colie

points out, "the genre-system in the Renaissance offers us

not a second world but an arr,ay of ways to look at the

real world, offers us a specíal vüay to make of culture a

common place." 19 Genre, then, as genus universum.

yet genre mythology, as it emerges from the classical

tradition and is later embellished in the Renaissance, is

effective only when v¡e apply it to a tradition of literary

works where variation, not difference, is the order.

Variation of the established norms creates a literary
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tradition that does not threaten its cultural and

aesthetic codes; difference, in contrast, produces a

tradítion that thrives on the upsetting of those codes.

Thus the need for a mythology of fixed genre indicates the

fear of change, af novelty, of indeterminacy, and

advocates centrality, hierarchy, and order. Single-minded

and monophonic, "order" as derived from Aristotle and

ultimately from Plato operates as the principle that

governs things. In its apptication, any difference that

disrupts its established patterns is dealt with as an

exception to the rule. In such an economy, inconsistency

and indeterminacy are to be shunned; the mixtures of high

and low genres to be purified; the hierarchies of genres

to be maintained.

IV: Opening up the Category

As Todorov remarks, even when I'the disappearance of

Iset] genres is affirmedr one sees at work categories

whose resemblance to generic distinctions is difficult to

deny.... Therefore, it is not rgenresr that have

disappeared, but the set genres of the past, and they have

been replaced by others" One no longer speaks of poetry

and prose, of first-person accounts and fiction, but of

the novet and the narrative [Ie r6cit], of the narrative

1e narratifl and the discursive, of the dialogue and the
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diary -ü20 Todorov is not alone in advocating the

disappearance of old genres. Bakhtin presents the novel as

the replacement of the epic and talks about the

"novelization" of genres; Gary Saul Morson, following

Bakhtints example, states that 'rgenre does not belong to

texts alone, but to the Ínteraction between texts and a

classifier"; JuIia Kristeva insists on the "fluidity'of

sômething as early as the French medieval romance and the

"transformation" of the early novel; Paul de Man argues

that the "lyric is not a genre, but one name among several

to desígnate the defensive motion of understanding, the

possibility of a future hermeneutics"; Jacques Derrida

replaces the discussions of genre with the indeterminacy

of texts and the r6cits, while presenting philosophy as

literary genre. 2L Whatever their differences, none of

these writers considers genres as fixed categories into

which we insert litêrary works according to their constant

elements, but as mechanisms opening up literary texts by

focusing on the v\ray they transgress their literary

predecessor""22 The emphasis on literary texts -- as

opposed to literary works -- is not merely a play on words

but a distinction constitutive of my approach to genre, in

contrast to the classical method of determinacy and

prescr iption "

The literary work, "classicaIIy" defined, is the

product of a grammar of origins that can be traced in a

tine of works sharing the same formal and structural
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principles. It posits a unity of meaning which is

determined by a meaning always anterior, and hence

exteríor, to what it itself expresses. Conversely, the

literary text is a "productivity" of an interwoven

signifying process which fosters contradiction and

heterogeneity on its formal and structural levels. It

shifts emphasis from meaning to signification and leads to

plurality. "Which is not simply to sayr" as Roland

Barthes puts it, "that i't has several meanihgs, but that

it accomplíshes the very plural of meaning: an

(and not merely an acceptable) plural ,."23

i r reduc ible

This distinction between product and productívity

leads to a further dístinction, between tradition and

genealogy. The literary work is valorized by a tradition

which seeks a system of homogeneity derived from the

workrs relations to its origin. This origin should not be

confused with those priviteged literary works that

function as models best exemplifying the turns of a

tradition; it ís a transcendental model, a metaphysical

arche that marks the unity of tradition.24 Thus the

grammar of origins that determines the nature of a

literary work unfolds on the principle of causality.

Origin, in this sense, is the cause that presents literary

tradition as a hierarchical linear movement consisting of

works which are considered to be the effects or the

products derived from the originary cause.

Such traditionr âs Michel Foucault says, "is intended
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to give a special temporal status to il group of phenomena

that are both successive and identical (or at least

similar ) ; it malçes it possible to rethink the di spersion

of history in the form of the same; ít allows a reduction

of the difference proper to every beginning, in order to

pursue without discontinuity the endless search for the

origir.."25 TradÍtion derives its power from its

continuity, which in turn is affirmed at the expense, and

by the exclusion, of the differences observed in litetary

works. But the linear history of literary works achieves

its homogeneous status only by bypassing those works which

challenge the centrality of tradition's unity. Tradition

thus is deceptive in its homogeneity exactJ.y because it

erases what does not fit into its preestablished patterns.

Deviations are not dealt with in tradition: they are

ignored, neutralized.

The reversal of the simple-minded causality of

tradition is what Foucault caIls genealogy:

Genealogy does not pretend to go back in time to
restore an unbroken continuity that operates
beyond the dispersion of forgotten things; its
duty is not to demonstrate that the past actively
exists in the present, that it continues secretly
to animate the present, having imposed a pre-
determined form to alI its vicissitudes. Genealogy
does not resemble the evolution of a species and
does not map the destiny of a people. On the
contr ayy, to follow the complex course of descent
is to maintain passing events in their proper
dispersion; it is to identify the accidents, the
minute deviations--or conversely' the complete
reversals--the errors, the false appraisals' and
the faulty calculations that gave birth to those
things that continue to exist and have value
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for us. 26

The geneatogy to which the literary text belongs exposes

the false recognitions of continuíty and deconstructs the

híerarchical structures that tradition establishes.

Whereas the literary work faIIs into the fatherland of

literature perpetuating thus a unity of meaning without

questioning it, the Iiterary text follows a different

process of descent. ttThe search for descentrt' Foucault

writes, "is not the erecting of foundations; on the

contrary, it disturbs what was previously considered

immobile; it fragments what was thought unified; it shows

the heterogeneity of what was imagined consistent with

itself.."27 Genealogy establishes the transgressive

field that results from the productivity of literary

texts. rt is a field that privileges no center; if it

privileges anything it woutd be the nature of events that

have nonoriginary origins.

The literary works that disrupt the unity of

tradition, and which for this reason are in conservative

aesthetics excised as disruptive productsr are what I

earlier called literary texts. By virtue of its

productivity, the literary text refuses to be, in Frank

LentricchiaIs words, a "reified locus of

determinacy";28 it becomes the ef f ect of its o\^rn

cause. As Jonathan Culler says, "Ii]f the effect is what

causes the cause to loecome a cause, then the effect, not
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the cause, should be treated as the origin.... If either

cause or effect can occupy the position of origin, then

origin is no longer originary; it loses its metaphysical

privilege.n29 Thus the Iiterary text abÍdes outsíde

the logocentricism of tradition, namely the continuous

movement toward a center that orders the textrs meaning.

The text resists the pursuit of origins and posits instead

the need to look for disparity. It activates the very

forces that tradition neutralizes.

V: Unlawful Acts

The distinction between tradition and literary work

and genealogy and Iiterary text is certainly relevant to

the concept of genre. The literary text ex-poses what

Derrída calls I'the law of genre." "As soon as the word

rgenre' is soundedr" he saysr more radically than any

other critic on genre, "as soon as it is heardr âs soon as

one attempts to conceive ít, a limit is drawn. And when a

limit is established, norms and interdictions are not far

behind: tDor t ox rDo notr says rgenrer t the word rgenre, I

the figure, the voice t ox the law of genre."30 The

literary text undoes, de-forms, the mythology of stability

and limits attached to genre, of high and low origins.

Texts liquify their determinatíon; they change the'course
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of their destination. The processual nature of texts

works against the history of genre those norms that

prescribe literature before it inscribes itself.

Although Todorovts genre theory (despite Bakhtin's

influence) is still structuralist in its search for a

"grammar," and definitety less radical than Derrida's, it

does alert the reader to the problems regarding genre as

textuality. "DeaIing with any text belonging to
t'1i terature, It Todorov says, ttrn¡e must take ínto account a

double requirement. First, we must be aware that it

manifests properties that it shares with all literary

texts t ox with texts belongÍng to one of the sub-groups of

literature (which v\le caII, precisely, genres) . .. . Second,

we must understand that a text is not only the product of

a pre-existing combinational system (constituted by all

that is literature in posse); it is also a transformation

of that system. "31 Within the genealogy of the

literary text we observe the transference of norms, from

the homologous ground of generic tradition to the

heterogeneous fietd of textuality, where no law can

protect them from change, from difference, from

transformation, from an interplay of meanings" From genus

unlver sum then, to genus proximum.

This transference, this disrespect for the law of

inviolable genre, also questions the legitimacy of the

cultural and aesthetic assumptions in genre mythology.

The Aristotetian claim that the nature of literature
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erasure. The pair physís/techne loses its sovereígnty.

As Morson , f.ar f rom Aristotle, points out, rr[w] hat art
represents, it misrepresen¡=."32 The literary text
reveals the arbitrariness of the law of genre while

posíting its own fictionality, its own claim to a reality

that ís not necessarily a mirxor image of the external

world. The Iiterary text is concerned with what

Jean-François Lyotard ca1ls the "postmodern condition" of

making reality, not with the humanistic centralization of

human experience.33 One might say that the text makes

itself visible, readable, exactly within the margins

the blank and silent, and therefore disruptive, spots

that lie outside the center demarcated by humanism and the

tradition of literary representation it has fostered.

As Lyotard says, " [a] postmodern artist or writer is in

the posítion of a philosopher: the text he writes, the

work he produces are not in principle governed by

preestabtished rules, and they cannot be judged according

to a determining judgment, by applying familiar categories

to the text or to the work. Those rules and categories are

what the work of art itsetf is looking for. The artist and

the writer, then, are working without rules ín order to

formulate the rules of what will have been done." 34

The fixed Law of genre, in other words, is inoperative in

literature when Ì¡7e deal with texts that do not f ollow the

mimetic mode. Literary texts engender their ohln genres,
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formation"''35 that

difference. Such

contemporary long
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genres, posit themselves as "discursive

operate according to their very

a discursive formation is the

poem.
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Chapter Three

After Poe:

The Contemporary Long Poem as a New Genre

Lola Lemire Tostevin, Double Standards:

for a long time I couldn't decide whether to be story
or poem one voice or many the poem always losing
its way as it scribbles towards some equilibrium while
the story brackets lives chains them for something it
can recognize a cast of thousands costumes soundtrack

Robin Blaser, Image-Nations I-I2¿

it is the interchange the form took
like walking in and out of a star
the words are left over collapsed
into themselves in the movement

between visible and invisible

George Bowerirg, Allophanes:

Archaeol ogy
are alright

random,
lyric

snow castles
poems. . . .

1S
for

The language
is not spoken,
it speaks....

history is
in

a thing. A dead lan.guage
which all words
describe, & refer.

Frank Davey, King of Swords:

The death of Arthur continues.
When I bought her black Peignoirs
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he \,vas dying, when I wrote her
he \^/as dying, when I took i11
his fever rose wíth mine, his
convulsed, upward....

aubades
at her refusal
bi le

Dying the death of Arthur, emblazoning

& the death of Arthur continues.

Phyllis Webb, Naked Poems:

star fish
fish star

Robert Kroetsch, Excerpts from the ReaI World:

This is the poem I didn't write. And not because I
wasnrt writing. And not because it ísnrt a poem.
I rm beside myself , purely as a Ì^Iay to anticipate
the past. Endings have stems and blossoms.

Roy Kiyooka, The Fontainebleau Dream Machine:

the Hand o
Pa1 impsest f 

the unseen Poet turning into a

In grouping these poems together, I intend to suggest

a scene of writing that performs a kind of "pas de deuxr"

both a dance of doubleness and a gesLure holding binaries

away. That same dance also configures the reader's

adventure inside the circuit of these texts.

These and other long poems such as Robin Blaserrs Holy

Forest, George Bowering's Geneve and Kerrisdale EIe les

bpNichol t s The Martyrol ogy , Robert Kroetsch's Field Notes

and Advíce to My friends, Daphne Marlatt r s Frames,

Steveston and Vrlhat Matters Douglas Barbourrs Visions of

m Grandfather Michael Ondaatje's The Collected Works of
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5/*

.lack

Christopher Dewdney's Spring Trances in the Control

Emerald Night, Jon Why te's two volumes of The Fells of

Brightness, and Lionel Kearnsrs Conver ences 2 ut"

just examples of how the long poem, while belonging to the

genus of poetry, cannot loe identified with one of its

eidoi. By being both outside and inside the established

poetic genres, the long poem participates in the genre of

poetry while defying its limits, the generic laws of its

species. This double positioning marks the deconstructive

activity of the long poem. By challenging the monism of

genre, the long poem invites the reader to rethink its

laws. One could even go so far as to consider the long

poemr âs we know it no\^lr as mutant, a potentíally new

species or at least a species engendered by generic shift.

These long poems and the list of course could grov¡

deliberately depart from the tradition of "bound
.)

\n¡orksilJ by positing themselves as texts. Rosalie Colie

tells us that when writers start mixing genres they do so

by working primarily with large forms.4

I: Epic and the rrNewrr Genre

The long poem has

primarily because of

always attracted critical attention,

the significance of individual long

Beowulf, The Divine Comedy,poems: Metamorphoses,
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narratives, the medieval romancesr Orlando

Jerusalem Delivered, Paradise Lost and Paradise

Reqained, Jubilate Agno, The Task, The Seasons, The

Prel-ude, Don Juan, Prometheus Unbound, Iri Memoriam and

The Princess, The Ring and the Book, Modern Love. In the

twentieth century, The Waste Land, The Cantos, Maximus

Poems, Paterson, and Gunslinger are examples, which

despite their formal differences, have also given rise to

many discussions about their tength and its generic

ramifications. Only recently, however, have critícs begun

to notice the peculiarities of the contemporary long poem.

Edgar Allan Poe Ì¡tas, perhaps, the first writer to dra$, our

attention to it, although he did so in a negative fashion.

In his essay rrThe Poetic Principle, " he attacks the long

poem as a temporal discourse (or narrative) because the

"elevating excitement" that lyric poetry occasions "cannot

be sustained throughout a composition of any great

length." He goes further and argues that "if at any timet

any very long poem were popular in reality -- which I

doubt it is at least clear that no very long poem will

ever be popular agai6."5 What is interesting is that

Poe defines the long poem by what it is not, that he

insists on seeing it as an aberration of J.yric poetryt oL

as a failure to sustain lyric intensity.

This definition by deduction does not stop with Poe.

Later critics who, unlike Poe, acknowledge the

significance of the long poem, also proceed by using
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deductive, if not a priori methods. Michael Bernstein's

The Tale of the Tribe a study seminal in its individual

readings of The Cantos Paterson and The Maximus Poems

asserts, for example, that the long poem is primarily

"verse epicr" "a poem including history."6 Although

Bernstein is quick to identify and focus on the radical

discontinuity (or differgnce) between these poems'

projects and that of the epic genre, his intricate

argument rests on the premise that epic is the index to

these poems. It is worth quotíng hím at some length so we

can see how he tries to accommodate this problem of

generic methodology.

'rI want to of f err'r Bernstein says, "a series of

propositions characterizing epic verse, propositions based

upon an admittedly uneasy combination of a priori

conditions and a posteriori concl-usions drawn from

specific texts.rr He then proceeds to define the epic as

(a) "a narrative of its audience I s o\A¡n culture, " (b) one

that exists without "the trace of a single sensibility,"

(c) whose "proper audience is not the individual in

his absolute inwardness but the citizen as participant in

a collective linguistic and social nexusr'r and (d) whose

main intent is to offer "its audience lessons presumed

necessary to their individual and social survivaI."T

Bernstein echoes Livesayrsr âs well as Fryers and

Dickie's, emphasis on the public function of poetry, and

specifically of long poetic forms. His definition thus
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f.ar , despi te hi s "admi ttedty uneasy" methods, simply

reiterates the traditional definitions of epic.

Interestingty, however, his anxiety about his method

surfaces not so much in the main body of his text aS it

does in a footnote immediately following the definition of

epic.

I have called my four characteristics an uneasy
mixture of a priori criteria and a posteriori
features, iñaGîvety [my emphasiEJderiVed by
considerinÇ-wlat numerous specific examples of
the form have in common. Although such a r¡tay of
reaching a definition is unorthodox, it is also
methodologically necessary' as is the subsumption
of my orÀrn characteristics under Wittgenstein's
notíon of "family likeness." That is, no single epic
need demonstrate all of these characteristics; neither
does the presence-õT one of these features assure that
a given poem is an epic.... Phenomenologically, the
epic is a project, an intentional structure to be
isolated and distinguished from other integtional
structures such as the lyric or the novel."

Footnotes, as acts of self-reading, are where authors most

commonly give themselves al^tay, where the slippage between

writing and reading figures as a rhetorícal turn revealing

the authors' uneasiness.9 ïn the above footnote,

Bernstein deconstructs his o\^7n method: he argues that he

has proceeded inductively; yet the text proper of The Tale

of the Tribe shows that his induced defínition is

imported into the long poem deduc t ivel

It is this circularity that points to the gap in his

generic approach.

If one is willing [he continues ín the main text]
to grant my characterization at least a provisional,
heuristic value, the most immediate gain in
considering The Cantos as an epic is that the category
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is now shown to possess a recognizable, even if rather
elastic, meanitg, whereas "long poem" tells us nothing
beyond the bulk of the volume in question. Moreover,
and this consideration is at least as crucial as the
four general criteria I have posited, by agreeing to
regard a poem as an epic (or, in the case of the texts
I will discussr âs three different attempts at an epic)
the readerrs horizon of expectations is affected: the
responses which previous examples of the genre will have
developed become availabte to guide an initiat reaction
to the new work. These expectations are, of courser also
known to the poet, who can then deliberately manipulate
them, can satisfy, thwart, or even seek to "correctrr and
improve upon the conventions of epic decorum. In alI
these instances the tradition of epic verse has provided
a series of pre-texts with which any new poem aligns
itself, pre-texts that also directly influence the
authorrs o\ÀIn understanding of how this poem should be
structured and what features it must include. To decide
to write an epic situates a certain contract between
author and reader, one that defines the textrs and the
audiencers mutual responsibility and generates an
intentional framework within which
exchange, poem/reading, can proceed

.î6 particular

The extent to which Bernstein priorizes the authorrs

intentions at the expense of the textrs materiality

indicates the reductiveness of his generic approach.

Furthermore, his qualification of the authorrs intention

as an "attempt" points to a poetics of failure which, in

spite of its thematic appropriateness in the context of

modern and contemporary poetry, does not account for the

generic reformulations of that poetry. Thus he rejects the

term "Iong poem" because of its lack of specificity; its

reference to the poems' "bufk¡" as Bernstein puts it, is

immaterial to him. Yet their very tengthr âs we will seet

is certainly what permits their peculiarities, signs of

their formal, structural and ideological distinctiveness.

Bernstein clearly, and perhaps organically, given his
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biases, prefers the historicity of a genre (his

appropriation of Wittgenstein's "family likenessrr) to the

challenge of an emerging form. The Cantos, Paterson and

The Maximus Poems do rely on hístory and the epic

tradition, but it is reductive to ignore their other major

concerns and the $tays in which they interrelate with other

genres. Bernsteinrs method reflects a generic fallacy

conìmon among critics: the most "recognizableil features of

a text determine that text's genre; it seems to be easier

to measure something ne\¡¡ against familiar norms than to

consider its newness, íts generic strangeness- Such

'rattemptsil at an epic definition of the long poem become

even more problematic when one applies such a theory to

contemporaxy long poems deating with history.

For example, despite Lionel Kearns' reliance on

historical facts and oral accounts concerning Captain

James Cook, Captain George Vancouver and the Nootka

Indians of the Pacific Coast, his Convergences from its

opening radicalty modifies both epic conventions and the

readerrs assumptions about historical writing.

They arrive. They are visible. They make themselves
present to whatever was here before their coming.

They are in this area at this precise moment,
their spirits merging with the indigenous ghosts
of the place.... Some of them disappear soon. Some
stay on and for a tíme become components in a
pattern that grows more stable before it too begins
to change" It is neither good nor bad" It is flux.
It flows ín b¡aves and engulfs us all' a process
whose partial record we call history.

A continuous sense of disorder and confusion
descends and threatens my life. My desk is
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covered with papers that I do not want to see.
What will I do with them? What will I do with all
this information? I want on11r to do my work, but
how am T to begin?... At this moment I know only
that I am here and that others have been here
before and have teft something for mer âs I leave
something for you. Time is a ritual exchanger.,
though the gifts move in a single direction.'-

The present tense of the poem alters the reader's relation

to history as the history of the past becomes synchronous

with the moment of the poet's writing. History is seen as

istorein the art of storytelling as it occurs' not as

conveying a privileged story closed off by tradition. The

poemrs double column format -- similar to the format

Robert Kroetsch uses ín The Ledqer where he deals with the

documents of his family's backgroundl2 enhances the

duplicitous and double relation to history: on the one

hand, it shows how the making of history coincides with

the making of poetryi on the other, it maintains the

dífference between the historical and poetíc discoursesr a

difference further emphasized by the different scripts in

which the two columns are written.

We cannot thus afford to ignore the poet's reading and

scripting activities which converge in turn with our

own reading act that contribute to the quasi-epic

character of Convergences. At the same time, however, it

is important to distinguish between the poetrs signature

in the text and what Bernstein calls authorial

i ntent i onal i ty. Convergences bears no signs of overriding

intentionality, of overdetermination. The incorporation of
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the writing process into the text manifests the extent to

which the text is engendered during the act of writing,

and not pro-grammaticatly, namely by the writer following

preestablished generic norms. Kearns' freguent references

to the historical characters | 'rgenesrr and to the

"generations" that followed them foregrounds the extent to

which a genre disperses its I'genes, " its traces, as the

poet reformulates it. Kearns, contrary to Bernstein, shows

that historical material alone does not determine the

generic signature of the epic; instead, the focus in his

text lies on epos, the act of telling. We can surmise from

long poems such as Conver ences and also from the

postmodern novel and metaliterature on the whole, that

genre becomes íts own dynamic interpretant, interpretant

in the sense of effecting its own changes, its o\A¡n

manifestations of difference.

Bernstein's is the most rigorous study of the long poem

based on the epic. Although he makes no references in ít

to Roy Harvey Pearce's classic The Continuity of American

Poetry, he advances the discussion of the long poem in

Pearcers chapter, aptly entitled "The Long View."13

Pearce mainly argues that since the American epic is an

"impossible taskrI a genre that defeats its own intent
primarily because of the lack of cultural myths diplaying

epic ethos, the "strategy Iof the American epic] is to

make a poem which will create rather than celebrate a hero

and which will make rather than recall the history that
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surrounds him. In the American epic what is mythified is

the total milieu and ambiance."14 I wíll not go on

here to discuss in great length Pearcers argument because

Paul gové has already done sor and in a \,/ay that f inds me

almost ín complete agreement with nové, in his essay "The

Vüorld and Earth of WilIiam Carlos Williams: Paterson as a

rLong Poem. r'r govérs Heídeggerean reading stresses the

"dehistorícization" of the long poem identified by Pearce,

and, in discussing the sub ject I s I'd\¡le11ing" on earth,

concludes that Paterson "is, from the beginning, a

self-acknowledged failure as a quest-poêîìr" a failure

primarily because of the impossibility of writing the

American epic.15 My objection to Bové's case, and

largely to all other epic approaches to the long poem,

centers on its tendency readily and often inappropriately

to identify a poet's quest as being guided by the epic

ethos.

What I am suggesting is that' although we often

encounter epic elements in the long poem whether as

instances of mimesis praxeos or as features intended to

subvert the epic aenre --, we should not confuse the long

poemrs quest with that of the epic quest. Nor should we

take it to be a motif exclusively belonging to poetry;

quest in the long poem, I would like to propose, ís a

metonymy of desire. Desire is always born out of lack, out

of absence. It signifies the universal human drive to seek

a future of pleasure (pleasure not only in its libidinal
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sense); it also functions as a corrective in the sense

that it seeks to recuperate the lost past in the form of a

desired (desirable) future. As a sign of lack, desire is

inþerent in the incompleteness of the present, but also

negates the present. It is because of this that desire

becomes the converging point of self and language.

As Anthony Wílden observes in "Lacan and the Discourse

of the other," "desire, as an absolute, ís fundamentally

the Hegelian desire for recognition ... as a (human)

subject by requiring the other to recognize his (human)

desire; in this sense one desires what another desires.

And in the sense that desire is unconscious, one desires

what the Other (here the unconscious subject)

desires. "16 Recognition, which vrle ought to understand

here both in its literary (Aristotle's anagnorisis) and

psychoanalytic ( anerkennung r reconnaissance /
/,

meconnai ssance ) senses, is accomplished in language. rn

Jacques Lacanrs terms, the unconsgious as rrthe disCOurSe

of the other " enaloles the sub ject to recogni ze i ts self

and address its other by situating itself within

language.lT rt is this kind of quest that constitutes

the subject"

I shall quote Lacanrs essay "The Function of Language

in Psychoanalysis" at some length because it is crucial to

our understanding of the relationship between desire and
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that the more the duty of Language becomes
neutralized by its moving closer to information,
the more Language is imputed to be laden with
redundancies This is highly instructive for
usr since what is redundant as far as information
is concerned is precisely that which does duty as
resonance in the Word.

Here the function of Language is not to inform
but to evoke. Vfhat I seek in the Vr/ord is the
response of the other. V'Ihat constitutes me as
subject is my question. In order to be recognized
by the other, I utter what \^ras only in view of what
wiII be. Tn order to find him, I call him by a name
which he must assume or refuse in order to reply to
me, I identify myself in Language, but only by
losing myself in it like an object. Vrlhat is realízed
in my history is not the past definite of what \^Ias'
since it is no more ¡ ox even the present perfect of
what has been in what I am, but the future anterior
of what I shall have been for what I am in the
process of becoming

The Word
Language is
body it is"
images whích

is in fact a gift of Language, and
not immaterial. IL is a subtle body, but
Words are trapped. in ?fI a!Ê corporeal
captivate the subject. . . .'

The subjectrs loss in language, discourse as enabling the

subjectrs self-recognition, and desire as the constant

element that activates this "process of becomihg," are

behind the quest motif, thereby devaluing the notion that

quest and epic ethos operate as a pair.

Lacanrs notion of the materiality of language and the

temporality it expresses are of great relevance to our

appreciation of the epic traces in the long poem. In

discussíng Breuer's and FreudIs "Preliminary

Communication" (1893), especially their treatment of

anamnesis (recollection), a key concept in the epic, Lacan

articulates the relation between the singular and plural
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speech, taIe,
plural (epei),

this relation
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epos in the singular signifies word,

song, story, promise, saying, wordi in the

it stands for epic poetry. Lacan discusses

by focusing on the subjectrs discourse:

Het
But
that
prec
i nto
And

the subjectl has simply recounted the event.
we would say that he has verbalized it
he has made it pass into the verbe or more

he-67Tngsepos b
tñe or i

which
ins of his ovrn

back
rson.

visely into the
esent time

he n a Language w 1C perm s Soes S

discourse to be understood by his contemporariest
and which furthermore presupposes their present
díscourse. Thus it happens that the recitation of
the epos may include some discourse of olden days
in its ohrn archaic or even foreÍgn tongue' or may
even pursue its course in present time with aII
the animation of the actorl--buE-E-Ts like an
indirect discourse, isotated inside quotation
marks within the thread of the narration, and,
íf the discourse is played out, it is on a stage
implying the presençg not only of the chorus, but
also of spectators.-'

Lacan's focus on "the discourse of the other" as what

produces the discourse of nostos and anamnesis so

pervasive in the epic genre, discloses how epic ethos is

just one of the many webs of signifiers that desire

assumes during the subject's "process of becomihg-" From

the epic perspective, it becomes apparent now why Kearnsl

Convergences and so many other long poems are written in

the present tense. As opposed to the past tense of the

epic and its usurping and totalizing effects' the present

tense of the long poem validates not so much what is

remembered but the act of remembering itself, not the

t'true" origins of a bygone past but the subjectIs "process
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of becomihg. "

II: Lyric and the "New" Genre

At the opposite end of the spectrum from epic there

are those who, whether working with or against Poe, trace

the long poem as a form emerging out of the lyric an

approach inviting a complex reinterpretation of the

lyricrs search for identity. Critics like Marjorie

Perloff, Joseph N. Riddel, and M.L. Rosenthal and Sally M.

GalI suggest that \i/e can study and understand the long

poem only with regard to how it unsettles our generic

expectations founded on the lyri ".20
Once again, Northrop Frye has anticipated our

discussion, this time of what he calls lyric and

"po".2l Although when discussing Canadian poetry he

makes, as v¡e have seen, a strong case for long poetic

"narratives," he deals with longer poetic forms other than

epic only in a scant fashion: "Ip]ure1y narrative poemst

being fictions, wiIl, if episodic' correspond to the

species of dramat if continuous, to the species of prose

fiction."22 Frye's theory of genre, whose purposer âs

he states, "is not so much to classify as to clarify such

traditions and affinitiêsr" operates according to his

"thematic modes r"23 thus "clarifying" the distribution

of mylhsq and ethos rather than designating the formal

and structural hrays in which mythos and lexis come
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distinct poetic formr Frye acknowledges, albeit

briefly, the awkward generic spot in which the

finds itself, and to which he consigns it.

67

asa
very

long poem

We have the three generic terms drama, epic, and
lyric, derived from the Greeks, but we use the
latter two chiefly as jargon or trade slang for
long and short (or shorter) poems respectively.
rãe middlelETzed poem does not even have a jargon
term to describe itr and any long poem gets to be
called an epic, especially if it is divided into a

dozen or so partsr like Browning's Ring and the
Book Similarlyr w€ call Shelley's Ode to the
weE-WinA a lyric, perhaps because it is a lyric;
if ure hes itate to ca1I Epipsychidion a lyríc, and
have no idea what it is, we can always call it the
product of an essentially lyfiçgl genruÊ. It is
shortetr,than the lliad, and therers an end
of íL. ¿

The instability of definitions and the resistance of

certain poems to generic categorízation give agility to

the circular structure of Fryers generic theory, but also

account for the metonymic progression in his discussion of

the lyric.
Even in his most recent statement on the subjectt

"Approachíng the Lyric," Frye still insists on the lyric's
ttsense of the discontinuousr" and returns to PoeIs essay

and its influence on the poetics of French symbolism and

English modernism: "It]his essay had, as is well known, a

tremendous influence on the French school that runs from

Baudelaire to Valery, and that influence made its \^lay into

English poetry in the generation of Eliot and Pound. I

imagine that one reason for its influence \¡tas the belief
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that the standard meters of continuous verse had exhausted

their possibifitiesr so that narrative shifted to prose,

while long poems, even the poems of that master of the

interminable, Victor Hugo, tended to loecome increasingly
îTfragmented."¿) Fryers observation is to the point, but

it is regrettable that he does not pursue any further the

relation between what he calls the lyric's discontinuity

and the Iong poemrs fragmentation. Given, however, his

thematics of genre, the reader could infer that

discontinuity is related to treatment of themes and

fragmentation to presentation of form and structure. In

Fryers scheme of thingsr âs a result, the long poem

thematically maintains its posi tion of sub-genre no\Àl

seen under dramar no\^I under epic, but always situated

within the lyric domain whereas structurally it is

stitl in want of "clarification."
Perhaps it is because the tyric is such an emJoracing

concept that so many critics of the long poem mistakenly

tend, like Frye, to subordinate the long poemrs

particularities to the lyric's concerns. Vühile it is true

the lyric ¡ ox rather the lyrical impulse, is certainly

inscribed within the long poem, the long poem is

definitely not a simple extension or expansion of the

tyric. Although such criticat approaches are usefuL in

isolating and studying the long poem, their value is

limited exactly because they insist on examining the long

poem from the outside. These approaches locate the form of
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the long poem too deliberately within preexisting and

often honored generic molds -- mainly those of the epic

and the lyric a strategy which restricts our

understanding of its drive and openness" Since I cannot

possibly discuss here at great length what all such

critics argue' I will focus on what I think is the most

rigorous and full-scale lyrical approach to the long poem.

I hope to show that the lyric which is part of the long

poem is not the lyric that reached its apotheosis during

the golden days of New criticism, but a lyric fracturing

its "wholeness, rr deconstructing its o\^/n lyrical impulse.

The first thorough attempt to define the long poem as

a genre is The Modern Poetic Seguence by M.L. Rosenthal

and SaIIy M. ca1t.26 Their openíng statement in fact

acknowledges the need to define the long poem as a rrrìewrr

genre (p. 3). IronicaIly, what despite their intentions is

immediately noticeable in their study, beginning with its

title, is that they soon do away with the "Iong poemr" for

they consider it to be too I'traditional" (p. 26) a form,

an uninterrupted narrative which lacks the ability to

"encompass" the "tonalities" of íts perhaps rrfragmented

structuresr' (p. 26) into an "essential field of emotive

reference" (p. 23). Since there hasnrt been a generic

study of the long poem as such, except in its specific

configurations as epic, narrative and romance, their

dismissal is hasty and not founded on carefully explored

grounds. Thus Browning's "The Englishman in Italy,"
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certainly a short long poem, and Tennysonrs Maud, which

they value as poetry, "remain" for Rosenthal and Gall

"long poems in the tradítional sense, despite being

fragmented in their quite different ways': (p. 26) . The

problem here is not that the points of departure for

Rosenthalrs and Gallrs study lie in the nineteenth century

this a\^Tareness is important for developing a sense of

the tradition of the long poem but that they are

reluctant, to say the least, to acknowledge the openness

and diversity the long poem can accommodate. This openness

a quality they observe in The Cantos, The Waste Land

Paterson, The Maximus Poems, and David Jones rs The

Anathemata they arbitrarily see as being characteristic

of what they

emphasis).

call "the modern poetic sequence" (my

"IT]he modern sequencerI' they argue, "is the decisive

form toward which all the developments of modern poetry

have tended" It is the genre which best encompasses the

shift in sensibility exemplified by starting a long poetic

work rI celebrate myself, and sing myselfr' rather than

'Sing, Goddess, the wrath of Achillesr" (p. 3) " The shift

in sensibility they observe is fundamental in

understanding the generic character of the long poem, but

their term "sequence" is deptoyed in both too limited and

too loose a sense to be of any value from a generic

perspective. As a result they blur the features of the

territory they set out to map. This is how they define
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the poetic sequence: it is "a grouping of mainly lyric

poems and passages, rarely uniform in pattern, which tend

to interact as an organic who1e. It usuall i ncludes

narrative and dramatic elements, and ratiocinative ones as

well, but its structure is finally tyrical. Intimate,

fragmented, self-analytical, openr emotionally volatile,

the sequence meets the needs of modern sensibility even

when the poet aspires to tragic or epic scope" (p.9; my

emphasis). The value-emphasis of their adverbs exposes

the biases of their otherwise insightful study. A sense of

nostalgia, the kind Lyotard sees as the informing drive

behind "modern aesthetics," "the nostalgia for the

unattainabler" seems to characterize Rosenthalrs and

GalI's central definition especially their emphasis on

the lyric as well as the rhetoric of their study.27

While agreeing with Rosenthalrs and Gallrs basic

premise that the long poem as t'ne\nt genrerr encompasses

other genres such as the Lyric, the epic and the

narrative, I take exception to their pyivileging of the

lyric at the expense of the other generic elements. When

they put under one generic umbrella EmiIy Dickinson's
I'Fascicles, tt Yeats t s 'rV'Iords f or Music Perhapsr il and

StevensIs "The Auroras of Autumn" along with PoundIs The

Cantos, Vüilliamsr Paterson and Jonesrs The Anathemata ir
is obvious that they are engaged not so much in a generic

study as in a study of poetic sensibility thaL has little

to do with any consideration of literary kinds. In this
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respect, they are very close to Poe. Theirs would have

been a legitimate approach had they not initially

announced they were goíng to deal with a I'new" genre. No

matter how much the reader wants to take advantage of the

flexibility inherent in all generic codes, s/he cannot

adequately discuss, as Rosenthal and Gal1 do, within the

same generic framework Ol sonrs The Maximus Poems and

Hardy rs Poems of 1912-13.

On Lhe one hand, then, Rosenthal and GalI seem to be

talking early in their study about the serial lyric as a

long poem, "the modern sequence pre-eminentlyrr (p. 6) , a

poem which has transformed its "conLamination" by elements

belonging to other genres into a structure that resists

frames and determining centers. Although they do

acknowledge the disparate generic structure of the

Sequence, they See this ttrìe¡/" genre nOt aS encgmpasSing

other poetic and non-poetic genres without intending to

privilege any of them but as a genre which has

fundamentalty a "lyrical structure." In short, a study of

the long poem or what they call a seguence which

emphasizes íts lyrical aspects at the expense of aII other

considerations is far from adequate.

On the other handr âs their study developsr it becomes

clear that what they define aS "lyrical Structure'r is not

the structure of an extended lyric poem.

I ts rical structure I s ob ect is neither toI
reso ve a pro em nor o conc u eanac on o
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ossible.
s

inibial pressures but goes beyond them in scope. By
initial pressures we mean the human occasion for the
poem, its set of a\Ä/areness' its situation (the felt
reality within the poem), its condition of sensuous
or emotional apprehension--whatever constitutes an
emotional center energizing the poem, which moves
towards a state of equilibrium that balances,
resolves t ot encompasses these pressures.-.. The
ability to hotd in balance conflícting and logically
irreconcilable energies, and to identify their
presence and intensityr is felt as mastery over
contradíction, mastery by poetic conversion into a
pattern of unruly but mobilized affects. (p. ff)

Obviousty this definition has very Iittle to do with the

tyric poem as a genre. In fact, it has a lot to do with

the',generaI" sensibility of Iiteraturer more specifically

with New Critical tenets about harmony, balance, and

reconciliation. It is strange Rosenthal and Gall should

choose "Iyrical Structureil as the predominant feature of

the "new" genre when they are autare of its much larger

applicability: " Il] yricat structure, incidentallyr " they

say, "is by no means restricted to poems. It is a

characteristic of atl Iiterary genres: plays, novels,

short stories, sermons, speeches, even prose exposition.

It is, precisely, the concrete aesthetic dimension of any

piece of verbal expression" (p. I5). Obviously, their

position is not simply puzzling but indefensible,

considering that they claim they practise a generic

reading.

Yet, although "lyrical structure" overrides all

generic distinctions' it still calls, by virtue of its
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terms, for a close generic rapport wíth the lyric.

Despite the irreconcilable thematic and structural

contradictions Rosenthat and GalI observe in the modern

poetic sequence, the effect of its lyrical structurer they

argue, is that of an "organic form" (p. 7), a "Iyrical
matrixr" which is realized within an "essential field of

emotive reference" (p. 23). It is, ultimately, their

emphasis on this emotive Iocus that subordinates the

"activity" they notice in the sequence to the emotional

and psychological motivatíons of the poetic subject. Thus

they do not locate the poem as one of a kind, but as an

ex-pression of the poet, turning attention from intertext

to poet.

The thematic and structural activity Rosenthal and

GaII focus on becomes virtualty Iost, neutralized by the

"equilibrium" they rush to identify beneath the "surface

variations" (p. 307) of the sequence. Their privileging

of a deep structure the level on which the "organic

whole" of the poem, reminiscent of New Criticism again, is

realized is virtuatly imposed on the poem by the

readers. Rosenthal and Gall fail to take into

consideration that the fragmented form of some of the

sequences they examine does not re-present this simple

ttwholeness. rr

A brief example might illustrate the limitatíons of

their assumptions" Although their reading of Jonesrs The

Anathemata is sympathetic and sensitive, it betrays their
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discomfort with long poems and I use here the phrase

"long poem" deliberately which resist easy resolution,

or dissolution for that matter, within that vague field of

"emotive referencer' (pp. 295-99 | 306-07) . One is tempted

to think that Rosenthal and GaIl wistfully, if not

wiIfu1ly, ignore the various "signs" of Jonesrs writing

which he shares with his readers in the "Preface" to The

Anathemata. 28 They disregard the subtitle of the

poem, "fyagments of an attempLed writiog," which

illustrates that Jones is not interested in reconciling

the contradictions of his poem or in drawing its

discontinuíties within a single I'continuum" (p. 307).

Therers conspiracy here:
Here is birthday and anniversary , íf there I s

here, therers a new beginning.
continuity
(p.5r)

Continuity or a moment of realization for Jones does not

mark a moment of "equilibrium" but the processual nature

of his long poem. Furthermore, Rosenthalrs and Gallrs

regret that Jonesrs poem lacks the "confessional

dimension" (p. 299) of the sequence is nothing other than

disregard for what the poet hímse1f discusses in his

"Preface": 'rone is trying to make a shape ouL of the very

things one is one-se1f made" (p. f0). By ígnoring the

complexity of the poem's form, its layout on the page, its

íntricate structure as well as i'Es various levels of

discourse, Rosenthal and Gatl search, bewildered, fox a
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lyrical self as opposed to a self that defies any

centralization of its "emotive" and "psychological

tonalities. "

Their emphasís on "lyrical structure" brings them, for

a moment, close to Joseph Riddel's argument that "the

theory of the lyric, rather than being antithetícal to any

notion of the long poem, indeed is the only theory of the

long poem" (p. 466). But this point is as close as their

arguments come. For Riddel, unlike Rosenthal and Gall'

does not look for the organic whole that unifies the

fragmented nature of the Sequence; he focuses instead on

the lyric's constant questioning of its own form and

structure. nídde1 does not simply insist on the workings

of lyric in the long poem, he is interested in the aporia

the lyric aeneratest

that plays through aIl Ianguage, and inevitably
produces doubled readings (the undecidable) or
defines titerature as that kind of text which
can never be reduced to a closed spatial reading,
either as a dialectical or a self-mirroring p1ay.

The l-yric, then, undoes its ovJn frame t oY
repeats the "force" of framing with its o\^rn

metaphorical violence--a play of disptacements
which the modern "long poem" only makes explicit.
The lyric is irreducibfy temporal, a text never
present to itself, It represents the flaw of
myths of origin.

Perhaps, then, the "Iong poem" has become our
model of rrreading" (or better r re-reading) as
decenter i ng .

(pp. 466-67)

Athough this last statement

"our model of 'reading' (or

by Riddel, the long Poem as

better, re-reading) as
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decenteringr" Iike Fryers statements, extends the lyric

beyond strict generic specifications, it does so in a \Á¡ay

that gives us a different understanding of how the lyric

and the long poem converge, however contradictory this

convergence might seem. Tn Rosenthalrs and Gallrs

formulation the lyric ís no longer considered to be a

preestablished genre. It engenders its ovtn tropes,

generates i ts o\,irn reading.

Riddel ís not alone in positing the lyric as a

non-genre vis a vis the long poem. Extending Fryers theory

of genres, Andrew Welsh also argues in Roots of Lyríc,

that "[1]yric is...Iess a particular genre of poetry than

a distinctive vrray of organizing language, and \Á/e can see

in Wílliams' Paterson and Poundrs Cantos that there are

basic conflicts between the traditional demands of a long

poem and the very different organization of a

lyric-centered language ."29 l¡flelsh does not bother to

tell us what therrtraditional" demands of the long poem

are, but he moves ahead of Frye when he relates the lyric

to certain Iinguistíc structures that can be found in the

long poem. Lyric as a nongenre is not, in contrast to its

positioning in Frye's generic theory, constituted by Lhe

contract the poet and the public sign about writing and

reading conventions. Rather, for Vlalsh, it comes forward

as an aspect of the poemrs Iinguistic phenomenality.

In this respect, both Riddel and Welsh seem to move

toward Paul de Man who states that "[t]he lyric is not a
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genre, but one name among several to designate the

defensive motion of understandi.g, the possibility of a

future hermeneutics. From this point of view, there is no

significant difference between one generic term and

another: all have the same apparently intentional and

temporal function. "30 The motion de Man talks about is

the troping of language, the rhetorical turns the reader

has to follow in order to become part of the poemrs

inteÌligibility. According to de Man' the lyric moves away

from "description" toward therrmateriality of an

inscription. rr ttDescription, it appears, t' de Man says¡ t'was

a devíce to conceal inscription," a device that revealed

only the phenomenality of the lyric subjectrs

experience.3l The lyric, then, signifies a certain

inscription, which is part of its intelligibility, and a

certain reading"

This reading, since it breaks through the lyric's

"description," is not an act of mimesis; instead, it is

what de Man calls an "allegory of reading." In the de

Manian lexicon, " Ia] Iegory means the rhetorical process by

which the literary text moves from a phenomenal'

world-oriented to a grammatical, language-oriented

direction."32 The trajectory of such a reading

itlustrates a different functioning of the lyric poemrs

self-referentiality, one that does not thwart, but changes

the direction ofr interpretation, one that discloses its

own contradictions"
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It is this kind of lyric that the long poem

encompasses: not a particular kind of genre which is

relatively short, articulated by a single speaker's

apostrophe, framed by a specific occasion, and focusing on

the speakerrs emotive locus; but the self-referentiality

that binds the sub ject I s \47riting and reading acts as they

are materialized through langutge.33 The pure short

lyric, a ',monological f orm" according to Tilottama Ra jan t

does not allow the subject I s otherness to speak

through.34 only when it is incorporated into the

larger structure of the long poem where it ínteracts with

other elements of the long poem does it articulate

d i fference .

Vühat Rajan says about genre sums up the tension between

the epic and lyric readings of the long poem.

A semiotics of genre, to complement the structural
study of genre begun by Aristotle and the thematics
of gãnre completed by Frye, would see the pure lyric
as using its proximity to song in order to mute the
gaps between signifier and signified by conferring
ór, the words the illusory unity of a single voice.
By contrast, naxrative, which dramatizes the gaps
bãtween what is totd and the telling of it, is
always already within a world of textuality, of
interpretatíon rather than origination" A more
complex case is that of drama, which at first sight
seems to share the lyric proxímity to the order of
voice. In fact drama deconstructs that"grderr and
reveals the textuality even of voice. "

The long poemr âs Rajan's remarks implicitly confirm,

although not necessarily narrative in form, has the

ability to absorb into its large structure Lytíc,
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elements, thus creating a

III: A Genre in the Present Tense

The long poem, as we have seenr cannot be read with

the single purpose of defining it. Instead, it invites the

readerrs act to merge with its ohrn textuality. As Robert

Kroetsch says in a statement he made on Seed Catalogue'

The writing the writing the writing.
Fundamentally, I mean. The having written
excludes the reader. We are left with
our selves as critics. We want to be fçaders.
The continuing poem makes us readers.Jb

If we were accustomed to thinking of reading as a genret

the long poem would of f er a rrreading" par excellence.

"Writing," as Culler says, "can itself be viewed as an act

of critical readi.g, in which the author takes up a

Iiterary past and directs ít toward a future."37 The

Iong poem then as a re-reading of writings, a re-vitriting

of readings. But if vre are invited to consider the poet of

long poems as a reader, there is no specific and

legitimate reason to assume that the long poem's

decentering is the "explicit" manifestation Riddel finds

in the lyricfs own undecidability.

George Bowering's account of his process of writing

Allophanes explains why the long poem derives its energy
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from more than one generic source.

V'Ihat I want to hear is the voice that enters my
secluded study. I donrt care, really, to enquire
of it where it is coming from. If it is loud enough
it is all round one.... I am a\^¡are of myself as
audience....

As I get older, I come more to realize that my
activity as a poet composing is an extension of my
desirous childhood Christianity. r want Iike crazy
to get here alone & hear God's voice. T mean it. If
I hear the gods insteadr"f, am acknowledging, like
it or not, my adulthood..^

The poet as audience cannot determine what s/he hears nor

can s/he determine in what genre "voicest' or "re-readings"

mark the field of the long poem. The nostalgia that \Á7e

detect in Bowering's statement -- the same kind of nostos

that informs the heterogeneous movements of other long

poems such as The Cantos, many of the long poems by Jack

Spicer as well aS most Canadian long poems from Al Purdyrs

In Search of Owen Roblin and Eli Mandelrs Out of Place to

Daphne Marlatt's Steveston, Douglas Barbour's visions of

my grandf ather and Jon Vlhyte's The Fells of Briqhtness

is not something that can be expressed through the lyric

aloner rro matter how much the lyric generates its own

apgrias. As Eli Mandel puts it, "Ii]f the poets tended to

see the long poem as a form, especially a superior form

escaping the Iimitations of the lyric, its critics tended

to see it rather as 'writing. "'39

Behind this longitg, behind this writing of

re-readings, there are also traces of the epic and the

non-epic narrative traditions, traces which are often
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This is how Roy Kiyooka, for instancer Points toward the

non-lyrical decentering of these other poetic traditions:

"the slowty turning propeller of our adamant History

proposes that the yet-to-be-written Canadian Epic wiIl be

a wind-borne series of discreet images t 4000 lines long,

with an ocean at either end for ballast. everytime I

re-read the F.D.M. lhis long Poem The Fontainebleau Dream

Machinel ... I re-invent myself. 'itr is a musical score

for a small ensemble. a window, skY-fight an open

door."40 And Riddel too acknowledges the epic element

in the contempoxary long poem: "IT]he (modern) long poem

originates in this space Ispace an an elliptical metaphor]

and represents it; represents the undoing of the dream of

the epic to produce a myth of origins, to return upon

itself" (p. 477). But the lyric and epic elements in the

long poem do not, as \^re have seen, make it what Morson

calls a "boundary work uncertain which of two mutually

exclusive sets of conventions governs.''4l The long

poem, although it fosters plural meaning, is not, to use

Morsonr s word, " Id] oubly decodable, " that is, rrthe same

text becomtingl, in effect, two different works."42

Neither the lyric nor the epic can be privileged over the

other, f.or the long poem derives its energy from the

interaction of these, among other, generic elements.

Riddel, howeverr âs I have noted' sees the energy of

the long poem as deriving predominantly from the lacunae
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one finds in the tyric as "an analytical machine which

putIs] itse]f in guestion" (p. 476). But althoughr âs

Riddel argues, the long poem does transgress the limits of

genre, its transgression, I am proposing, should not be

confused with the flexibility of a given genrers codes.

Generic limits are indeed elastic: they can stretch,

extend, fold within and without. Nonetheless, the long

poem transgresses not the limits of a single genre but the

Iimits, the frames, of various genres, such as those of

the lyric, the epic, the narrative, the dramatic, the

documentary and the prose poem. OnIy when the reader

remains constantly attentive to the dynamics of the

various generic components of the long poem, will s/he do

justice to its protean form.

The long poem enters the margins of these genres by

appropriating the very concept of genre, by extending

itself within its own margins. The proliferation of its

forms questions the classic notion of a unified genre. The

flexíbility of the limits (principles, codes) set between

genres, their readiness (desire) to bend, tease the long

poem, provoke its textuality to transgress them, to bypass

Aristotle's guardian pen. The long poem has the abitity to

accommodate through its form and within its structure

radically disparate elemenis. These elements, although

they also appear in their purer forms in the genres from

which they are absorbed, display v,Tithin the field of the

long poem the extent to which its textuality continues
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(conserves) and parodies (reverses) their traditional

functions.43 Thus the long poem breaks the hymen of

its own genre. Making no claims on generic purityr it

solicits other poetic genres. The breaking of a genrers

hymen (the violation of íts purity) marks the breaking of

the logocentric model of tying a literary work to a center

whose timiting power lies exactly in the fact that it does

not shift. This penetrated hymen releases the center from

its fixity and as a result releases as well the stuff of

language, gives birth to writing as genre.

The simultaneous presence of these disparate generic

elements genre as writing and their heterogeneous

interrelationships mark what Bakhtin would call the

"polyphonic" nature of the long po"*.44 As a

polyphonic structure, the long poem "novelizes" the

function of the genres deptoyed in it. Through their

"novelization" these genres, according to Bakhtinr "become

more f ree and f lex ible, thei r language rene\¡¡s i tself by

incorporating extraliterary heteroglossia and the

rnovelistic' Iayers of Iiterary language, they become

dialogízed, permeated with laughter, irony, humor,

elements of self-parody and finally -- this is the most

important thing the novel inserts into these other

genres an indeterminacy, a certain openendedness, a living

contact with unfinished, still-evolving contemporary

reality (the openended present)."45 rt is apparent

that Bakhtinrs novelization theory considers the I'noveI
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Ito be] the only developing genre ,"46 and this may

lead one to question the applicability of his theory to

the long poem. Although I am not suggesting at all that

one could replace in Bakhtin's study the novel urith the

long poem without risking misapprehension, what I see as

being pertinent for my purposes here is that his genre

theory rests on the same observation which illustrates the

long poemrs idiosyncratic nature, that of a "literature

... caught up in the process of 'becoming.til47

In this respect, the novelization of the long poem

designates two things: first, its malleability, namely its

continuous resistance to any kind of formalized closure

and its propensity to assume various configurations; and

secondly, its tendency to absorb diverse generic elements,

a tendency which results in the recontextualization of

these literary kinds. As Davey remarks, "[e]ven some of

what Livesay termed documentary may perhaps more precisely

be seen' as appropriation, re-contextual ízation, Iiterary

intervention, hístorical revision, textual subversion,

improvement, conversion. A dialectic occurs herer but not

so much between the 'objective factst (presuming that

there can be 'objective factsr) and the subjective

feelings of the poet as between the original texts and the

new one."4B Although Davey talks here about the use of

documentary material, his statement could as easily be

applied to the long poemrs re-contextualization of other

genres. Thus the presence and the heterogeneous
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interrelationships of the various literary kinds of poetry

found in the long poem do not imply that we simply

encounter these genres in their tradítional forms; their

re-contextualization within the field of the long poem

marks these genres as the inner signs of the long poem

itself.

This is precisely the reason v¡hy a generic reading of

the long poem should not valorize one of its incorporated

genres at the expense of another. The long poem does not

simpì-y work agaÍnst any attempt to retrieve the generic

matrix of literary texts namely the specific genres

that engender them but it also parodies the nostalgia

for retrieving generic origins while incorporating this

search within its ohTn textual body. The implicit denial of

an overriding single structure of generic authority posits

the long poem as a metagenre, an instance of mise en

abyme, a genre without a genre.

The long poem, then, is a trace-structure of the signs

of all these genres. In other words, it is no longer an

eidos but the act of eidenai itself, not a fixed object

but a mobile event, the act of knowing its limits, its

demarcated margins and incorporated Iiterary lcinds. Thus

in a non-Aristotelian context genre as genus generates

species, the spacing of margins in such a I¡Iay that eidos

ceases to be a kind of a species and becomes the kind of

i ts "other. "

The otherness of this rrrìewrr genre obviously restsr âs
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not, however, restrict intertextuality in this context to

mean aIIusion, as Michael Riffaterre defines it, or

transference of certain signifying forces from one text or

genre into anotherr âs Kristeva herself defines itr49

but mimesis and simultaneous alteration of these forces.

Intertextuality is too general a term to articulate the

dynamics that shape the long poem. I would 1íke to propose

another term, that of parallaxis, to signify the

particular instances of intertextuality that characterize

the long poem as genre in a state of continuous

"becomi hg . tt

Parallaxis derives etymologically from para + allaxis.

It is the polysemy of these roots that make parallaxis a

useful tool in discussing specific functions of

intertextuality in the long poem: para- means beside,

towards, going by, beyond, contrary to, in comparison

with; allaxis means change, interchange, making other than

it is, giving in exchange. Parallaxis then signifies the

range of forces that buitd up a tradition, the dynamícs

that gravitate one text or genre toward another and whÍch

determine the extent of influence, namely the

interdependence of texts as well as the autonomy of

individual texts" The parallactic movement is accomplished

through transference by alteration and variationr a

transference based on sameness as well as difference.

Parallaxis, as an extension and qualification of
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intertextuality, delineates, I believe, the dialogue

between texts and genres with greater precision, while its

particular configurations evoke the diversity of the

dialogic play at work. It indicates an exchange

(expropriation) r the shifting of text and genre in

alternating contexts, a shift and change which often

involve corruption of origins, deviation from an original

or originary point.

It is parallaxis that points to the long poem's

underwriting of the monumentalization of literature

generally, and of genres specifically. What motivates this

underwriting (writing under erasure) is the long poemrs

intent to disclose otherness, namely to ex-pose the

ungrammaticality suppressed by the grammar of the

particular genres that comprise it.

The Iong poem accomplishes the Ínscription of otherness

by its use of present tense.50 The present tense calls

for an inversion of the function of Lyric, epict narç,ative

and other elements of the long poem. It is used to explore

ne!ü complexities of the lyric utterance in relation to the

subject that enunciates it. Although many lyrics, as

George Wright observes, are also written in the present

tense, the present tense of the long poem operates

dif f erentty.5l Sharon Cameron I s response to V,Iright I s

argument helps us illustrate some of these differences:

this present Ithe lyric's present] seems to
contain a multiplicity of temporal features
that \i¡e ordinarily think of as mutually ex-
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clusive. It is past-like as weII as indicative
of future. It locates action temporally, but
not in time as we know it. Although timeless'
thís present tense implies duration.... A
present that houses the past as well as the
iuture and thatr moreover' evades spatial
location and fixture is very close to the
creation of a temporal myth built between
past and future, real-Bnd imagined time, this
world and some other.'o

The present tense of the lyric, even when it is not meant

to re-present the occurrence of its subject matterrs

occasion, is fixed on the occasion of its writing while,

paradoxically, remaining silent about it. As Cameron

suggests, in spite of the spatial and temporal

dislocations incurred by it, the present tense of the

Iyric, forgetting as it does its verbal materiality'

expresses not so much the present aS the permanence of

myth. "Given the desirêr " Cameron remarks, ttto f rame the

present in the stasis of perception, it is easy to see why

the lyric confuses Present tense with the presence that

o.. will bring them Itemporal f usions] to a hal¡. rr53

In contrast, the present tense of the long poem does not

seek to fuse other temporal dimensions nor is it its

objective to evoke metaphysical or mythical presence. The

only presence it speaks of is that of the materiality of

language, namely the process of the writing act, the

progression of present action.

The materiality of language implies that language is

not representation but an act, an act that concretizes

perception" Its materiality is that of the material of
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signifiers which correspond to conceptual signifieds. The

present tense, then, whether it occurs in its simple or

progressive form, is in the long poem the vehicle of the

process of signification itself. Sincer âs I stated

earlier, the process of signification is inscribed only

within a textual systemr âs opposed to the system of a

work, the long poemrs present tense is one figuration of

its textualíty. Beyond this, the present tense in the long

poem is reinforced by the present tense of our reading

act. The temporality of the reading act coincides, in

turn, with the "allegory of reading" inscribed in the long

poem.

The poet, engaged in an ongoing process a process

which accounts in part for the length of the long poem

writes/speaks in the present tense through a dialogízed,

in contrast to the lyric I s monologic, rr I. rr The

traditional dichotomy between spectator and actor,

signifier and signifíed, is erased. The two functions

become interchangeable, the distance between them breaks

down, the writer finds herself/himself at times lost in a

ftuid world where everything is possible. This is an

experience \^¡e too share as readers. l{hen we enter into the

present-tense world of the long poemr \¡I€ cannot tell with

certainty to what extent our reading graphs our

recognition of the poemrs own inscription or becomes an

"allegory" of its o$/n interpretation.

A further consequence of the long poemrs unfolding in
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the present is the decentering of the self, the

questioning of the Cartesian ego. The present tense'

because it expresses only a given momentrs occurrence and

meaning, and because it remains by definition inconclusive

and constantly moving, designates the tentativeness of the

enuncíating subject, makes the poet a\^lare of the

polyphonic and inconclusive nature of the seIf.

The dialog ic enunciatíon of the self and the aporias

it gives rise to explain the loss of epic distance in the

long poem. The epic as a genre is marked by the

transferral of a represented world into the past. The

long poem, by contrast, attempts to deal with the

inconclusive present. It recalls the past not so much as a

presence entirely lost, but as a presence which is

unavoidably what in its different configurations the long

poem inscribes. It is, in part, through this attempt to

retrieve the past that the long poem practises a critique

of the culture that produces it; for the long poem seeks

to explore not the tradition of the past but its

genealogy. Thus from the monologic worldview represented

in the epic, from the intense "cty of the heart" in the

lyric, \de move to a worldview that continually affirms the

present "

The grounding of the self in the present contributes

to the discursive form of the long poem. That

discursíveness results partly from the long poemrs

preoccupation with locality, and partly from its mode of
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enunciation. Although locality is a concern pervading

Canadian literature in general, its treatment in the Iong

poem recasts it as one of its dístinct themes. Locality in

the poem, together with the documentary material that

often goes along with it, may designate the place that

generates narrative and where narrative events occur, but

more than that it causes its o\,\tn temporalization and the

liberatíon of documents from fixed interpretation.

At the same time locatity also becomes the field of

writing, that is, the space where the long poemrs

inscription and process are thematízed. In a similar waY,

the long poem's discursiveness marks the loss of authorial

distance, which interrelates poet and locality. The main

consequence of the loss of authorial distance is that the

single-minded narrative of the epic, together with its

implicit overview, ís erased as welI.. As a resultt

narrative is replaced by discourse, by enunciation itself.

The linearity of narrative now takes the form of a

dialogue between different levels of discourse and genres

that privilege an al¡¡areness of the writing act while

speech still maintains its significance through the

voice's textuality. All these features locality, the

decentered self, and discourse characterize the

indeterminacy of meaning and the resistance to closure in

the long poem of contempoY.axy Canada.
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In Practice
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Chapter Four

Polygraph of Itineraries:

Local i ty in the Lons poem

Although the long poem is largety defined by the

present progressive tense, it ís not a genre that lacks a

specific around. Locality in the long poem is of

paramount importance for a variety of reasons. It

determines the formal construct of the long poem as a

textt it is the ground, the field within which this

textuality is realized. Beyond this reflexivity, however,

locality in the long poem functions also as a Canadian

signature. Frye's succinct, and rhetorical, 9uêstion
tt\,rrhere is here?tt expresses the concerns of the

contemporary long Poem.

Locality is the trace that spells out the concernr so

ubiquitous in canadian literature, with place. Locality

gives the long poem its spatíality, and because this

spatiality has a fluid ground and flexible limits it does

not stand diatecticalty ín regard to the long poem's

temporality. Locality in the long poem is not employed for

the sake of creating a setting. Instead, it operates as an

intrinsic generíc element thematized within the discursive

formation of the long poem. In this chapter I wílL examine



the concern with locality, the causes

this concern, and the various ways in

thematized by focusing on long poems

Daphne Marlatt, and EIi Mandel.
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that give rise to

which Iocality is

by Robert Kroetsch'

I: Origins without Beginnings / Poems without Endings

The following statement by Robert Kroetsch affirms one

of the fundamental manifestations of Iocality in the Iong

poem:

What has come to interest me right no\^¡ is what I
suppose you can caII the dream of origins.
Obviously in the prairies, the small town and the
farm are not merely places, they are remembered
places. When they wete the actuality of our lives,
\^/e had realistic fiction, and we had almost no
poetry at a1l. Now in this dream conditionr âs
dream-time fuses into the kind of narrative we calI
mythr vr€ change the nature of the novel. And \^te

start, with a new and terrible energy{ to write
the poems of the imagined real place.-

KroetschIs "dream of origins" speaks of the desire to

locate an origin, a desire ¡ngrained in the Canadian

Iiterary imagination. When this desire, often in effect a

memory of colonialism, privileges absence, it locates

origins in a place that has not been directly or recently

experienced Europe, the Old lVorld. In Kroetschrs case,

however, the desire for origins does not privilege the

ptace from which his ancestors came, but rather the place

to which they came, the place he \¡Ias born in the small
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prairie town, the New WorId.

Kroetschrs early long poems The Ledger and Seed

Catalogue deal with a place he has known personally.

Yet the tension that generates the desire for place occurs

when the poet no longer inhabits his place of origins. As

E.D. Blodgett puts it, in his essay'rThe Book, Its

Discourse, and the Lyríc: Notes on Robert Kroetsch's Field

Notesrrr "It]he acceptance of origin in KroeLschIs text

is manifested prímarily in the integrative arrangement of

texts on the page: the page, by becoming a picture-space,

immedÍately makes of history, memoir, and the play of

origin a static actívity in the temporal sense."2

Kroetsch's "dream of origins" is a dream of a real place

experienced in time, its reality being reenacted by what

Blodgett cal1s the "picture-spacer" the visual and

therefore spatial arrangement of language on the page.

The awareness Btodgett describes is not necessarily a

static au¡areness. Kroetsch's "dream of origins" is also a

dream of motion, ultimately a dream of dream-as-desire

that defines itsetf by means of dislocation. Thus Heisler

(Kroetschrs home town) becomes Bruce County (the place

where some of his ancestors first settled) ' 
I'the green

poem,"3 which becomes Heisler again, which becomes in

turn upstate New York, the prairie, Nanaimo; which becomes

Vüinnipeg, then Banff, Greece, China, Germany, and so on.

Locality in Kroetsch's work is informed and shaped by

frarrivals ... departures arríva1s" (FN, P. 29).
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Distocation opens up the way toward the "imagined real

place" and occasions the writing process that recasts it.

Seed Catalogue does not dÍsplay an epic nostos as

Mandel's Out of Place does, for Kroetsch does not

undertake a journey of nostalgía. His arrivals and

departures mark, to a great extent, the movements of a

nomad, the nomad as poet. "We write mandalasr" Kroetsch

says, "towards a cosmology that cannot be located. Towards

a cosmology that, possíblyr \^Iê do not wish to locate. Like

Wordsworth, \^re spend years on the prelude. Like Stevens,

we make notes towards a supreme fiction. "4 M"*oty and

dreaming become the substitutes fot the homeward journey.

As the titte of one of Webbts poems reminds usr "The Place

Is Where You Find It."5
Although Kroetsch has always acknowledged WilIiams'

influence on him, Seed Catalogue is not as close to

Paterson as the reader might expect. Pater son whi le

proclaiming the significance of locality and, at the same

time, shifting from setting to setting, remains located

within the same ground" The city of PaLerson, the librarY,

the waterfalls, the park, the doctorrs office, are alI

firmty mapped within the territory which fiIls williams

wíth "local pride." In contrast, Kroetsch's treatment of

locality in his long poem, like that of his

contemporaries, indicates a parallactic treatment of

locality by way of a continuous displacement. "The placing

of placer" he says, "but not as in the American poem of
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(Paterson, Gloucester) place." The placing of place

inscribes not only what the eye sees "(place: the eye /

consumes itself: time¡.'6-- but what the poetIs gaze

fails to grasp, namely the absence in the Canadian

Iandscape. Absence in and of place is the parallaxis of

place in the long poem. The paradox of its inscription is

in keeping with the long poemrs aesthetics, its generic

contradictions and its ideological and cultural traits.

The poet can fully inscribe absence only in the present

tense.

It is this parallaxís of locality which explains \^¡hy

in ttstone Hammer Poemtt the stOne becOmeS the meaSure Of

place and writíng process aIike.

t
:..
the stone is
shaped like the skull
of a child.

2.
thi s

where I begin
thi s poem !üas

found in a wheatfietd
lost (this hammer,
this poem).

'7.
The poem
is the stone
chipped and hammered
until it is shaPed
like the stone
hammer, the maul.

paper$¡eight on my desk

(FN, pp. f3-6)
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The stone by means of image, simile, assertion,

metaphor, metonymy and repetition is object and poem

and place and dream, a1l at the same time" "This wonlt /

surprise your" says Kroetsch: "My grandfather / Iost the

stone maul"; "he IKroetsch's father] found the stone maul

/ on a rockpile"i "I keep ít / on my desk / (the stone)"

(FN, pp. L7, l8r 19). The stone as a foundr lost and

retrieved object tríggers the poet's imagination and

becomes transfigured into its namesake, a ilfound'r poem. It

functions as a heuristíc poetic device thaL sets up

spatial limits while breaking down the finiteness of

geographyi it helps the poet locate himself within a

familial territory which, significantly enough, lacks a

center. The grandfather and the father may represent the

phallogocentric tradition, but the poet enunciates their

presence in the past tense: they are the figures that

delimit the beginning of this tradition as weJl as the

place of 1oss. The past, and what it represents, is framed

by the poetrs present, the present tense of his location

and writing process alike.

The loss of center-as-place and of place-as-center' the

absence of demarcated boundaries, posits the "dream of

origins" as the only substitute tot realr geographical

p1ace. Russell Brown, in his essay "Seeds and Stonesr'l

observes that "that loss is a precondition of the eventual

findiûg."7 tt is indeed a precondition of finding a

place, but the eventuality Brown is looking for is simply
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not there. Or, it is but at the same time it is not.

Kroetsch's obsession with beginnings defies any eventual

finding of place because he resists telos. His long

poems, although they stand by themselves, form "a
continuing poem" (FN, title page) r the present participle

as adjective markíng the mazing path he follows in his

attempt to find a place.

The "doubleness," according to Brownr which loss and

finding seem to suggest is also reiterated by Robert

Lecker in his book Robert Kroetsch:

in IKroetschrs] long poemsr âs in the best verse in
Stone Hammer Poems Ì^re note several points of

concern: an involvement withtangency an ongo ng
establishing through poetic language a particularly
Canadian and western sense of p1ace, a desire to
represent a peculiarly double sense of Canadian
experience, and a need to find a sense of personal
and public origins that may be dreamed by the poet
whose task ít is to write his world into existence. I

Lecker, although his argument is more elaborate, makes the

same mistake as Brown. He discusses Kroetschrs individual

"long poems" but ignores Field Notes the "continuing

poem" which, by gathering the individual poems together,

transcontextualizes them. SÍmilarly, Brown states about

I'Stone Hammer Poem" that i t I'consoles us Iabout i ts sense

of lossl in rather traditíonal fashion by suggesting that

there are recompenses the most notable of which is the

creation of this poem."9 But Kroetsch writes,

"[s]ometímes I write / my poems for that / stone hammer"

(FN, p. L9¡ my emphasis) . If the rr-srr of "poemsI suggests
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anything it is not a doubleness but a plurality. The poems

can be read individually as long as they remain

independentty pubtished. When they are published together,

howeverr wê cannot help but consider their parallaxis.

Their internal echoes, contradictionsr reversalsr all

manifest the plurality of Kroetsch's sense of p1ace.

The poet finds the lost place he dreams about only to

lose it again. ,,Death as deferral onlyr âs another grammar

of delay, " he states in his epigrammatic way; rr It]he poem

itself, surfacíng. The poem of the place, the place lost.

Things fall into place in the poem."l0 This delay is

evidence of the generic function of locality. Locality in

the long poem, although a central concern, is

decentralized. And for Kroetsch specifically, locality

lies outside the logocentric tradition: "It]he problem of

the writer of the contemporary long poem is to honor our

disbelief in belief that is, to recognize and explore

our distrust of system, of grid, of monismsr of

cosmologies perhaps r certainty of inherited story -- and

at the same time write a long work that has Some l<ind of

(under erasure) unity. rrll Kroetsch ref uses to be

seduced by the soothing promises of the logocentric

traciition that say origins can be found. The very act of

finding a fixed place of belonging is Put, as he says'

under erasure.

"Mile Zeror" as it appears in its rewritten and

augmented form in Advice to Mv Friends, the second
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volume of his "continuing poem,"L2 visualizes formally

and structurally this erasure" The incomplete lines that

attempt to frame the pages by forming parallelograms' the

diagonat lines that point to the parallaxis of the facing

texts, graph that erasure: erasure not only because they

resemble the Heideggerian and Derridian rrXrr crossing out a

word in order to release its coerced meaning, but because

they suspend (visua1ly and verbally) ' and therefore

subvert and re-contextualize the original version of the

text. BlodgettIs "picture-space" comes again to mind. But

here erasure erases itself and becomes its ol,\ln supplement,

for Kroetsch not only maintains what is deleted within the

text, he also comments on his erasure tacticsi

* J have removed from this stanza the single line

(h
(o
ï
to
to
pa
ín
of

er breasts were paradigms)
riginally in parenthesis, as indicated) because
am somewhat offended by the offhand reference
paradigm.... The concern with nostos is related
ã long family history of Iosses: e.gr., the

ternal side of the family landing ín New York
June, LBA]-, aboard the PauIine, and the mother
the large Kroetsch fami[r-EEled in Waterloo

untry, Ontario, a few years thereafter widowed,
e early death of the poetrs mother in Alberta,
century after that first un-homing" Both quest
d goal become paradigmatic (RK).

(AF, p. 36)

CO
th
a
an

Origins can be dreamt, but they are unoriginal; they exist

onty as traces that contain the lost, deleted place

without formalizing it.

"The trace," according to Derrida, "is not only the

disappearance of origin it means that the origin did
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not even disappear, that it was never constituted except

reciprocally by a nonorigin, the trace, which thus becomes

the origin of the orígin. ... \,\re know that the concept

destroys its name and that, if all begins with the trace,

there is above all no originary trace..'13 Kroetsch

engages himself ín a continuous search for an origin, but

his search is informed less by nostalgia for a lost place

and more by a desire for difference. 'rUn-homing" is the

name he gives to locality. Hence the metonymic route he

follows.

It is significant that Advice to My Friends ends with

a poem about the poetfs mother, who died when he h¡as

thirteen, its last line being 'rMother, \uhere are you?"

(AF, p. L42). After a series of long poems searching for

origins both in, and in places other than, Canada,

Kroetsch has traced the trace of matrilinear origins. It

is not a coincidence that it has taken him a decade sínce

his first tong poem (1975) to write about his mother in

"Sounding the Name" and "The Poetrs Mother" (1985). He

comments on this himself in 19Bt when he says in "Mile

Zero"a "is not the mother figure the figure at once most

present in and most absent from this poetrs work?" (AF, P.

36). Kroetschrs delay tells how place can be lost,

misplaced and displaced, even hidden by hís own

patriarchal tradition. The simultaneous presence and

absence form a teasing figure, the shape delay takes. This

is why the place he reaches by tracing his motherrs
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presence, a presence also put under erasure, is only the

space a question mark takes. As he says, "[d]elay is the

mother of beauty. Delay can become a misnaming of

death. " 
14

Appropriately, the question "Mother, where are you?" is

answered by the questioning of this question, the very

last poem of Advice to My Friends:

envoi (to begin with)

There is no real
worldr my friends.
Why not, then'
let the stars
shine in our bones?

(AF , P. r43)

The last, ât least so far, sign of Kroetschrs continuing

poem is, again, and almost predictably sor given his

aesthetics, a question mark, a closure under erasure. The

signifier as place cannot become self-identical with the

signifier of the nostalgic desire that drives the poet

toward a place. Kroetsch dreams about the

sígnifier-as-place not as topos but as tropos. It is only

as real as the forever receding and appearing figure of

mise en abyme. The sign as trace delímits the nonoriginary

boundaries of place, its freeplay speaking the equivocal

desire that sets the poet after new beginnings. It is

important that the "nonoriginary" origin of the dreamed

place Kroetsch reaches r €vêr so tentatively, at the I'endrr

of Advice to My Friends is the same as that in the
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of the phallus (as Lacan

both and as more. . . .

beg inning of Field Notes: bones. Bone neither as
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weapon

nor as

would

the

AS

It is evident that the "dialectical tensions" Lecker

observes as rrcentral" to Kroetscht s work are

deceptive.16 "There is only one releaser" Lecker

argues: "find the home placer têinstate the stone...'

[H]owever, the stoners true home cannot be guessed at." In

spite of his occasional deconstructive vocabulaYY, the

dialectic pattern on which Lecker insists does not reveal

Kroetsch's deconstructive vision of place in its entirety.

Trying to emulate what he calls KroetschIs "wedding

oppositionsr" Lecker adopts an approach that bypasses the

parodic reversals which are so ubiquitous in Kroetschrs
11long poems.'' Lecker seems to equate opposition with

contradiction. But whereas oppositions may balance'

contradictions do not. Kroetsch's concern with place is

dialogic not dialectic.lB
Because of Kroetschrs troping with contradictions, the

referentiatity of locality in his Iong poem is constantly

deferred, as we have seen, by the metonymic nature of his

writing and by his nomadic movement from place to ptace.

Kroetsch is interested in Lhe semiosis of place, not in

its semantics. Hence the semiotic íntentionality behind

his dislocations and displacements, which both eschews

complete identification with place that might lead to

have

"privileged
it) . 15 Bon"

signifier"
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closure and therefore blindness, and intensifies, prolongs

(delays) the dreaming, writing process.

The "lonç[r' search f or one's place makes locality one

of the elements of the long poem as a "nel¡tt' genre.

Locality in the long poem unifies the real place the poet

inhabited in the past or the fictive place s/he inhabits

now within the textual place s/he creates. Yet thís unity

is immediately disruptedr PUt into question, by the

absence present in the Canadian landscaper an absence

which is allowed to inhabit the long poem as well. The

inclusiveness of the tong poem makes it possible for place

and absence (the locus of desire) to be inscribed in its

tex tual i ty.

This is why Kroetsch's 'rdream of origins" reaches,

more often than not, beyond the dreamed memory of real

place. "His dream of origins" is frequently rendered as a

re\^Triting of the dream of Eden another imagined (and

desired) place which evokes yet another dímension of

the colonial mentality. Kroetschts long poem decodes the

absolutism and dialecticism of the dream and human drama

of the Garden of Eden. Atthough there is in his poetry an

abundance of gardens, Kroetsch does not deal with this

archetype of place in traditional dialectical manner. The

prelapsarian innocence and guilt consequent to the Fal1

are continuously deconstructe<l. Here is what he says early

in I'Seed Cataloge'r:
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Winter was ending.
This is what happened:
\^7e hrere harrowing the garden.
Yourve got to understand this:
I was sitting on the horse.
The horse \^Ias standing stiIl.
I fe11 off.

(FN, p.47)

The parodic reversal and its ironic humor in these lines

work against the consoling promise entailed by the

dialectic sLructure of the myth of Eden. The fall is

presented as a nonevent.

In talking about the garden in Kroetschrs poetry,

Lecker says that " [a] 11 of the senses are opened to the

garden that must be saved. This can be done by

reinterpreting the myth of Eden not as a fall from

innocence but as the birth of possibility. Better still,

the birth of possibility depends upon the fall, for only

when these opposing forces are synthesized does true

creation begin. We are back to Kroetsch's dialectical

concept of vision as a collection of meetings between mind

and matter, time and space, voice and silence."19

Whereas Lecker is right in arguing that the garden in

Kroetsch's long poem marks the birth of possibility, he

implicitly supports the tradition Kroetsch works against

when he suggests that possibilities emerge out of

synthesis. He insists on seeing Kroetsch as a

structuralist. But the polyphony that marks the long poem

in general, and Kroetsch's poem in particul-at,

recontextualizes Eden in a u/ay that frees consciousness
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and languager ultimately from the closure of

synthesis.

Kroetsch!s questions at

disperse Eden by dissolving
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place, self
harmony and

the end of "Seed Catalogue"

its impossible dream of unitY:

"how/do u gro\,\7 a garden?" "How do you a g arden grow? /

how do you grohl a garden?" (FN' pp. 66,67). The garden is

used here as a principle for organizing the unstructured

space of the prairies. Kroetsch's repetition with

difference exemplifies rrhoü¡rr he appropriates place by

overcoding locality: the tonal and syntactic

transformations of the same question are an attempt to

decode the memory of the original origin, namely that of

nrture.20 The grammar of Kroetsch's narrative is one

of dislocation, a dislocation enunciating what has become

of nature as the original origin.

If nature as space is the original origin, nature as

memory a shared memory of human origins, the mother as

the symbolic chora -- is not.2l Kroetsch's garden is

both trace and residue. And if nature threatens to

disappear irrevocably, the poet can still work wíth its

trace and residue. He is left with language alone, and his

search for origins affirms his desire to represent what is

lost. He does so largely in a non-mimetic fashion, not

only because nature survives as trace, but also because he

defers representation through continuous dislocation.

In his later poems Kroetsch moves gradually away from
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the garden the trace of nature as myth/symbol and

toward other versions of 1ocality. In "The Criminal

Intensities of Love as Paradise" the paradise remains in

the titIe, unattainable and unrealized in its humanistic

interpretation a horizon retreating. The poem takes

place "in elk meadow / or forest" (FN, P. 133); the lovers

are "Standíng near a waterfall" (FN, p. 134), reminiscent

of course of the Fall as well as of Vüilliams's falls in

Pater son or go 'r i nto town , I' Jasper , a par ody of tour i sts I

paradise, or find themselves in "Campsite, Home, Away

From" (FN, p. l4I). Movement as dislocation and/or detour

from origins. "Un-homing" marks the grammar of the loversI

movements.

Is, then, desire itself the origin of desire? In

"Letters to Saloníka" Kroetsch says: 'rto desire an end to

desire / is to desire" (AF, p. 65). There is no precise

originary point in the motion desire engenders. This

movement without beginning and without end becomes more

poignant in Kroetschrs Advice to My Friends where cities

and archaeological sites assume greater importance. The

change of setting here marks a shift that can be viewed

within the larger context of Canadian literature, a shift

which George Bowering points out in an interview with

Daphne Marlatt: "[s]o the whole thing about a New Eden was

just a crock. They v/ere just making a New Babylon when

they came over here ."22 As the garden is seen to be

the prototype of nature before the fallr so Babylon is
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seen as the prototype of the city after the falI. The

garden as Eden can be understood only in dialectic

opposition to the city: as the space of innocence (both in

the sense of locality and concept), the garden precedes

the city, by definition a profane habitat, and determines

the degree of the cityts expansion not to exceed the

boundaries demarcated by the garden. The city as Babylon,

in contrast, works against this spatial dialectic: it is a

city not situated outside the periphery of the garden but

containing the garden within. It Ís what Henri Lefebvre

calls rrIIesPace fabrique. ,t23

Kroetsch indeed creates a Baby lon in Excerpts from the

Real World, where his visit to the real Babylon ends this

Iong poem. 24 Whereas in Field Notes and in Advice to

My Friends the origin as garden leads him to his dead

mother, in Excerpts from the Real I¡üorld the origin as city

leads him to Ishtar. It is certainly more than a

coincidence that in the endings of these long poems the

elusiveness of locality and dislocation are inscribed in

the feminine, but this is not the place to discuss this

aspect of Kroetschrs work. Given, however, the polyphony

that characterizes the generíc plurality of his long

poemsr âs well as many other long poems, displacement is

just one of the h¡ays in which locality is treated in this
ttne\¡rtt genre "
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II: The Eye of the Poet / Locality as Polis

William Carlos Vüilliams's treatment of locality has

largely inf l-uenced the f ocus on the concept of pJ.ace in

the long poem, a concept that does not necessarily derive

from dislocation or from dreaming, as is the case with

KroetschIs Iong poems. V{illiams' notion of "local pride"

that prefaces Paterson reverses the direction of the

'rdream of origíns" of the early immigrants in North

America. This parodic inversion accomplishes in the long

poem the two impulses that Linda Hutcheon identifies in A

Theory of Parody as the primary functions of parody:

" Ip] arody is fundamentally double and divided; its

ambivalence stems from the dual drives of conservative and

revolutionary forces that are inherent in its nature as

authorized transgressíon ."25 The conservatism that

Hutcheon talks about does not refer to the maintenance of

a conservative political tradition but to the

"conservation" of a constantly reviewed and revised

Iiterary tradition. Thus the r'locaL pride" behind the

"dream of origíns" in the long poem tegitimizes locality

in Ì^¡ays that invi te the reader to rethink the very notion

of origin. But the treatment of locality in the long poem

does not always go so far as its origins, whatever they

might be" Quite oftenr locality is taken to be what it

literatly is: local pIace. But this aspect of locality
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maintains the same features of delay and motion.

Bowering talks about this pressure on the local in an

interview with Caroline Bayard and Jack David:

The word that \^/e lVrÏest Coast poets, mainly those
of the Tish groupl used all the time was "Iocus,"
which wãTîked partly because it came out of Olson'
partty because it didnrt say setti.g, it didnrt say
þtace, ít didn't say landscape, it didn't say all
those things that are literary devices. Every time
you use one of those terms you posit a person who
is saying, OK, now how can I organize all this into
a litéraiy work. But if you said locus, it implies
trying to find out where you are. It implies, Irm
trying to locate myself. We didn't know much about
oui ohrn skills and we didn't know hardly anything
about the place that \À7e lived in Þ9 those two
things w.rã built simultaneously.26

Bowering's "locusr" as his reference to olson implies,

relies heavily on Herodotusrs notion of Iocality and

wriLing of history, a notion that has almost nothing to do

with displacement and a lot to do with locating oners self

within a specific p1ace. Kroetschrs strategies the

distrust of the eyêr the deferral of the poet as beholder

no longer operate in Bowering's poetics.

If Thucydides is the father of history as we now know

it in professional or academic practice, then Herodotus is

the father of history as an art form: he divided his

Histories into nine books, each named after one of the

Muses. Thucydides is the historian of logos, the historian

who dÍstinguished hístoriography from mythology by

carefully scanning available information and tracing facts

to their causes. Herodotus, on the other hand, practised a
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history which privileged the êYer as in personal

observation, and took as much interest in the description

of people and events as in the act of story-telling, the

narrative rendering of facts. "To satisfy my wish to get

the best inf ormation, I possiloly could on this subjectrrl

Herodotus says in the second book of his history, "I made

a voyage to Tyre in Phoenicia."27 The visible, what

the eye holds in its gaze, determines the mode as well as

the matter of history. Herodotusr history, tested on his

o\^rn pu1se, shows how place may remain "in place" until the

eye becomes a locus of knowledge. Ox, as Olson remarkst

"istorin in him IHerodotus] appears to mean tfinding out

for oneselfrr instead of depending on hearsay.rr28 The

historical act for Herodotus is identical with the

etymology of hístory: to look for one's self, to learn by

inquiry, to tell a story. Such inquiry leads to

self-knowledge, a knowledge constructed largely through

the vray in which it is conveyed to someone else. Whereas

for Thucr;dides logos refers primarily to reason, for

Herodotus it refers to the act of telling" The emphasis of

the Herodotian mode of history on the gaze locates the

wríter's self ín the field of writing.

Through Herodotus, Olson discovered that "[h]istory is

the ne\¡r localism, a polis to replace the one which was

Iost in various stages all over the world from 490 B.C.

ortr until anyone of us knows places where it is

disappearing right now,"29 olsonrs appropriation of
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Herodotus might loest be understood in Katharine R.

Stimpsonts words: "It]he past presses the historian as the

present does the poet."30 The immediacy of the poet's

gaze renders history in the present tense. rrHistory, "

Olson states, "is the practice of space in time."31

Olsonrs poetics has had a great influence on many Canadian

poets, especially those on the West Coast such as Fred

Wah, Daphne Marlatt, Phyllis Webb, Robin Blaser, and

George Bower ing.32

Roland Barthes t comments on the gaze in "Right in the

Eyes" help us appreciate more Olson's emphasis on the

immediacy of perception:

the gaze is not a sign, Yet it signifies. What is
this mystery? It is that the gaze belongs to that
realm of signification whose unit is not the sign
(discontinuity) but s 1 nif 1n s1 ni f i ance f

whose theory Benveni
languager âh order o

\4rays: in terms of inf ormatio
in terms of relation (gazes
of possession (lcy the gaze,
seize, I am seized): three f
linguistic, haptic. But alwa
somethíng, someone. It is an

ste propose n oppos t
f si grìs r the ar ts i n gene

n (the gaze i
are exchanged
I touch, I at
unctions: opt

on to
ral

nforms),
) , in terms
tain, I
ical,
eeks:

derive from signifying literally, gaze cannot
be neutral, exceÞE to signify neutraIity....

Sõie-ncefnterprets the gaze in three (combinable)

dynamics f ox a sign: its po\^ter overf lows

vs the gaze s
anxlous slgn !9u1arit.

The enabling po\Àrer that allows, in fact invites, the gaze

'bo enter locality resídes in its threefold function

(optical, linguistic, haptic), whích seems to be

equivalent to the expressíon of desire. "History as

placer" according to Olson, "verifies the desir"."34
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definite article might be taken to suggest that desire is

the first locus, the mobile fieldr \^trê all inhabit; it is

what moves us. Desire endows the subject of the gaze with

dynamism, what Olson calls rrkineticsr " the ability to

perceíve place in time, in other words, in process.

Located in the on-going present not the timeless

present of the lyric, but the present of the writing

process the gaze has access to the past while looking

ahead, toward the future. It locates itself at the

crossroads of past and future: the pen traces the gazel

the eye follows the hand; from seeing to writing; seeing

writing as reading. The anxiety, the desire of the gaze as

sign, suggests that the gaze is always on the 90. Yet the

anxiety inherent in the gaze as sign doesnrt simply

signífy desire. "Voir est un acte dangereux," Jean

Starobinski says, reminding us of Orpheus, Narcissust

Oedipus r Psyche, and lvledusa. 3 5 The danger and desi re

evoked by the gaze are ín keepíng with the writers' of

long poems ambivalent but nevertheless obsessive feelings

about locality. In the long poem the gaze is where skin

(the inner/outer) and place (outer) meet.

III: Locality as Archive / The Poem RunnÍng

Daphne Marlatt's Steveston exemplies the processual
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view of locality in the long poem. Ïn Douglas Barbourrs

words, Steveston is a "complex perception which engages

the place as process in time."36 Marlatt herself has

repeatedty acknowledged the importance of olson to her

form and to her obsession with locality. Perhaps this is

why most reading s of Steveston discuss its "rootedness" by

privileging the concept of place in motion: place in

Steveston, a number of critics have argued, is engendered

by the confluence of the Fraser river and the poem's

processual form. Marlatt, too, makes the same point more

than onçe. In "Text and Tissuerrr for examplet ã0 interview

with Ellea Wright' she says that I'steveston \^tas a book I

wrote in which I was trying to imitate the flow of the

river in long, long extended sentences."37 r,ocality

here becomes place as flux: the river hotds the êYer the

gaze follows the motion of fluid place.

But the river ín Steveston despite Marlattrs

insistence on it as the primary force in her poem, is just

one dimensi on of local i ty. In f act, I \,\lant to argue r the

river is seen by Marlatt but her gaze can only hold its

Heraclitean elusiveness, its constant flow and renewal.

Pour, pour

from its bank) this river is rivering urgency'
r oar
(gokur goku) thru any hole ,,This river is
a1ive, t' he says

;;" seed as imprint or t continuance, continuing
to pour/down as light t or timer this town down
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stream its o\^rn downpour 3B

The riverr so powerful as physical presence and

socio-productive force atike, is ubiquitous. Its ubiquity

ís one which relÍes on presence as well as absence, often

exceeding its physícal reality to give way to social

reality, "the town down stream.rr By "imitating" its f 1ow,

one might say, Marlatt renders it as an organic metaphor

that accounts for her "proprioceptive" engagement wÍth

locality and her writing process.

The river, at the same time an image and a floating

signifier, is subjected to representation. It is

represented as both space and mode of production.

Marlatt's mimesis of its flow is not mimesis strictly

speaking; it is parallaxis, for she translates only the

riverrs representation, not its reality; she presents the

social and economic impact of the river on the Japanese

communi'ty of Steveston. "StevestoÍt," she says in an

interview with Gilbert Bouchard, is "about a

Japanese-Canadian fishing community on the Fraser river

what I did v\¡as to try and develop a syntactical movement

that would parallel the ongoing movement of the river on

to the sea."39 Her focus on the river, in other

words, enables her to produce the signification of her

long poem: locality is presented as an open site to be

graphed by sight.

The fact that the primary locality in the poem is not
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the river has been intimated by some of Marlattrs

statements about the genesis of the poem. As she says'

" [w] ith Steveston, my interest was occasioned by taking a

Sunday drive there in the spring of t7L or t72 and finding

Star camp, the last extant cannery camp, little houses,

shacks still standing it was about to be torn down' the

people had moved out. You could Sense a whole life there

in what they had left behind. Again í wanted to find out

more about it, about what that life had been like."40

Marlatt becomes a special sort of historian when she

encounters this landscape. But the landscape that

immediately fascinates her is, obviously, not the river.

It is the human habitat, its ecologY¡ the story it tells

of itself. Davey is the first critic so tax who has not

exaggerated the river "localism" most critics find in

Steveston. In his essay "The Explorer in lVestern Canadian

Literaturerrr he points out that in Steveston "it is not

just place but time and place t oy place in time, which are

to be explored and mapped."4l The primary locus in the

poem is the town itself, the social, fabricated space

that defines the texture of Steveston.

The town, unlike the river, is presented in all its

multiplicity:

Steveston as vou find it:

multiplicity simPlY there: the Ph
matter of the place (what matters) mean
donrt get theoretical now, the cannery.

si caI
n9r

v
L

(p. 23)
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The poet resists the temptation to theorize because of the

fear that theoryr when unmediatedr might abstract and

distance. But Marlattts Olsonian poetics recorded ín a

journal she "kept during the Summer of '63 Conference,

Vancouver' includes the theoretical in writing as well

as the universal:

Olson: "the DETAILS interest"--why? because "truth"
i.e. concrete reality exists only in THEM & the
whole is an abstract assumption made by the MIND--
yet the excitement breaks forth in the mind's
jump from,f,etails (clicking into place) to form)
the whole+¿

The abundance of details in the poem is an attempt to

create a visceral image of Steveston, to people the page

with what peoples the town. At the same time, the layers

of details decode the structural levels of life as seen by

the poet:

That I persist, also, in seeing them, these
men, who are cut down to one day a wedfEheir
technology too great for the crop to bear, $600
worth in one day off one boat. The persistence
that has always in the industry characterized
them. He knows he's an expert fisherman, tho
deprecatesTTõh one day a weekrs easier for an
old man l ike firê. rr But idle, how strange that
idleness sits on one given to work--A glass of
water, a glass of sevenup, in town, ât a cafe
counter. So familiar itrs boring. But for the
dream that surfaces when the young l4loman from
out there walks in, with whom, momentarilyt
overahamburgerea glass of water, he connects.

(P. 53 )

The poetts seeing, economical and social conditions,
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pridet erotics: all these ínforming details, while

recording what the gaze contains, deconstruct the

totalizing effect that the eye might have on what it

touches.

Even when the poet's eye sees the past of the town

imaginatively, the details of the recording process render

imagínation as real as reality itself. The opening of the

poem is, as Lecker puts it, a "step into Stevestonrs

past" 43 and a step into i ts I'continuous presentfr :

Imagine a town running

a town running before
canneries burning

( smoothly? )
a fire

(do you see the shadow of charred stilts
on cool water? do you see enigmatic chance standing
just under the beam? (P" 13)

Roy Miki is convincing when he points out that "[t]he town

Steveston . o. is approached simultaneously as a literal

place with finite history and a figural place where the

imagination dwe11s."44 The poetrs gaze transgresses

the temporal boundaries of the past and the future. The

site produced by the imagination and the gaze alike is, as

Marlatt says, the "[c]ity as the image of a social

paradise."45 There is a shift here from KroetschIs

memory of paradise to Marlattrs present-tense experience

of paradise aS a social environment. Steveston is polis aS

the space of the imaginary, polis aS community. As Marlatt

herself says, appropriating olson: " a tpolis is eyesr : h7e

l
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use our eyes to see/be au¡are of all that is around

us--leads to individuals ç theír unique a\4lareness (I am

complete in my own body) & thus 'polis' is also my/your

body: each ceII as individual/complete one aware of

others, working with others but in itself at same time >

cosmos."46

But this correspondence between gaze and locality does

not imply that the poetr âs an outsider to the community

of Steveston, engages in some version of voyeurism.

Voyeurism, r'le dásir de po"sád"t par le moyen de I I oeil, "

as Starobinsl<i def ines itr47 i" not what Marlatt's act

of writing is reduced to. Voyeurísm is defined by the

distance between the subject viewing and the object

viewed. Marlattrs gaze, instead of freezing in its hold

the motion of the town and keeping the town at a distance,

introduces a different erotics: desÍre that brings

together the body (the poet's/the locals'), the town and

language.

Marlattrs scopic drive re-creates the town as a

writerly text. The textuality of the poet's gazer âs it

translates ítsetf into discourse, goes beyond creating an

optical artifact of the town.

The place? These kids, who live by the sea & know
nothing of boats. But orders, orders of power, of
hoarded wealth. Insistent, hey you guys, to break in
on what the others are earnestly engaged in: Somebodyrs
pants! Got any money? Look, batteries, gasoline, a
licence--I could be a driver of a boat. Hey, cool!
this is a masterkey you know, itrll open up that door.

(pp.34-3s)
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'rThe place" reverberates with voices . The poet works not

only with the eye but the ear as welI. The voices of the

Iocals are inserted in direct speech, and the result is a

doubte discourse, a hybrid of voices. Marlatt I s o\47n voice

is dialogically related to the voices of the loca1s. She

articulates this díalogism in the present tense because it

affirms her presentness, the proprioception of her writing

act.

The eyêr the earr discourse: locality, for Marlattt

ceases to be onty place. Tt becomes a living archive. The

archive, Foucault tells usr "does not have the weight of

tradition ... cannot be described in its totality; and in

its presence it is unavoidable. It emerges in fragments,

regions, and levels. ... It establishes that \^7e are

differen...,'4B The town as a living archive does not

function as the border of past, present and future; it

deconstructs, instead, the notion of origin.

Mar1att, in her attempt to "find out" about the tovun,

posits herself as an archaeologistr âh archaeologist who

makes a step into her imagination. ArchaeologYt as

Foucault has taught usr does not seek the beginnings of

things; it establishes discontinuitÍes, finds meaning in

the gaps, fragments and shards it discovers. In Steveston

Marlatt allows díscontinuities to exist in therrcontinuous

present" of the poem.

Place, then, is located on the ground where the poet
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\¡ralks. Marlatt I s hi story begins at ground level; each one

of her footsteps links one site to another. If Kroetsch is

to be seen as the poet as nomad , l(arlatt is, then, the

poet as pedestrian. Vüalking, moving within a locus that

exists outside the body but which is also created by it,

is synonymous with Marlattrs archaeological process.

She runs in
throat of time¡ voicing the very swifts &

of that riverr urging, in the dash of it,
to keep up, to live on. (p. 65)

the
shallows
enough

Vühat do the charts say? Returnr rêturn. Return of
what doesn't die. Violence in mute f orm. Trüa1l<ing
a fine line. (p. 76)

To live in place. fmmanent. In
place. Yet to feel at sea. To come from elsewhere
& then to discover love, has a house & name. Has
land. Is landed, under the swaying trees which
bendr so much ín this wind like underwater weeds
vìre think self rises f rom. (p. 79)

(f ishy as quick slime, saying, it,r s here,
& here, & here, this self

whose wealth consists of what?
A house? (p. B0)

Marlatt as walker¡ âs archaeologist of streets and

canneries and people, always translates the spatial

signifiers she sees around her ínto something else.

Accretion I'the accretion of alI our / actions" (p. 70)

parataxis, Lhe deferrals of main verbsr are the poetic

devices which prolong her archaeological discourse, which

extend the poem "out to sea" (p. 86) its last words. In

the landscape the sound and movement of language and body

offer a stunning choreography of Ínfinite possibilities.
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Locality in Marlattrs poem is not merely a theme, a

setting that might be replaced by other themes or

settings. As an element engendering her long poemt

locality is always there yet it is never static, a fixed

place awaiting descriPtion.

The scriptive act, almost always recorded in the long

poem, foregrounds the letter of geography t wx ites the

alphabet of place in more ulays than one. The poet of long

poems seems to be more concerned with the fixity revoked

by the act of writi.g, a concern that speaks yet another

generative principle of the tong poem. Even when we move

from Marlattrs treatment of locality in Steveston to

Mandel I s ín Out of P1ace a poem radically different from

hers, locality remains a central issue. Marlatt Iocates

herself in a strange place; Mandel revisits a familial

and, therefore, familiar location. The sites are

different, movement follows a different trajectory' but

locality and the anxiety (desire) it entails remain

equally central.

IV: The Poem as Preface / The Poet out of P1ace

- In the entry that introduces the journals of Life

Sentence EIi Mandel poses the question: "[w]hen do

and place become identical 7"49 Although he

provide an answer, within Lhe grammar of his

there is already an implícit assertion' one that

language

does not

quest i on
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suggests that language and place may converge onto the

same figure. The convergence of these orders of realíty is

a matter of time: " [w] hen do language and place become

identical?r'MandeI also asks. His journey in Out of P1ace

has as its point of departure the question asked in Life

Sentence. The question mark introduces into the implicit

assertion the element of differance (deferraL/difference).

The delay of this convergence is articulated by Mandel

when he locates the focus of his question in the process

of "becoming ídentical," as opposed to an achieved stilt

point of identity.

I see this question as the main intertext behind many

Canadian long poems: the search for language in place; the

search for place in language. The graph of geography as a

sign in the long poem. Out of Place exemplifies this
persistent concern through its formal and thematic

elements" Here begins the wandering of the written word

in a place which, although created by the poet' cannot

quite contain the poet himself. When the poetrs journey

reaches an ending, after Out of P1ace reaches the hands of

its publisher, MandeI asl<s, again in Life Sentence

another question: "[w]ill it be evident that Out of Place

tries to be a book existing in the gaps between its poems,

its absencesz"50 He locates the substance of the poem

in an absence which we can trace if \¡7e observe the poemrs

warring forces: here and there, past and present; \nrritten

records and current writing; man and \4roman; the self and
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its other. These gaps between the poems, these absences,

sígnify the erasure of binary structures that threaten to

lock the poet between the landscape he visits and the

mindscape of his language. Mandel's poem is situated on

the edge of a mimesis that soothes by offerings of

illusory fixity, but also on the verge of a fiction that

opens up vistas nominally blocked off by the mimetic act.

Language and place in Out of Place become identical

through the poetrs disptacement, a displacement that

exposes the iltusions of factuality that have shaped our

notions of self and place, a displacement that reveals

fiction as the way to discoverY. Out of Place as a long

poem disseminates its own makíng and writing. Mandel

deconstructs here the longing to return home, namely the

nostos that informs the long poem as epic. His longing is

to break out of space as a particular locality that locks

the self within it.

Before the poem qua poem begins, the reader confronts

Ann Mandel I s t'Preface.'r The I'Preface" is the f irst sign in

the book of the desire to break out of Space. Because of

its location and its function as preface, it marks the

ground the reader has to traverse. Yet it also

f oregrounds its o["rn expulsion from Eli Mandel rs text and

its inclusion as one of the poem's main intertexts. While

it introduces the poem, it also presents itself as the Sum

total of the signifying forces at work there. It is the

seam that connects the empirical historicity of Out of
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Place with its materiality as a text.

Derrida observes in Dissemination that "It]he
si gni fy ing pre-cipitation, which pushes the preface to

the front, makes it seem like an empty form still deprived

of what it wants to say; but since it is ahead of itself'

it finds itself predetermined, in its text, by semantic

after-effect. "51 Ann Mandelts "Preface" fights

against its generic marginality, its "empty form," by its

central location on the page.52 And although it is

written retrospectively as the semantic after-effect of

the poem, it is significant that it does not announce in

the future tenser âs many prefaces do, "you will read..."

It is written Ín the past tense: "[k]nowing we could not

take those papers from the vau1t, yet curíous to know

their contentsr hrê moved into it and settled down for

whatever stay seemed necessary" (p. 7). The past tense of

the 'rPreface" disseminates the readerIs experience of Out

of Place. It contains both the past of the poem -- the

history of íts making and its presence as a text.

The past tense of the 'rPreface" also becomes the

reader's futurer pointing to what we will read. Although

the "Preface" does not prescribe a particular

interpretabion of the poem's text, it does delineate the

semantic horizon of Out of Place. Yet after reading both

ttPrefacerr and poem, the reader notices that the "Preface'

as an empty form and the fullness of the meaning of the

poem deconstruct each otherts intentions. The "Preface"
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re-verses the poetrs attempt to excise from his poem alI

but one reference to the vault, which I take to be the

originary topos of Out of Place. This singte reference in

Eli Mandelrs text appears in the poem "the hoffer colonyrl

which, like the "Preface," is situated within the vault.

The "preface," in other words, is the after-effect of the

poemrs meaning as well as the pro-gram of its making. Ann

Mandel, the poetrs companion on the journey, is the first

I/eye through which the reader enters the poem. Her

"Prefaceil out-Iines the itinerary of Out of Place.

As Ann Mandelrs "Prefacerr stands Outside the poem¡ so

the poet is speaking "out of place" in her "Preface.rrEli

Mandel is not foregrounded as a poetr âS the person who

initiates the journey. He is situated within the language

of the "Preface," within the Space occupied by the pronoun

',we, " which carries the main thrust of Ann Mandel r s brief

but eloquent narrative. Emile Benveniste says that,

If there cannot be several rrlrrs conceived of by an
an actual rrlrr who is speakiag, it is because rrh¡err

is not a multiplication of identical objects but
a junction between rrlrr and the "non-Iril no matter
whãE-Tñe content of this "non-I'r may be. This
junction forms a new totality which is of a very
special type whose components are not equivalent:
in rrwerr it is always rrlrr which predominates since
there cannot be rrh¡err except by starting with rrI r rr

and this trlrr dominates the ttnon-I" element by means
of i ts transcendent epEf i ty. The presence of rr I rr i s
constitutive of rr!ì¡e. rrJJ

Ann Mande I I s rr I rr domi na te s

one of the elements of the

ttPreface' not only as

subject of rr\^¡err but also

in the

plur al
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as a separate rrI.rr

At first we could make no sense of things, and
I spent long hours staring from the black interior
to the bl-azing doorway. Vlhen my eyes burned past
that white rectangle, I could see long beige and
yellow prairie grasses. .. o I knew the grain
elevator was to the right but refused to lean
forward to see, leaving the framed picture
intact. (p. 7)

The shif t from the pronoun rrwerr to the now dominant rrlrr at

this point in the "Preface" emphasizes the absence of

specific reference to Eli Mandel, who remains anonymous

and not clearly enunciated as a rrherr; only the love-making

references in the opening paragraph of the "Preface"

indicate the identity of the rrT I rrs companion. The poet in

the "Preface" is a mute presence, a silent reader of the

records they find in the vault.

It is the evocative style of Ann Mandel's "Preface"

that initially engages the reader. Her "Preface" is a

poetic overture that transcends the marginality of the

ordinary preface by positing itself as a "primary

text."54 rn a book such as out of Place where the

poetrs self and its locality are the informing concerns,

the reader cannot consciously ignore the enunciative

silence of the "Preface" that posits the presence of the

poet as a shadowy figure in the dark interior of the

vault. The poet's effacement discloses the "Prefacerr as

the double of what goes on beyond its pages. Considered as

part of the chronology of writíng the textr the I'Prefaceil
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is by definition the residue of the writing of Out of

Place, yet structurally, by vírtue of its initial and

initiating position ín the text, it is, too, the breath

that releases what prompted Eli Mandel to open the gaps

between his poems. It is what draws the reader closer to

the core of the poem, but it is also what defers the

direct confrontation with the poem.

Although the "Preface" precedes the poem, it does not

stand outside it. The "Preface" contains both the silent

poet and the reference is there the seeds of the

poem he is going to write. Moreover, it originates the

motion that links in Out of Place difference and identity'

the self and its other, absence and presence. The silence

and the absence that the "Preface" inscribes through its

own v\Triting render it as the supplement to the Poem. As

Derrida observes in Of Grammatoloqy'

The supplement adds itself, it is a surplus, a
plenitude enriching another plenÍtude, the
fullest measure of presences. It cumulates and
accumulates Presence But the supPlement
supplements, It adds only to replace. It
intervenes or insinuates itself in-the-place-of;
if it fills, it is as if one filTs ã vold. rf it
represents and makes an image, it is by the
anterior default of a presence. ... IT]he supplement
is an adjunct, a subaltern instance which
takes- (the) -place Itient-1íeu] . As substitute, it
is npt simply added to the positivity of a Presence'
it ,produces no relief , its place is assigned in the
structure by the mark of an emptiness" Somewhere,

i tsel fsomething can be filled uP of
itsetf, only by-Êllowing itsel
sign and proxy. "

fto â
can accomplish
filled through

The "Preface" as a piece of writing of a marginal nature
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frames the poemi as a supplement it is the threshold to

and a part of the interiority of Out of Place. It reveals

the central idea of the poem, that of writing.

Writíng, the subject and matter of Out of Place

finds its first configuration in the image of the vault

the vault as it is described in Ann Mandelrs I'Pref ace.'l

The vault confronts the reader through a series of

familiar symbolic recognitions. rt is the womb one exits

from and whose security, InTerre toldr one longs for; it is

a place of death, of old records, of the past one retreats

to, but it is also a place of life once Eli and Ann Mande1

move into it; it is Jungrs unconscious, the hidden se1f.

Each of these interpretations operates in the poem. But

the symbolic configuration of the vault that most clearly

points to the absences on

of Plators cave.

which Out of Place rests is that

The doorless vault, like Plato's cave, has an

rrentrance open to the light[ that invites the Mandels to

enter its dark interior.56 rn the 1ight of the present

that surrounds the Mandels everything else appears

obscure; everything else, that is, inside the vau1t.

Papers of accounts and invoicesr pages from magazines and

from a "diary or fiction of a kind" (p. B), litter the

floor of the vault. These scattered documents are the

shadows of the past. They are memories of lives put to

steep on paper. Their writing is sol^/n on the f loor of the

vault by ghost writers, writers of an/other reality.
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at Plators allegory illuminates the

the vault. After the prisoner released from

comeIs] out into the light
full of its radiance that
single one of the things t
Iare] real.. .. He Ineeds]
he [can] see things in tha
imagine what would haPPen
take his former seat in th

lhel finds his eyes so
[can] not see a

t he [is] now told
grohr accustomed before

upper worId"... Now
he went down again to

cave. Coming suddenly

f
he
ha
to
t
if
e

out of the sunlight, his eyes would be filled with
darkness. He might be required once more to deliver
his opinion on those shadows, in competition with
the prisoners who had never been released, while
his eyesight was still dim and unsteady; and it
mioht take some time to become used to the
oairne"=. 57

Ann Mandelrs experience, after her "eyes burned past" the

"blazing doorway," evokes the experÍence of PlatoIs

figure. "Bringing my síght back into the room required

another period of blindness before the layered white paper

emerged from the dark. Then colour, a greyness

reappeared, and the corners of the cement vault'r (p. 7).

This experience standsr âs Plato would put it, for the

"upward journey of the soul into the region of the

intelligible..'58 But whereas Plato values the world of

the shadows as a paradigm that reveals unreality, the

Mandels view the shadows as being animated, realized by

writing.
When the Mandels enter the vault, they step into I'the

double world" that Eli Mandel describes in Out of Place.

the double world:
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it is variously betieved that this world is the
double of anotherr âs in Plato, Swendenborg,
Malebranche, some of Immanuel Kant, Axthur C.
clarker rsaacr*åtäïå¿*3t331'l.oÏl:':5*" 

rime in
identical universes should stop at the same time.
This clock is a shadow of that real clock. When I
look at my clock I have no btay of knowing whether
I am in the first or second universe,... Nothing
on either prairie changes though the winds blow
across immensities your heart would shrivel to
imagine knowing they pass between the worlds and
can be heard to do so on the road to l'Iood Mountain.
That is what was written in the rocks. (p. 53)

It is writing again that discloses the presence of the

"double worId" v¡hose boundaries merge with those of "this
world."59 The "double world" is the supplement to this

reality. The vault, then, situated as it is on the edge

of these two worlds consísts of a duplicitous reality. It

is a place where opposites meet in order to lose their

polarity: the rr!ì¡err contains the rrlrr ' the poet inhabits

silence in order to enter the realm of writing; the poetrs

companion moves from critical discourse to poetic

language; the past rises to meet the present. It becomes

evident that the confounding of these opposites in the

space of the vault, instead of establishing opposition'

accentuates the doubleness of their presence" rt is the

dynamics of the vault that infuses this polarity with a

desire for uníty, a desire for an absolute intelligibílity

the truth of which is not revealed but written.

lVriti.g, what is "written in the rocks," the written

records of the vault, becomes the spatial surrogate of the

place that EIi Mandel seeks to inhabit. Language and place
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become identical in the greyness of the vault. As Mandel

said once, " [b] ooks are always wri ting r.r". " 60 The

written records incite him to embrace the impossible dream

of plenitude.

Eli and Ann Mandel, once inside the vault, are both

haunted and hunting. They are haunted by the insignia of

the ghost writers, the records of Eti MandeLrs ancestors.

The vaultr like Plato's cave, is a prison. It is a prison

of language, fox the Mandels become prey to the writing

they feel compelled to read. Hence the ttgloofiirr and the

"uneasinessil that EIi Mandel confesses to inrrthe hoffer

colony":

and in a concrete vault its floor
littered with prairie I find
scripture a farmerrs exodus Israel
. o. I begin
to feel gloomy about possibilities

I look uneasily at grain inventories (p. 3B)

But whereas the Mandels' psyches are threatened by their

imprisonment, by the drawíng force the records exercise

upon them "[o]ur work proceeded over daysr" says Ann

Mandel (p. 7) their own presence threatens in return to

desecrate the internal purity of the vault"

The Mandels breach the silence that surrounds the

p1ace. Within the encompassing walls of the vaultr space

and writing succumb to the bodily functions of the

visitors, to the scrutiny of their reading.
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What pages \^Je htere not reading and sorting
served for mattresses, sheets, and head
rests. When \¡¡e decided a page \^/as insignificant
for our purposes or sav/ it was blank we placed
it in a pile to use for wiping ourselves or for
after Iove. Others became serviettes, sunshades'
etc. (p. 7 )

Content or the absence of content determines the function

of writing. "[W]riting," as Edward Saíd says, "is a

ceaselessly changing triangle of encipherment,

decipherment, and disseminatie¡¡."61 The MandelsI

presence introduces an element of profanity in the vault

which stores within its concave space traces of people

long dead. The body of writing in the vault is purloined

from an existence that has remained unstained. Pages no\tl

become conjugal sheets. The Mandels break the hymen that

has protected the interiority of this writing from any

outsíde interferences. Their presence consummates a

relationship between the past held in the vault and the

present that now flows into its hollow. The neutrality of

the written records is erased by the intimacy created when

the Mandels employ writing in a merely physical way. The

vault is after atl a prison that does not remain inviolate

to the Mandelsr intrusion.

The interior purity of the vault is violated by the

Mandelsr desire to impose an intelligible order on the

scattered records. As Ann Mandel says, " Iu] sing sentence

structure from bottom and top linesr w€ put the sheets

together in what we conceived was the right order, then
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began to read" (p, B). As the vault is no oners really, so

the scattered records Ann and Eli Mandel find there

signify the Jewish diaspora. The reading order they tty to

establish is, thenr âh attempt toward an anti-diaspora, an

attempt to put an end to displacement and return to the

promised land. The po\À7er by means of which both parties,

ghost writers and guests / readers, threaten to overwhelm

each other, is solely that of language. Through the

grammar of language the poet and his companion transform

the litter of the vault inLo the order of letter. rrA

peculiar tale emerged, the pilgrimage west of a man and

wife from the east to the place of his birth, home of his

ancestors, a search for a lost home. Evídently the place

they came to was this f arm" (p. B) . Ì¡ühat is this tale but

the double of Out of Place the double of the journeY west

the Mandels I 'takea62 And in the Iíght of Mandel r s

Jewish heritage, the journey west evokes (marginally) that

of Josephrs and Maryrs, returning to their home town,

there to (re-)create the Word.

T/üriting, within the space of the vault, sustains that

old journey, whereas Ann Mandelrs "Prefaceil and Eli

Mandel's poem are a repetition moving both backwards and

forwards, a duplicitous translation of a past and a

present that encounter each other within the territory of

writing. The deferred lives of the ancestors are nohT

released aS the Mandels learn to read the discourse behind

the ungrammaticality of the broken records. It is a
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discourse that finds its Platonic paradigrn in the vault.

The ghost writers and the poet and his companion become

figures in a parallactic dance that is held on the floor

of the vault, the space of writing.

It is evidently the Mandels' reading act that

initiates this dance. But although they are under'the

rule of the shadows in the vault, in-spired by the old

voices, their reading activity disrupts the harmony of

their dance. As the Mandels start applying to the written

records the hermeneutics of their subjective reading, they

also begin a disseminating process that breaks the meaning

of the old texts. To quote Kroetsch, "[t]he grammar of

narrative tisl remembered, even if it can only occasion a

mis-telling.,'63 on the level of writing Ann and Eli

Mandel are identified with the "man and wife from the

eastrtr Joseph and Maryi on the level of reading they are

displaced by the writíng they read. The reading rrlrsrr are

not identical to the Irs of that couple. The Mandels'

reading act, invited by the silent ciphers, emancipates

them from the vault as the last stronghold of the past and

proves these old records to be writerly texts. The

reading the records initiate is the first step toward the

process of writing Out of Place that will articulate the

reality of place as a reality of words.

"The last pages \^/ere mí ssitg, " says Ann Mandel at the

end of her t'Prefacertt "but we could see the end. We put

down the story and turned back toward the vault." The
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missing end of the narrative is imagined before the

narrative of Out of Place begins. The writer of the

'rPreface" delivers the poet to his poem which will be an

inscription of deviations" Out of Place in turn, is only

the preface to a poem that Mandel seeks to write. gühen he

goes west he begins a quest that is too processual to have

a definite end. In his interview with David Arnason,

Dennis Cooley and Robert Enright Mandel says:

Werre travelling through the Prairies, we've
encountered the gods; the gods are in storm;
they hold us up; and \^7e look at them; werre
aweètruck; and then we move to another set
of gods, and then to another time. So the
answer is: yêsr I think Irm so fascinated by
process that I spend a lot of time trying to
work it out in [Out of Place], always, and
to learn the ways of drama in PoetrY the
speaking voice, starting in the middle of
tñe situation always, your structure being
anything but a form put on. It ipran event'
an inevitable event of ordering.'*

The process of the quest can be ordered only through the

structural repetition of encounter

and then with gods of another time

with gods of one time

and so forth. But the

epic dimensions of Mandelrs quest do not offer him the

consolation of a foreseeable ending" Hence the Mandels'

turning back toward the vault. The vault they turn to now

is the vault of rranother time." It is a vault of the

present world, the resource the poet must revisit in order

to conf ront its dark interior through the light of hi s o\^ln

language . The vault is a metonym(y) of Out of P1ace

pronouncing the absences that bínd EIí Mandel to his sel f
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and to the place of his origíns.

Vühile in search of his beginnings in the vault' EIi

Mandel is pursued by the ghosts' voices beckoning him to

enter onto the road of exodus. He says at the end of I'the

hoffer colony":

before \^¡e take our easy leave
how should we understand
prophecies and miracles? (P. 3B)

The gloom and uneasiness that Mandel felt inside the

vault, while engulfed by the old ciphers, are gone once he

sets out to translate his reading act into writing, once

that is he starts wandering within the space of his own

language. It is a wandering that promises no return to a

place of pure origins. The ghost writers, Mandelrs

ancestors, are the original demiurges of out of Place.

Eli Mandel, the double of these ghosts, slips into the

difference that separates him from his origins; he slips,

that is, into his own writing. As Andrew suknaski puts it

in his characteristic way, "Wowk, in Out of Place you

returned to find your vüoRD in some magícal cipher."65

Mandel delivers himself to the omnipotent fictionality of

language where his true origins 1ie.

Like a contemporary Odysseus, Mandel has passed

through the region of the dead and the labyrinth of

Ianguage (Lhe vault) without dying. His passage, like

that of Odysseus, has been inspired by nostos, the desire

to return home. The concep t of nostos in Out of Place is
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actually what pre-dicates (prefaces) the two distinctive

journeys that underlie the structure of the poem. These

are the journey home, that is the journey back to Estevant

Saskatche\¡ran, and the reLurn from darkness, that is the

exodus from the greyness of the vault. The first journey

frames the second one not so much out of geographical

necessity as out of the need to repeat the mythic

structure of the concept of nostos. The root of nostos,

*neS-r in its ttearlieSt reconstrUCtibte contextll means "a

return from death and darknesSr" and is also the root of

noos Which means mind, intelligence.66 The descent

into the underworld, no matter what mythic configuration

it takes, is perhaps the most important ritualistic step

the homecomer has to take before his wish to return home

is fulfilled. (Given the presence of Ann Mandel, the

poet's passage is also comparable to Orpheus' journey.) It

loecomes clear nov¡ that the Saskatchewan Mandel revisits is

not his destination. The actual journey toward home is the

route he follows after he emerges from the vault. Thus

I ocal i ty in Out of Place is not a place to return to but a

place to exÍt from.

The Platonic configuration of the vault in Ann

Mandel I s I'Pref ace" accentuates thi s double journelt. Af ter

Plators prisoner emerges from the cave he says that he

would rather "be on earth as a hired servant in the house

of a landless man' than return to the .urr".67 These

words, however, that Socrates puts in the prisoner's mouth
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statement to Odysseus when they encounLer each oLher in

Hades; but Achilles' statement ín the Odyssey is that he

would rather rrbe on earth aS a hired servant in the house

of a landless man than be a king over all the períshed

dead."6.B The ascent from the cave to the light of the

sun in Plators allegory is, of courser.a metaphor for the

intellectual ascent from a topos doxastos to a lopos

noetos. Through Plators dual scheme of íllusory opinions

and intelligence that directly echoes Odysseusl

homecomíng, MandelIs own nostos is revealed in all its

ramifications. His memory, what maps out the movement of

his nostos, has to be purged of the extraneous material

that misleadingly presents Estevan as the destination of

his journey. Mandelrs purgation involves the emptying out

of notions of home as a locality that welcomes the

wayfarer by offering him comfort of teleological import.

For this reason his purgation has to take place within the

space of the vault.

V: The Place as Poem / The Poet as Reader

Mandel's desire to return home is a desire to valorize

the past and to affirm his dísplacement. This

valorization, however, is not practised by 3 waYríox/heto

as the epic tradition demands, but is practised by a man

of language whose fate was set in the past t'by fow1":
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On Fridays in Regina the difficulties become acute,
how to smuggle two tive chickens in a burlap sack
down the street of Ukrainian neighboursr past two
alien churchesr one Russian Orthodox, its onion
domes looming over me (alien afraid as Klein would
say) like a Chagall version of shtetl-1ife, the other
Greek, its angular priestly spire aloofly
critical of the gross yiddishkeit of chickens.
Their obstinacy, their cunning. How do they manage
to wiggle their obscene squawking heads through
burlap? Irühy should my fate be set by fowl? The
murderous nobions in my head on Friday, Sabbath
eve: "chicken you'11 die before the ritual blessing,
that's for sure" detestable the squalid hut to which
I move, its bloody rows of funnels, feathers stuck
to crusted blood of slaughtered birds.

I think of 9od, his commandments
sanctity of chicken soup' aPPeal
authority: 'rIt isn't fairn I say.
grandfather I s omnipotent rep1y, "

regulating the
the case to high

trTo whom" my
you or the chickens?"

(p.67)

The young boyrs journey here is again a homeward journey

but this time, accompanied by the signs of his ethnic

origins, Mandelrs experience is not that of nostalgia but

that of embarrassment if not shame. The young boy is

"beSide" himself because the chicken by squawking voices

the difference of hís identity. The parody of the Jewish

ritual is also a parody of his self-characterization. The

ritual, for Mandel, is a passage of literal transition:

his watk through the various neighborhoods obliges him to

recontextualize his ethnic identity within a setting of

multiple ethnic signs. His appeal to authority

(grandfather) for the affirmation of his ethno-ego

position is parodied as well by the authority figure

himself who displaces the young boy even within the
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context of his o\^¡n statement.

The f act that the ans\¡¡er to young Mandel rs question i s

another question, "you or the chickens?", upsets the codes

of epic heroism while itlustrating that

recontextualization can be a form of parallaxis ("you or

the chickens?"). This parody destabilizes the function of

the hero as well as the concept of identity: the

transference to the chickens aS the figure of the other

misplaces the young boy within his own system of justice,

propriety and selfhood. The chickens as the marker of the

parodying act deflate the importance of the homeward

journey by showing that the notion of faith in the ideals

of home Ís quite often a blind faith, and that identity is

a concept that keeps changing its meaning. This same

parodic marker also points out that displacement is a

misdírected form of referentiality -- "you or the

chickens?" which often relies on binary opposition

"you or the chickens?" and which only deceptively leads

toward self-def inition.

Referentiality as displacement is accomplished here

by means of the present tense. The "Epilogue,rr unlike the

"Prefacer" is wrítten in the present tense, which has a

double function. On the one hand, the simple present

tense can be used to express an act which displays the

frequency and repetition ("On Fridays in Regina ...") of

the recounted event.69 rn this respect, the present

tense functions as the historical present which achieves
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simultaneity for the sake of narrative vividness. However,

the past revoked through it is temporally annulled by

Mandel: he creates a sense of continuity and duration

while universalizing the import of this continuity by

extending tocality toward a national geography:

" [m]eanwhile the chicl<ens continue to squawk, past

Eleventh Avenue, down the mean streets, St John, Halifax,

Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, to where the gleaming razox

waits" (p. 6B). The present tense here does not designate

time; it has a generalizing function.

Yet the continuity incurred by the use of present

tense is tied in with the ritual Mandel describes, which

further erases the distinction between past and present.

The present tense becomes identified with time. on the

other hand, though, the present tense of the repetitious

event Mandel narrates coincides with the occasion of the

recounting, which is also linked to his act of

enunciatior,.T0 What is interesting here is that the

present tense of enunciation which operates purely on a

linguistic level -- displaces the past the writer wants to

retrieve from within its temporal frame and relocates it

within the present. The effect of this linguistic

instantaneousness is a certain ambiguity, for it is not

clear (tinguistically) whether what happens "on Fridays in

Regina" is lived, re-lived t oL stilI continues to happen

in Regina. As Christine Brooke-Rose says, "It]ense is

either used to blur order .. o or it becomes wholly a
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category of voice ."7L rhe blurring of the order of

the past in Out of P1ace relocates the past within the

poetrs presenL, thus further frustrating his attempt to

return to that place and time, Moreover, the present tense

works against mimesis by foregrounding the notion that

what exists exists only on the level of the poet's writing

act. The past is not represented but re-presented by

Mandelrs enunciation in the present tense.

The emptoyment of the present tense throughout Out of

Place encounters a moment of paradox in the "Epilogue."

The structural posteriority of the "Epilogue" as a genre

is paradoxically cancelled by the fact that a part of it,

"Pictures in an Institutionr " $/as previously published in

Mandelrs earlier book, An Idiot Joy. But the epilogue's

posteriority is also inverted by its present tense'

whereas.the textual anteriority of the'rPreface" is

inverted by its past tense. It is this inversion that

allows Mandet to inhabit the textual place he creates. If

he privileges at aII the past, he does so by determining

it not "by fowlr' but "allegoricallyr" by his acts of

reading and writing. The opening poem

asserts this.

the return:

of Out of Place

in the estevan poem, for examP1e,
how everyone can be seen eating
or is it reading

but not everyone
there is myself in the souris valley
forty years later

Ann
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looking
cactus

I remember how
her .ro

at wild flowers
their thick colours

I dreamt

(p. r3 )

The first place of return after the exodus from the vault

i s rrEstevan, Saskatche\alan, rr not Mandel I s hometown r but a

poem of his that first apPeared in the Minotaur Poems.

72 writing is the place toward which his true nostos

has led him. As Peter Stevens says in his essay "Poet as

Critic as Prairie Poetrr' "Il]andscape and page have become

one."73 It is Mandelrs writing act that modulates his

present, liquifies the past, stirs the stillness of the

abandoned vault, reopens the "doors of perception" (p.

rs) .

VI: From Geography to Genre / The Syntax of Place

The return to the geAgraphical Estevan can be completed

only by metonymic substitution: from geography to genre.

The name of place loses its stability; it becomes

signature, the name bearing the mark of its occasion. The

materializíng imprints of Mandel's words on the page are

the supplement to the gaps in his memory. His writing act

transforms his displacement into the discovery of his self

within the space his words occupy.

The ''Prefacerr as text discloses Ann Mandel I s own place

in the poet t s homecomíng " Instead of the \^7arr ior/hero
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going home to a Peneloper wê have the writer whose destiny

isrrset by fowl" goíng with his female other to the lost

place. In the "Acknowledgments" of the poem Eli Mandel

says that the "companion and guide is of course a familiar

figure in tales of journeys" (p. 75). Ann Mandel both

triggers and witnesses the different aspects of parallaxis

the poet and his text undergo. As a companion she

inspires, and she witnesses the shedding of the poetrs old

selfi as a guide she is the presence (anima) that mediates

between the poet and the underworld, redoubling thus his

encounter with his doppelganger; as the writer of the

"Preface" and the eye and maker behind the photographs

that accompany the text of Out of Place she enters the

space of writing and becomes one of the voices that

participate in the making of the poem.

The parallaxís, then, that informs the generic

plurality and structural complexity of the long poem is

f irst actualized in Out of P1ace by Ann lrlandel's presence.

More specificalty, the parallaxis here emphasizes that the

monologic authority of the poet is "out of place" in a

poem that explores the absence of place as a fixed ground.

The female voice of the "Preface'r not only accompanies the

male voice of the poet when he sets out to create the

space of writing both of them are going to inhabit but

also suggests the importance of the period of gestation

spent in the vault. One might want to push this even

further and suggest that the female voice of the "Preface"
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begets the poetrs voice, that the poet echoes her.

Beyond this, however, the I'Preface" is the first

marker in the poem of the flexible boundaries of the

genres employed. Despite the suggestiveness of its title'

Out of Place turns out not to be marginat. In this

context, even though MandeI's journey has been presented

according to the conventions of the epic as dramatized by

their parodic inversion, the quest does not consist of a

continuous epic narrative but, quite the contrary, of

lyric discourse, prose poems, letters, and photographs

taken by Ann Mandel_. This generic plurality illustrates

the poetics of indeterminacy that characterizes the long

poem in general while, ât the same time, delineating the

textual flexibifity of Out of Place.

The lyrics that comprise t'The Returnr'r the f irst

section of Out of Place localize the quest within the

poet's subjective experience. His personal quest assumes

its epic character only because he foregrounds himself as

a quester who is a poet. Thus Estevan, a geographical

site, is replaced by "Estevan, T934r" a linguistic site

the ground actually sought by a poet. This transference is

further accentuated by the reflexivity of the lyric

discourse which is accomplished through repetition and

recollection in Kierlcegaardrs sense of these terms.

"Repetition and recollection are the same movement,"

Kierkegaard says, "only in opposite directions: for what

is recollected has been, is repeated backwards, whereas
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repetition, properly so caIled, is recollected

forwards ."74 This double movement, together with its

many discursi exemplifies the generic structure of Out of

Place as weII as its tension between the past and the

present.

More specífica1ly, it points out how referentiality

operates in the long poem. "The return,I' fox instance,

manifests this dôuble movement simultaneously: the

I'estevan poemil mentioned in the first line of "the returnrl

is a recollection of the "estevan poem" written years

earlier, becoming thus a reference outside Out of Place.

In this respect, the opening lyric is a return, too,

return as reference to a textrs parallactic other, to one

of Out of Placers originarlr resourcesr a movement

backwards; but it is also a repetition as the phrase

'restevan poem" will repeat itself, with difference, later

on in Out of Place in the form of the actual Estevan

poemr "estevan , L934.tt

That forward movement, which is the movement the

reader follo\^lsr exte.nds referentiality to include

setf-referentiality: the opening lyric refers to the poem

it is going to become (p. 29), it moves toward iti.l

parallactic other. The exterior and interior boundaries of

the long poem are dissolved as Mandelrs language affirms

its materiality. Similarly, the margins that separate the

present from the past are erased as well. The enabling

power that makes room for the metonymic transposition and
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double movement is the Iong poemrs heterogeneity. Vrlhereas

the transferral works metonymically Estevan as poem,

Estevan as town the generic contrast of the epic and

Iyric modes occurs temporally, in their differences in

tense. Temporality dissolves the distance that

characterizes epíc representation without, however,

neutralízing the epic impact of the poetrs quest.

Reflexivity seems to be what resolves the contrasting

intents of these seParate genres.

The second tyric poem further emphasizes this

reflex ív i ty .

sisnstl:a 
omens wíndows

facing inward
"an ideal

inserted into the Plane
we call reality" words
warning this is the Place
you reach

to name
remember and recite

the Hebrew alphabet
Invictus the first three
lines of Genesis
the unremembered man who stole
children from an emPtY town and
Latin heroes in the hills and
glyphs uncles cousins steP-
grandfather's sons and sisters
whatever has been hidden here
remains of speech

the town lives
in its syntax $re are ghosts

look on the road beyond
mesas and moonscape
hoodoos signs cut in rock
graffiti gods
an indescribable border (P. r4)
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The gravitational pu11 of grammar tempts the reader to

ignore the colon after "signsrr and read "signs and omens

. . . " But if vle allow our reading to follow the notation of

the poemr \¡Iê avoid the ensuing tautology and the semantic

problem it poses although signs are not always omens'

omens always remain signs. So we are left with "and

omensrrr a, perhaps ominous, beginning without beginning.

"And" as the opening word is connected to no other words;

it is connected instead to nothingness and its many

"signsr" the pturality of orig

continually asserts.

ins that Out of Place

'rAndr'r then, embodies the same double movement:

tooking backwards, which is to say toward the preceding

substantive its grammar implies, r'and" sees nothing, which

might be interpreted as a "sign" of pregnant silence,

indeterminacy, unreadability, or utter nothingness;

looking forwardsr trandtt sees "omens windows / facing

inwardrr -- the paradox here, also a parodic sign , af f. irms

the self-reflexivity of the poem. Indeed, the following

lines support this forward gaze: "I^tords / warning this is

the place / you reach." The deictic referentiality of

"this is the place" is yet another "sign" of

self-referentiality the place being the blank space

trailing in the rest of the líne, a window facing inward'

the page, the poem itself. Even if we take the apostrophic

ttyouil to refer to Ann, Ann as the writer of the "Preface"

further asserts the poemrs materiality.
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The place Mandel reaches after traversing the white

space of his lines is also the tentative space evoked by

the infinitives "to name / remember and recite." Naming,

the act of enunciatíon, invents the past as memories and

creates poetry as "recitationr" again a linguistic act,

that actualizes the past, and makes it present. The

projection of the past into the present makes the past

accessible by minimizing the distance that separates us

from it. Our only way of knowing the past is by way of

erasing this distance. Mandel, however, does not take

thi s knowledge of the past f.or granted.

the endless treachery
that is remembering

there are no definitions (p. 19)

He is cautious of memories because of the distortion they

might incur. Undue reliance on memories, he seems to be

saying, tends to valorize one aspect of reality at the

expense of another, and an obsession with memories

threatens to reduce the immediacy and primacy of the

present.

This is why through out Out of Place Mande1 constantlY

thwarts his o\^tn temptation to make his journey of nosLos

folIow a 1Ínear track of memories. Simultaneously, he also

resists the search for a definite identity. He lets

himself instead follow the traces of language "v¡hatever

has been hÍdden here / remains of speech." Memory is found
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in the hiatuses of speech and ís retrieved through speech.

SimilarIy, locality is defined through language I'the

town líves / in its syntax \^/e are ghosts.r'

Recollection and repetition are what accounts here fox

the length of Out of Place. They become the generative

principle, the cause and effect of the poem. They also

direct the readerrs trajectoryr âs s/he constantly has to

move back and forth in the textual space of the poem. The

phrase 'rsígns cut in rock," for ínstance, demands that the

reader make a leap across the text to "the double worldrl

where s/he f inds "what \Âras written in the rocks" (p. 53).

Leaps of this sort are far from being cases of gratuitous

self-reflexívity nor are they meant merely for the

readerts pleasure in tracing references. Their primary

function is to undo the closure of the individual lyrics

Out of Place consísts of, to stretch the individual short

poems beyond themselves and into the textual maze of the

long poem. The ragged lines of the poetrs and the readerrs

itinerarÍes mark the "indescribable border" between the

epíc and lyric elements in the poem.

The colon that punctuates the titles of the individual
poems contributes to the extensive and extendÍng nature of

the lyric genre in Out of Place. The colon not only

establishes a closer rapport between title and poem

ahnost setting the title out as the opening word of the

poem but also creates a chaín of poems-as-events which

is what formally makes Out of Place a long poem. Here is
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of. doors
r iver :

preface: ..
percepti on:
badlands: .

the return: .
. . . birthmark:
. etc.

signs: .
. souris

Besides being a pointer of continuity, the link of

disjointed narratives, the colon is also an indicaLor of

parallaxis. It is a pause announcing the departure from

one version of nostos or definition and the arríval at

another, Further, it punctuates Mandelrs fascination with

doubles, and his own double in particular, as it

introduces various configurations of the poetrs identity

a repetition with difference which questions the

concept of identity ând which makes it as fluid as the

place Mandel seeks during his journey. This is evident

throughout the whole poem, but it is best exemplified in

the section called "The Doublerr -- significantly, the

second part of Out of Place.

The colon is used in this section as a rhetorical

figure of equilibrium with difference: it outlines and

blurs the differences and similarities of self and place

as is the case in "various kinds of doubles:" (p" 57).

Ttris poem is repeated in an inverted form on the preceding

and facing page" This inverted double posits itself as the

figure of mise en abyme, a mirror that reflects identity

with difference, a mirxor that unsettles reflexivity,

while also deftecting and delaying the reading act by

blurring language. The colon, then, is a metaphor of the
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substitution devíces Mandel uses as well as a trope of the

constant shift of meaning.

The only exception a good example of the

contradictions inherent in the long poem of the use of

colons ín the titles is found ín the third section of Out

of Place I'A Suite f or Ann. " The absence of the colon

here marks a shift in the lyric tone. The disjointed

attempts toward narrative of the earlier parts of the

poem, which the book will resume later, are abandoned here

for a more authentic lyricism. The shift is marked by the

rhetorical modulations employed in this section. The tone

is more subjective, the language more abstract, indicating

yet another attempt, this time more meditative, to deal

with locality. The four poems¡ "Fear of Flying,rr "Strange

Placesr'r ttPlacert' and'rThe lVayfarerrtt all deal with p1ace,

while the ambiguity of the collective title of the section

further enhances the complexity of locality.

The first poem opens as an extension of Mandel I s

encounter with his shadowy self in "The Doub1e":

I
I
or
or

dream of flying but I fear
either will or will not fly
flyíng will not land or will
Ianding will at once arise

wak i ng

creaky

dream
vines

I place my
fl oor s

of stairs
and wings

feet on

you beside me
c I imbi ng

(p. 6 r)
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Mandel moves beyond the conscious self and geographical

place withín the intersubjective self and space of his

dream. But the dreamscape he promises to present is

immediately put under erasure. It suspends itself withín

the undetermined mental frame of the poem. The either/or

structure, the give-and-Lake of possibitities and action,

the hesitation together with the need for certainty, aII

these become the rhetorical modulations that double-speak

(contradict and interdict) the poetrs trajectory. His

search for the precise meaníng of his dream is rechanneled

by the antithetical options he locates within the dream

itself. This instance of what de Man calls dedoublement is

another phase of Mandelrs journey.

Dedoublementr âs de Man says,

designates the activity of a consciousness by
whicñ a man differentiates himself from the
non-human worId. The capacity for such
duplicatÍon belongs specifically to those
whor like artists or philosophers, deal in
1anguage.... The reflective disjunction Ithe
heterogeneous material of expe
fit through languagel not onIY
of language as a privileged ca
ETansfers the self out of the

rience made to
occurs by means

tegory, buE it
empirical world

into a world constituted out of, and in,
language a language that it finds in the
world like one entity among others' but that
remains unique in being the only entity by means
of which it can differentiate itself from the
worId. Language thus conceived divides the
subject into an empirical self, immersed in the
world, and a self that becomes tike a sign in
its attempt-At differentiation and self-
definition. /o

Mandelrs questioning of his dream inside his dream, which,
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of course, is atemporal, is enunciated through language,

which takes time. More than that, his enunciatiation is

framed by the present tense, which makes the dream

simultaneous with empirical knowledge. His constant

$¡avering, however, between his fear of flying and fear of

tanding is expressed in the future tense. Thus the present

tense, the repetition of "\a/il1r" and the uneasiness of

this stanzars syntax convey the illusion of mimesis in

accurately recording the dream he shows dramatic

confusion. But these elements afso stress that, although

the poet can come to grips with his dream only through

language, dreams resist interpretabion because of their

inherent unreadability.

The differentiation MandeI tries to reach through his

dream leads not to self-definition but to his increasing

a$rareness in the course of the poem that binaries such as

that of the either/or structure in the dream do not

provide concrete ans\^lers to his questions. That I s why he

constantly shifts away from the stability of fixed meaníng

toward the indeterminacy of signification" The grammar

and dyntax of the dream mark, then, not its semantics but

its semiosis. The place the poet inhabits is not the

atemporal space of his dream, nor is ít the creaky floor

on which he places his feet when he wakes; it is his poem

itself, a meta;p1ace, the writing ground that enables him

to engage himself in dedoublement, continuing thus his

meditation on p1ace.
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As soon as Mandel exits from his dream of ffying he

enters the dream of Ann sleeping beside him. The line

"you beside me" is the first direct apostrophe to her.

Although the figure of Ann appears frequently throughout

Out of Place, the marginality by way of which she has

introduced herself is no\^7 f ormally resolved through the

rhetorical trope of apostrophe" Having realized that place

is to be found in writing, and having already dealt wíth

his shadowy self , Mandel moves no\,\I to an encounter with

his contra-sexual self.
trA Suite f or Annr " as the title suggests, is a "place"

clearly delineated rrf or Annrrr an attempt to get holdt

through her, of the elusiveness of place. It is the poetic

ground of the writer of the "Preface." She appears in this

sectíon through the apostrophe in "Fear of Flyih9."

Apostrophe, Culler reminds usr "is perhaps always an

indirect invocation of the muse."77 But, as we have

Seen, between Ann Mande1 as the writer of the "Preface"

and the Ann of this section there lies a whole range of

roles which both support and deconstruct the traditional

assumptions of the muse figure.

Mandel emptoys apostrophe to present yet another

version of the I-Thou relatíonship" To quote CuIIer

again, 'rthe vocative of apostrophe is a device which the

poetic voice uses to establish with an object a

relatÍonship which hetps constitute him. The object is

treated as a subject, an I which impties a certain type of
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you in its turn, One who successfully invokes nature is

one to whom nature might, in its turn, speak. He makes

himself poet¡ visionary. Thus, invocation is a figure of

vocatig¡1. w78 The "you beside me" in "Fear of F1ying"

dramatizes, similarly, the alienation of the poetrs

empirical self from his dreaming, poetic, self. Ann as

"your" as the second person, becomes the poetrs other that

reestablishes his bearings with external reality, that

soothes his fear of flying, his uneasiness about the

creaky floors. In this respect, the "you" becomes an

"aIIegory" of desire, it constitutes what the rrlrr lacks.

The apostrophe further dramatizes the way MandeI

relates his dream to himself and to Ann. He wills himself

to imagine that Ann, as he u¡as himself moments ago, i s

dreaming. His dedoublement here is the continuation of his

dream in his waking. But the lines "you besíde me / dream

of stairs" are syntacticalty ambiguous. If \4Ie take "dreamrl

to be a noun and not a verb, the apostrophized "you" may

well refer instead to the "dream of stairs" Mande1

imagines. His dream has become now a fiction, a dream

imagined. V[hen apostrophe functions as a sign of fiction,

Ít stresses, according to CuIler, its optative character.

The result is that such an apostrophe does not establish a

relationship between the self and the other; instead, it

reveals an act of "radical interiorization and solipsisît,"

one that either disperses fragments of the self in order

to fill the world t oy allows the self to internalize what
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is external. This latter procedure, Culler argues, implies

that when the I names as a you something that cannot

possibly be a you (i.e. the earth), the I preempts the

place of the you in a gesture of poetic

intervention.T9

The dream as the "you" of Mandel r s apostrophe

externalizes, then, what he has interiorized. The dream he

refers Lo in his waking is a recollection of his own dream

but with a difference. That dream too can be about what

Ann dreams. Ann dreams of "stairs climbing / vines / and

wings." Annrs dream and/ox the dream that Mandel imagines

is a metonymíc substitution f or his o\¡7n (real ) dream. The

difference lies in the syntax and diction he uses when he

talks about the different dreams. Mandel translates Annrs

dream in a discourse that lacks the abstraction and the

syntax, doubling upon itsetf, that the discourse of his

dream had. i¡lhereas he htas dreaming of the act of flying as

an abstract conceptr Ann dreams of things that climb or

fIy naturally or facilitate flying. The concreteness and

the litotes in the discourse of Annrs imagined dream are

accomplished t Primarily, by "wings" becoming a synecdoche

for "flying." The function of the apostrophe is nothing

other than to translate Mandel I s own dream in terms that

interiorize the positiveness of his female other, that

exorcise his fear aS he departs from this lyric, donning

the wings of its last line.

Thus the apostrophe allows Mandel to leave a space
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that inspires uneasiness and to concretize his notion of

the setf. All this is achieved through what Culler calls

the "now" of apostrophe, 'rnot a moment in a temporal

sequence but a now of dÍscourse, of writing. rrB0 But,

although there is no narrative sequence in this suite of

poems, the vocative "you beside me" prepares the reader

f or the rrwerr of the f ollowing lyric, "Strange Places. " The

first stanza of thÍs poem, like the first one inrrFear of

Flyih9r" has the same lexical repetition and doubling

syntax that make the poem turn back upon itself. The

I'strangeness" of place marks the poetIs estrangement from

a monologic self, futher emphasized by the persistent

'rwe.I' Contradiction, once again, functions as the

generative principle both of 'rA Suite for Annrrand of the

entire long poem.

"Place," the lyric that followsr in its lean column of

no more than two words per line, evokes the separation of

self from placer pÍesence and absencet ytxiting and

silence. Vühat trails behind the last word/Iine of the

poem, "herer" is the deep white silence of the page.

'f Hererr is empty. lVhere there are no words, for Mandelt

there is no placet ox at least no discernible place. And

this is by no means an element peculiar to Mandelrs

aesthetics. Tt is one of the elements that characterizes

the long poem at large. The Long poemr âs a series of

conscious acts of writing, is always tempted to identify

locabion with the field of writing. But that connection
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again opens ne1¡¡ crises" Whether location takes the form

of the page or of the whole poem t ot whether it manages to

maintain, to a larger or smaller extent, its geographical

entity, place as treated ín the long poem cannot contain

the poet,s self in its plenitude. The desire to get more

of the self into place, into h7ritirg, while knowing that

there is alvrays a part of it left out, is another

generative principle of the long poem'

The co-presence in Mandel I s work of epic and lyric

elements, together with the non-Iinear narrative of

letters and photographs, illustrates the different

versions of place with which Mandel is concerned. The

poetrs nostos sets him on a personal epic journey toward a

real place that can be identified geographically. This

movement toward real place both affirms the need to

understand oners locality and shows how genre and reality

interrelate. But the personalized vision of this epic

journey manifests the extent to which the long poem

parodies the heroization of the epic tradition. That same

vision causes too a detour of the epíc direction, and it

Ieads MandeÌ to a space that is identifiable textually.

Localíty becomes the field of writíng.

The transference from geographical tocality to textual

locus has a multiple function. It accentuates, first of

aI], the difference between place and space, the former

delineating the physical boundaries within which an object

is contained and by which it is named (i.e" Estevan),
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\¡/hereas the latter indicates the inner boundaries of the

containing object (i.e. the location of the poet's self).

The emphasis on textuality as locality stresses the

indeterminant quality that liquifies the parameters

defining place, that is, limits and name.

One might be tempted at this point to see the

transference from geographical location to textual locus

as a metaphor (literally a metaphora), with place being

the tenor and space being the vehicle. But given the

continuous emphasis in Out of Place on the impossibility

of locating a place of the past and on the need to produce

space through language, it wou1d, perhaps, be more

accurate to view place and space as a parallactic

coupling. PIace, having a concrete form and structure, is

conducive to mimesis; space, being inner and

indeterminent, defies it. This reflects the anti-mimetic

intent of the long poem's textuality. Space as writing

the poem as locality -- signals to the reader that place,

even when we Lake it to be the destination of an epic

journey, has to be viewed, inhabited, with difference.

It is the rendering of place into space that partly

accounts for Mandelrs personalized epic journey. He

articulates his journey in a parodic epic discourse, thus

undoing the epic genre by interspersing it with lyrics,

Ietters and photographs that enunciãte the ways in which

inner space becomes external, Ann Mandelrs "Preface" as

well breaks down the patriarchal ideology of the epic
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traditionr while the presence of the poet as anti-hero and

as his double dismisses the monologic ethos of that

tradition. The reliance on tradition and on an absolute

past that Bakhtin sees as generíc elements of the epic are

dismissed too. Mandet affirms the fictionality of any

linear tradition as he valorizes the non-linear

significance of the genealogical documents in the vault.

The epic notion of an absolute past is also parodied, for

he traces the past of a place in the present of textual

Space. Thus the poetrs nostos is no longer a nostos that

purports to articulate Bernstein's collective nostos of a

tribe, the nostos for a specific place.

V: The Poetrs Chora

The long poem brings together a multiplicity of

diverse spaces. The plurality of locality introduces not a

synthesis but a kinetic place. Place as mapped and named

territory ís disfiguredt it is supplemented by the field

of writing. The dislocations, the detours, the

displacements we observe are the artful connections the

poet makes within the scene of writing: the long poem as a

polygraph of itineraries.
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Chapter Five

The SeIf in the Long Poem

I: From the Cartesian Ego to the Elliptical Self

Locality in the long poem, both in its geographical

and writerly dimensions, is inseparable from the concept

of self . The poetrs unfulfilled nostalgia, her or his

dislocation, exposes a subject which is more conscious of

what it lacks than of what it consists. This exposition

postulates the self as a figure situated within a

nonoriginary ground. Tn its anxiety to tra'ce its adamic

origins, the self crosses out parts of its selfhood. It

reveals íts susceptibility to the play of rhetoric, it

questions its own subjectivity, intercepts its own

epistemology. Such a self, although it finds itself

situated in language, has the power to engender the

writing that contains it.

The concern with this concept of self surfaces through

the speaking rr J. rr Most of the long poems under discussion

are written in the first person. The first person in the

long poem, however, does not merely express point of view.

point of view is what the reader, almost invariably,

focuses on when dealing wÍth novels or short stories.
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point of view in fiction is a matter of technique' a

matter of perspective. Yet, although it is a significant

aspect of fiction, critics don't usually pause to think of

it as an element that determines a specific fictional or

prose genre, except in the case of autobiography where it

figures as the primary generic signature. But the nouvegg

roman and, more recently, the postmodern novel and the

recit, together with the advent of theories which

challenge perceptiOn and representation, have made critics

question their readiness to identify point of view.l

Point of view in the postmodern novel has been

problematized, and the long poem, sharing a similar

ideology, explores, in its own vray, the same problematic.

In poetry, point of view acquires a different name. It

becomes a persona a person masked, the voice behind

apostrophe, the hand inscribing writing whether it

personifies an object or represents a real individual' In

the long poem, however, poínt of view loses its missive

and manipulative authority, and manifests itself in a

reflexive manner. lüe notice a shift from point of view as

a rhetorical device to the poet's, and poemrs, own

self-expression. But although we are led to believe that

it is the poet and not a devised persona speaking' our

search for the poetrs own projected self is constantly

thwar ted .

Almost invariably, the self remaÍns elliptical and

aleatory. Even in its moments of certaintyr âs we will
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see, the self never shares its totality with the reader.

QuÍte the contrary . It promises to unveil its truth, but

it continues pointing away from it, and distances itself

not only from the searching reader but from its own

meaníng, too. The self, then, creates the impression that

it feeds on mystification and disclosure at the same time:

it plays hide-and-seek with the reader. Since the self

posits itself in the long po"* only ellipticalIy, the
o?r¿,

reader, in turn, can only talk about itnPartiatlyr that is

"generally." Yet the specific configurations of the self

that we encounter attest to its ability to engender itself

as subject, and thematíze itself as object.

This double function of the elliptical self is

contrasted to the Cartesian egor one that feeds on its own

fiction of total truth. The Cartesian ego would never

consider positing itself as object. Its function is

monologic. Vühat allows it to act this way is its

traditional wilfulness both in generating and controlling

knowledge. It is the self-as-subjecL alone that determines

the significance of the object of epistemology, and

subjects this object to its scrutiny. The discussion of

any object presupposes consciousness and the object's

relevance to the self. The authorial/authoritative

configuratíons that the Cartesian ego assumes invite usr

then, to consider it as the generative principle par

excellence, namely what generates and has control over'

aII themes (what concerns consciousness) and forms. The
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Cartesian self celebrates humanism by following a project

that its own tradition has outlined.2

In the contempoxary long poem poets undermine this

celebration. They present humanism as a set of aporias

derived from a system of totality and the privileging of

the self. The long poem goes beyond this humanistic man.

The self in the long poem decentralizes the traditional

concerns of the Cartesian ego" Its only constant element

is that of (self-)questioning, of teasing. whenever the

long poem foregrounds the self, there is always a missing

element, a broken link. That which is missíng creates

longing (desire and deferral).

II: The Name of the SeIf

The reatity or "truth" of the self is concomitant with

the form in which the self is presented in a given context

of language, style, and narrative grammar" Yet, it is not

my intention to argue that the pervasiveness of self in

the long poem renders this genre as poetic autobiography'

although there are many long poems, such as Marlattrs

prose poem How Hug a Stone and her journal poem !!hg!

Matters which are clearly autobiographical.

The self may be one of the long poem's major themes,

but the long poem is not to be confused with autobiography

for reasons which are many, and perhaps too obvious.

Starobinski's observations hetp us eliminate this thematic
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de termi nat i on .

A biography of a person written by himself: this
definition of autobiography establÍshes the
íntrinsic character of the enterprise and thus
the general (and generic) conditions of autobio-
graphical writing, But this is not merely the
definition of a literary genre: in their
essentials, these conditions ensure that the
identity of the narrator and the hero of the
narration will be revealed ín the work. Further,
they require that the work be a narrative and not
merely a description.... The narratíve must cover
a temporal sequence sufficiently extensive to
allow the "*"fg"n.. of the contóur of life.3

The autobiographícal impulse is undoubtedly present ín the

long poem.

Catalogue

Mandelrs Life Sentence Kroetsch I s Seed

and Oelphi: A Comment ârvr Andrew Suknaski t s

Montage fox an fnterstellar Cry, Lola Lemire Tostevin's

Double Standards, are examples of long poems which are

based on the wriLersr experiences. But it would be

misleading to argue that these poems are autobiographical,

They flirt withr autobiography: they use the experientially

real as a point of departure for their meanderings in the

linguistically real. In fact, one wouldnrt be going too

far to argue that the practice of the strictly

autobiographical element in the long poem continually

upsets íts generíc "la\nts. " The f ormal and thematic

configurations the self assumes in the long poem resist

the very essence of autobiography as genre: to make sense

out of oners life. For whereas in autobiography¡ âs

Starobinski says, r'the narrator takes his o\^ln past as

theme,"4 in the long poem it is the present of one's
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life as a totatity; the representation of reality gives

\n/ay to the reality of language and to its articulation of

the self

What I hope to demonstrate in this chapter is that the

self as one of the major themes of the long poem cannot be

fulIy addressed; yet, at the same time, because it relies

for its formulation on linguistic enunciation, it can be

addressed as one of the principles that define the long

poem as a genre. As James M. Cox argues, "[l]anguage will

be recognÍzed as writing the selfi we will give up the

ego and search for ourselves in that shifty pronominal

shifter the I I' of discourss. "5

The rrlrrr the selfts constant name, functions as

signature. In fact its roles as subject and object often

converge not in a narcissistic hiatus but in the very

convergence of inscribing and reading the self as the

f igure of signature. In the long poem, the rr Irr signs

itself as the subject of utterance but at the same time

also signs itself off: the self as signature is almost

always present, but the self as presence is not. As

Derrida sayS about signature, " Ib]y def inition, a \^/ritten

sígnature implies the actual or empirical nonpresence of

the signer. But, it will be said, it also marks and

retains his having-been present in a past no\^t, which will

remain a future no\nl. "6 rt is this paradoxical

empirical and nonempirical aspect of the signature that
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accounts, in part, for the first person pronoun and the

present tense in the long poem. Beyond this, however,

according to Derrida, "Ii]n order to function, that is, in

order to be legible, a signature must have a repeatablet

iterable, imitable formt it must be able to detach itself

from the present and singular intention of its

production."T tn this respect, the signature bears too

a generic and textual seal. IL assumes the simultaneous

presence and reversal of the various genres employed in

the long poem. Thus the signature gives us a version of

parallaxis marking the textual world of the enunciating

subject as wetl as the texts themselves that comprise this

world

The repeatable nature of the self as signature is

contrasted to the self as protean concept. Such a self

testifies to the long poem's resistance to any precise

generic definitions. The self functions as both content

and context, while putting the long poem forth as a genre

which, in Derrida's words, "is without beginning or end,

without content and without edge. There is only content

wíthout edge without boundary or frame and there is

only edge without content."B Thematíc and formal

considerations are transcontextualized within the field of

the long poem. In the long poem, then, the presence of the

self a phrase that ought to be put under erasul:e

immediately because of the contradiction it contains is

that of a decentered self marking the absence of a
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cartesían ego. with the decentering of the self' the poet

also loses any possibility of expressing a monologic view;

quÍte the contrary, in the long poem monologism becomes

suspect. The decentering of the self foregrounds the

processual act of writing, which is what constitutes the

self under the poetrs eyes, under the poetrs pen"

Since ít would be practicatly impossible to account

here in great detail for the treatment and function of the

self in the long poem' I will focus on only two

configurations of the self, which, I think' are

representative of its overall function: the signature of

the self and of its textuality ín George Bowering's

Kerrisdale Eleqies, and in bPN ichol's The l,lartyrologV.

III: Signing the Text

George Bowering's Kerrisdale Eleqies 9 i= an

example that best articulates the ramifications of the

self's signature in the long poem. Despite the titlers

indicatíon, this poem is not simply an elegy: it is an

elegy imitating another elegy, specifically Rainer Maria

Rilke's Duino Eleqies. It is a double-voiced poem' a poem

which is generically located on the edge of quotabion and

of discourse, thus blurring the difference between mimesis

and originality. The author's signature and its

transgressions of the genre Kerr i sdale

constitute the self in this Poem"

Eleqies employs
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Gíven the long poemrs resistance to definition, there

is a certaÍn appropriateness and irony in that the cover

of Kerrisdale Elegies disptays a facial image creating

illusions of proximity to the poet. The cover ímage is the

face of the author wearing dark glasses. The ragged edges

of its frame simulate the double texture of a torn

photograph, the texture of glossy and rough paper (a

manuscript page of writing?). The torn top of the

photograph exceeds its margin and threatens to erase

BowerÍng's name: the authorrs visage is foregrounded; his

name is held in disbelief. The reader is faced with the

double bind of signature, the naming of an absent

presence.

Vühile the uuthot holds a pose, his long poem signs

itself on the cover as the specific instances of a genre:

that of the elegy. Yetr âs is the case with many long

poems, the readily identifiable marks of one genre, here

the elegy, do not present the sole generic character of

the poem. The reader can take for granted only a number of

elements when dealing with this poem. One book (one face)

: one long poem (and its double) : one reader (the

viewer). As the reader of this poem I find myself caught

in the perennial triangle of the story of desire. The

authorrs face presents me wíth the rrorganrr I need in order

to see it, to touch it; it gives me the "eye. and the

"ear" through which I can read it.10 This facial image

(of poetic toughness), the textual mask of the poet'
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initiates a series of paradoxes between itself and what it

refers to. Beginning with his parodic self-portrait on the

cover, Bowering imitaLes the tropes of the genres he

employs but at the same time practises a mimesis that

unr^rrítes the style of these tropes. The generic interplay

in Kerrisdale Elegies points to an erotics of reading: the

poet as faithful or adulterous reader reading,

misreading, plagiarizíng. The parallaxis of the authorrs

signature reconciles the constructive and deconstructive

activíties within the generic context of this poem. If

this authorrs fixed image fails to seduce me, the

translation of the authorial image into signature does

not.

The authorial signature in Kerrisdale EIegies, which

begins to assert itself on the cover, supplements the

doubleness of genre in the poem. The signature not only

author izes the deployment of diverse genrest it thematizes

genre by presenting signing as yet another form of

writing. 'rHow can one cite a signature?" Jacques Derrida

asks; "It]he signature spreads over everything, but is

stripped off or makes itself take off...."11 The

authoríal signat,ure, in other words, di sseminates in the

text not only the authorrs presence but his act of writing

and what Ít entails" Signature elides the self as

signified; it posits itself as the signifier of a sign

whose signified remains aleatory and elliptical.

This multiple signing enables Bowering to play
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hide-and-seek with his readers. He makes brief

appearances: the poet as fleshr âs desire incarnate, as

the one who enters where I as a reader, to ttmisquote"

Bowering, rrhave been but can never enterlr (3, p. 43). The

reader is ínvited to share a slice of life, those

fragments that become poetry. The authorial signature

foregrounds the presence of the reader in the text while,

at the same time¡ putting this presence into doubt. Irm

there, in the text, but at the same time Irm constantly

put on hold.

IV: Stealing the Text

If I did complain, who among my friends
would hear?

If one of them
amazed me with an embrace
he would f ind his arms empty, his o\^tn f ace
staring from a mirror. (1' P. 9)

Love me /
text, the

love me not, says Bowering's picture. Love my

flesh of my life.

Beauty is the first prod of fear,
we must

live our lives in.
We reach for her,

we think we love her, because she holds the knife
a knife-edge from our throat.

Every fair heart
is frightful.

Every rose PetaI
exudes poison in bright sunlight. (1' P. 9)

Love the terror of beauty, the image says; malce a home
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for yourself, reader, at this knife-edge space.

I rve got you under mY skin,
you walk with me wherever I

Yes r
90t

you

with a call for

a change in the
(2, P.

She says
she says

are

he Ip,

\,\7eather.
25)

Love me if you can, if you can really afford it, it says.

I nearly can. I can only if I let "you" steal my freedomt

my strategÍes as a reader. Only if I steal "your" glasses

covering what is already hiding within the pages of the

book. only if I tet the mÍ:rror image ("his face") erase my

gender, become the neutral reader which objectifies these

textual slices of 1if e. It is the rrf rr of the cover image

speaking not the author, its life assuming the physical

reality of language, being affirmed by the signature of

the writer. Bowering threatens to dísappear when the

weather changes, when the reader threatens to get too

close.

Although Bowering remains nameless in the poem, his

signature is disseminated by place names and images:

Kerrisdale is the name of his Vancouver neighborhood;

street references point to the same area; he has been in

Duino and Some of the other ltalian locations he refers

to; he is a basebalt fan and has written about baseball

before both ín his poetry and in his fiction; there are

allusions to some of his favorite poets such as Shelley,

the weather,
I reply

I rm disappearitg'
there I s
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H.D., Robin Blaser and Jack Spicerl2 as well as

references to his o\^rn A Short Sad Book. As a consequence

the signature is no longer the author's proper name but

has become a metonymy. As Derrida observes, "It]he rebus

signature, the metonymic or anagrammatic signaturer these

are the condition of possibility and impossibility. The

double bind of a signature event. As if the thíng (or the

common name of the thing), ought to absorb the properr to

drink it and to retain it in order to keep it. But, in

the same stroke, by keeping, drinl<ing, and absorbing itt

it is as if the thing (or its name) lost or soiled the
1îproper name."" The signature as comrnon name writes

the poet into his text but it also marks his departure

from Ít, becoming thus a countersignature. The writer's

departure his decomposition that erases the strictures

of the dialectic presence/absence is one of the markers

of the elegiac tone of the Poem.

God, there goes
and I go with it,

I was further
two stanzas back, Itm human"

another breath,

from my grave

Vüill the dead poets notice our lines appearing among
them,

or are their ears filled wÍth their own music?
(2, pp. 26-7)

author-in-the-text asserts he is dead, when his

notice my unattached

arms reach toward him

the universe
drifting thru?

embrace only air, when

in-between the lines of

Wi I1
molecules

to

and

When the

fr iends'

his lines appear written over
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a dead poet, Rainer Maria Rilke, it is his signature that

survives this death incurred in language, that

posthumoustyr postwriterly, keeps him absorbed as a

non-proper name ín the text.

The translation of Boweringts signature into

countersignature is the first marker that designates

Kerrisdale Elegies as a counterfeit of Rilke's Duino

Elegies. And it is not only the title of Bowering's poem

that points to Rilke's Duino EIeqies. A comparison of

Bowering's text to any English translation of Rilkers

Elegies will testify that Bowering's long poem is a

palimpsest, his obrn text superimposed on Rilkers text. In

one sense it doesn't really matter what specific

translations Bowering used.14 What matters is the ways

in which Rilke is re-cited, countersigned, in the site of

Bowering's text. Here is an example from the fourth elegy:

Rilke

Even when fully intent on one
\¡¡e f ee I another I s cos tly tug .
is second nature to us" Having
one another distance, huntíng,
don't lovers alwaYs cross each

boundar i es?

thi ng,
Hostility
promi sed
and home,
other I sl5

Bower ing

I follow one scent,
sure

but am distracted bY

ís torn,
I am a trespasser t

I PromÍsed to
steer clear,

stay in my own territorY,

of my appetite,
a crossing spoor.

My nature
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but love
makes intruderst

Iam not I here,
but the burglar

(4, p. 52)of your past.

There is as much sameness as there is difference between

these two texts. The sameness violates the distance we

traditionally are promised between an original source and

a text derived from it. But this sameness is "translated"

into difference as mis-representation when Bowering alters

Duino Elegies in ways that thematize his misappropriation

of Rilke's text. Duino Elegies is also violated by the

form of Bowering's text, that ís the visual rendering of

Rilke's Ele 1es in KerrísdaIe Elegies.

Nonetheless, Bowering does not intend to erase Rilke's

signature from the Elegies, L6 for his long poem is

inscribed by the games of desire: the mating of text with

stolen text; the mating of poet with poet. The polt, then,

as thief of words. He is made a thief by the object that

inspires the theft the poem that expropriates itself

from the singularity of authorship, that liberates itself

from monologic existence a thief exonerating himself

for the stealing of text by using his signature a

double sígnature at that a thief appropriating origins

and mocking oríginality by stealing in the name of

writing"
The games Bowering plays with origins point to an

erotics of textual relationships, more specifically the
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parallaxis operating in his Poem. Kerrisdale Eleqies

identifies itself with Duíno EIe ies but this is an

identification which has to be perceived, to use Linda

Hutcheon's expression, wíth "critical difference."lT

Parallaxis here articulates the dynamics that bring close

and keep apart Bowering's and Rilkers EIegies. Bowering's

deviations from Rilke's text do not erase the original;

they alter it while maintainíng the "crossing spoors" that

affirm not only the similarities between the two poems but

also the writing steps that make Bowering's ohtn text

differ from Rilke's. The parallaxis that informs

Bowering's writing act produces a text of marginal

differences, a text of differance. For if Kerrisdale

Elegies ís a "translationr. it is an annotated

I'translation," the annotations being BoweringIs

appropriation of the marginal Space and the space between

the lines of Duino Elegíes.

The infidelities that the reader notices in

Bo$rering's t'translation" of Duino Elegies operate exactly

on the level of parallaxis: he remains faithful to the

fundamental structure, imagerY and ideas of Duino Elegies

by stealing and appropriating them in his o\Á7n text through

re-\Árrí ting. One of course could explain thi s

appropriation by pointing out that Bowering relocates

Duino Eleqies in Vancouver; yet the changes incurred by

this relocation do not account for the composition of

Kerrisdale Eleqies. For Bowering alters (adulterates)
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Rílkets form, language, and allusions. Linos, fox

instance, to whom Rilke refers at the end of his first

e1egy, in Kerrisdale Etegies turns into Marílyn Monroe.

Bov¡ering's parallaxis maintains the mythological allusion

but translates it into contemporaxy terms" From the myth

about a pagan figure we move to the stardom of Hollywood'

to Marilyn who is, as Bowering says, "the stuff our words

are made from,' (1, p. 20) . Linos in Rilke I s poem functions

as a double code: it signifies a mournful song; it is also

the name of a young man whose life assumes three mythic

configurationsr two of them related to Apollo Apollo as

Linosrs father avenging the death of hís son' Apollo as

the god of song punishing Linos for transgressing his

human limits as "ing"t.18 Both Linosrs signatures

relate the genre of the poem to elegy and raise questions

regarding the nature of origins and transgression.

Marilyn Monroets life has similarly evolved into a myth

that is stitl being re-hTritten.

Bowering's parallaxis here becomes a form of

parallelism, the setting side by side of two texts' thus

further enunciating the degree of sameness and difference

between Kerrísdale Elegies and Duino EIegies. His writing

act is an act of mimesis, mimesis, however, in Gerard

Genette's sense of forgery: "la forgerie est I'imitation

en regime serieux' dont la fonction dominante est Ia

poursuite ou lrextensíon d'un accotnplissement litteraire
lopreexistant n"-" During this mimetic act as I'f orgery, "
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Bowering also imitates (writes ínto the text) the writing

process he is engaged in. The poetrs role aS trespasser

affirms the functíon of signature as common name, but this

time signature thematizes the questions of self and genre

in this long poem. Poet and poem set out to encounter

their doubles, having decided beforehand on what dupticity

consí sts of.

But if plagiarizíng Rílke's text is an aesthetic

si(g)n that stigmatizes Kerrisdale Elegies with the double

signatures of Rilke and Boweritg, it is a si (g) n that

Bowering is far from ignoring. r'[B]ut love / makes

intrudersr" he says, "I am not I here, / but the burglar /

of your past.r' Bowering's apostrophe ís to the figure of

the lover, but, given the parallaxis in his poem, his

apostrophe may also be directed toward RÍlke. Love effaces

the writing poet as origin, as the single maker of a text;

it presents the poet as the parallaxis of his.own selfr âs

a ilburglar" who cannot extract himself from the tradition.

He is "playing house with" (1, P. L2) the textuality of

writing. " IT]hrowing" his proper "name a\n/ay" (1, p. 18),

writing himself over (making love to) Rilkers textr the

poet as lover and thief emerges from within the text of

another poet in the carnivalesque paradise of his o\¡¡n

text: "[u]pstairs with my toys a Pefl, some lined paper'

/ my books open around mer' (4, p. 58) . Bowering's

sígnature and counLersignature present his Iong poem as

the híatus of text as source, and text as the other of
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that source.

In Kerrisdale Elegies the authorial signature

legitimizes the act of stealing, the appropriation of

another text and genre. To steal words ín the open from

another text or from oners own text is an act that denies

originality. This act smears the originary point of

writing; it merges the beginning of a poem with the

beginníng of poetry, and dissolves the frame of the self.

It is the poet as thiefr âs criminal, who can immerse

himself totally in writing, who can marginalize his ov¡n

self. Bowering plays with the elegy, with the

self-contained tensions of the short lyric, and Iocates

himself in the tradition. But at the same time he also

practises a philosophicat deferral of the meditational

narrative, of the long poetic forms of the Romanticsr and

of the serial poem of Jack Spicer and Robin Blaser.

This admixture of diverse genres is not so much a sign

of Boweringts inventiveness and innovation, although his

work can certainly lay ctaims to bothr âs it is an

intrinsic element of the long poem. And it sends a double

signal: it outlaws the classic law of genre theory that

argues for the purity of genre; and it legalizesr âs

Derrida would say, "the 1ímitless field of general

textuality.rr20 rf this "general textuality" creates

the impression of generic or formal chaos, it is the chaos

of carnival. And it is precisely the presence of authorial

signature that in part legitimizes generic carnivalization
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in the long poem.

V: The Life-Long Poem

bpNichol's The Mar tyr o1 ogv r although it has attracted

critical attention only recently, has been since the

publication of its first volume the long poem par

excellence, ât least in writers' circles' The reasons?

Perhaps because of its sheer size, which increases and

will continue to in.t.us.r2l and because ít

exemplifíes all the concerns one finds in the long poem.

More than any other long Poem, The Martyrology illustrates

the carnivalization of genre.

One could call The Martyrology a long poem about the

Iong poem, a meta-Iong-poem, because its complexities and

tension derive from its anxiety about writing itself,

writing about oners self. Kroetsch calls it a "life-Iong
poemr" an appeltation also reiterated by Stephen Scobie:

"[i]t has become not just a long poem but a Iife/Long

poemt it may even be regarded, after EIi Mandelrs punning

titler âs a '1ife sentencerr from which the author

occasionally gets out ron parole.r"22 th. poem as long

as life emphasizes temporality and undoes the stability of

the generic paradigms it accommodates in its form' VrIe

could also attribute the same elements of The Mart rolo

to Japanese linked poetry, and more specifically the

utanikki. 23 Nichol himsetf has called his poem a
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journal, and a book about the history of saints.24 The

poem often calls itself into question, but it stresses too

its epic elements, its series of lyric moments, its

account of the self's journey; it also calls itself poem

and text. In short, Nichol brings together life and

poetry. The life-tong poem shows how genre and ideology

are interrelated and how the long poem is informed both in

terms of form and in terms of theme by the life of the

self, namely the \Á¡ays in which poetry articulates the

self"

The Martyrology is a superb example of a long Poem

that cannot be defined with precision. If \^¡e define it

metonymicallyr âs I have done, each definition brings into

focus only one of its genres or forms at a time. The

plurality of its form comes together only if we see it as

a long poem, a genre which does not priorize any of its

included genres. Read this waY, The Martyrology opens with

the same concern for and distrust of origins that we find

in Kerrisdale EIegies. But The Martyrologyr more than any

other canadian long poem, displays how this dÍstrust of

origins ís grounded in the self. Nichol deals with this

distrust by inventing his o\^¡n origins, by creating a

cosmology and a genealogy which substantially alber the

humanistic interpretation of origins as well as the

humanistic ways that have defined the self' In keeping

wiLh his anti-humanistic ideology, Nichol takes a

nonlinear approach to the self. He uses deferralst
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detours, repetítions, and hiatuses in order to disclose

the eIliptical, but paradoxically abundant notion of seIf.

VI: How to Begin

Book I of The Mart ol begins with a series of

textual delays. In the first edition of Book I (L972) hre

find, tacked between the cover and the first blank pages,

a loose teaflet of four pages. On the first page' and

above the title The MartyrologYr h¡e see the icon of St.

Maria Goretti25 whose brief Iife, violent death, and

subsequent canonization are reported on the fourth page of

the leaflet (together with her photograph) in the

journalistic language of The Toronto Star. St. MarÍa

substitutes, in a parodíc waY¡ for the muse figure and

announces the recurring theme in the poem' that of

martyrology. In the inside pages of the leaflet we read

Nichol's own genealogy of saints, a genealogy which

parodies both Christian and literary canons alike: I'of

those saints we know the listing followsr' the opening

line says. What follows is indeed a list of names

presented in the discourse of Genesís. This discourset

however, is multilayeredr âs it evokes the ancient

cosmologies and genealogies such as Hesiod's, and the epic

catalogues we find Ín Homer. These multiple evocationst

together with St. Maria Goretti, substitute for the

invocation to the muse.
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The Martyrology begins, then, in the most traditional

fashion. But given Nichol's private and invented

genealogies, its beginning is one of parodic inversion. We

participate in Nichol's parody as readers when ule identify

in the discourse of The Martyrology traces of the

discourse of cosmogonies, genealogies, epic invocations,

catal-ogues, biblical and canonical texts. But NichoI

himself turns parody from a mode of discourse into a theme

in itself:

is nothing but a history
brief at best
an end of one thing
beginning of another
premonition of a future line we will be

writing
time or

1ea fle t )(Book L,

Vrlhat we read here is a beginning bef ore the f ormal

beginning of the poem, and a beginning within this

beginning: medias res in medias res. Nichol's beginnings

are tentative and arbitrary. The fact that the above

beginning appears in the physical form of a loose leaflet

that we can lose or misplace in the text, thus erasing a

beginnÍng, and/or creating different versions of

beginnings, shows that Nichol overtly engages the reader

in the making of his text: the reader has a hand in the

poemrs parallaxis. The poetrs allowance toward the reader

stresses too the extent to which Nichol deconstructs the

notion of origin, and the certainty that humanism and

specifícaIly the Christían tradition have endowed it with.
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The fluidity of the beginning situates The

Martyrology not so much within the world of specific books

although there are plenty of examples of the poemrs

indebtness to many "our"""26 but within the

tentative boundaries of parallaxis" Nichol has always

displayed an interest ín the fluidity of texts. His

shuffle texts Transformational Unit' StilI I¡iater and

Continuum, f.or instance, exemplify a writing whose

position we cannot fix in the text.27
,'Things I Don't RealIy Understand About Myself ,r' one

of his statements about the long poem, is exactly such a

shuffle text, dispersed and disseminated throughout Open

Letter's special issue on the long poem. The dispersal and

dissemination of the text, Nichol seems to tell USr does

not simply affect the deliberate unravetling of his

writing; it actualizes the continuous alterations of the

self's narrative. For a shuffle text, Frank Davey (the

ed i tor of Open Letter) reminds üsr "may be read in any

order."2B The dispersal of Aristotelian structure, the

resistance to thematic unification, the continuous

reversals of beginnings and endings, all come into the

fore in Book 5 of The Martyrology. Herer the twelve

chains of the text link its different parts in ways that

create a tabyrínthian system which defies the unity of

self. Nicholts writing reads as a continuous series of

detours, which inevitably af f ects the readerrs o\trn

movement in the text.
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But to return to Book L, following the leaflet -- my

own placing of it in the book --, the page with the

epigraph from Gertrude Steínr29 and the title page, is

yet another beginning: Knarnrs icon and an excerpt rrfrom

The Chronicle of Knarn.I' The word "from" signifies a

missing beginning and marks these three pages as direct

quotations from a text, obviously of Nichol's invention

but seemingly situated here as an excerpt from the

canonical tradition. The most characteristic difference

between the two beginnings so far comes in the point of

view. The beginning of genealogies is told in the first

person plural. The rr\¡¡err gives authority to the text Lhe

authority of collective voice, the sacredness of material

that has been sanctified by The-word-become-Flesh and

filtered through consciousness. This authority, by

ímplication, also points to the l<ind of objectivity and

truth that \¡trêr presumably, cannot question because they

directly derive f rom "The üIord. " In contrast, the rri' in

the fragment "from The Chronicle of Knarn" challenges

authority by foregrounding its personal narrative of

sorrow and loss. The lower case pronoun is an immediate

deconstruction of the Cartesian "T," the erect letter that

has inscribed patriarchal tradition and which bears the

weight of responsibility for compiling genealogies and

history by following solely its own ideology.

The interrelationship between the singular rri rr and the

plural rrr^lerr i s, I believe r one of Nichol t s primary
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concerns in The Martyrology. The unfolding of the self

follows the shift from singularity to plurality both in

terms of the quantitative nature of the self and of its

perspective. But before Nichol focuses on this shift, he

continues his play with beginnings. The multiple

beginnings correspond to the multipte I'i t s" of the poem.

As the self resists definition so the poem amplifies its

beginnings, its origins, thus echoing its resistance to

reaching the "midd1e" and "end" of its structure.

What subjectivízes further this section is the

tentativenes of the rri rr I s discourse ,'i used to love you

(i think)" and the direct expression of its desire

"wishing i were near yourrr rrmy arms ache f rom not holding

you." The tentativeness of love questions the Christian

fundamental notion of agape, which is a selfless love

devoid of desire for the human self, and solely informed

by desire tor the Other, God. Agape is directed toward the

symbolic Other lying outside the self, whereas desire

returns to the self. fronically, the lower case "i,"
while not expressing a selfless self but implying a center

absorbing the self, posits a self conscious of its

limitations and relative marginality as illustrated by the

following parenthetical prose stanza:

(a long time ago i thot i knew how thís poem
would got how the figures of the saints would
emerge, now it's covered over by my urge to
write you what lines i can' the sun is dying'
i rve heard them say it will go nova before the
yearrs end. i wanted to send you this letter
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say
to send. )

(Book 1)

Scobie assumes that the rrirr is the "singer" of the

Chronicle, but, for some reason, he leaves the singer

unnamed. 3o

It is important to notice that the "sínger" of "The

Chronicle of Knarn'r and Knarn himself are one and the same

rhetorical persona. The tiLle of this section evokes the

classic narrative tradition where there is a distance

between narr ator/singer and :rlero/character. Nichol

collapses this distancing devÍce by asserting that his

central character is the "singer" himself. Hence KnarnIS

self-consciousness about his art. But the art Knarn talks

about is not singirg, as scobie assumes; it is writing.

Nichol does not locate his "chronicle" in the oral

tradition lout in the tradition of the written word t oL

more precisely the genealogy of the word being written,

the genealogy of writing"

The line "the language i write is no longer spoken"

(Book r) illustrates that both Knarnrs life and art

function on the same plane and are thus inseparable.

Moreover, it emphasizes the difference between speech and

writing, a difference which, through its sausserian and

Derridean ramifications, questions the placing of the oral

tradítion as the beginning of literature, and thus further

questions the notion of a canonized literature itself. The

(this poem) but now
anything' too earIY

it's too late to
to have anything
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process is that, in de Manrs words,

a "humanistic and historical disciplirtêr" as

stable canon of specif ic texts r " gives lvay

31

The artist, Nichol seems to be arguing, cannot

dívorce her/his art from the tife that generates it. That

is why he foregrounds the self as a principle which

engenders art. As such, it loses its generality, it is

particularized. Autobiography becomes then not a genre

that seeks to totalize and unify the life of the self by

assigning meaning to it, but a writing that unravels the

complexity of the self by exploring its signification.

Nichol says that

the hardest thing about using autobiographical
detait in the long poem is to get the reader
to accept it as what it is: words ín a book
revealing exactly the amount of ínformation
necessary for that moment of the composition.
autobiographical information seems to raise
the desire for more such information, as if
knowing it would somehow increase oners
appreciation of the text when, in fact, the
exact opposíte happens; the additional
information changes"qur reading of the text
& thus distorts iL."o

Hence Nichol's a-version to literary beginnings where the

self begins to express itself only through the act of

writing, That is hrhy the chronicler is not a poet who

sings but a poet who writes. OraIity, which necessitates

presence, creates a support system for the seff that lies

outside it; writitg, implying absence, demands that the
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self be disseminated.. ".
Before \,\Ie move to the next begÍnning, it is important

to notice that the fragme nt "from The Chronicle of Knarn.

is presented as direct quotation. However, there are no

quotation marks because "from" is used as a deictic

signifier of an assumed larger text. The last linesrrfrom

The Chronicle of Knarn,r' "my hands turn the woxds /

clumsily, " announce that the turning of the page will

reveal yet another beginning, this time a more formal one:

the usual title page with the publishing information.

Following this is an epigraph, another direct

quotation, whose source, "from THE WRITINGS OF SAINT ANDr'r

also reveals it to be a text of Nicholts invention. Again,

the title of this mÍssíng text thematizes the delay of

beginnings that Nichol has been playing with. Saint enA

reminds the reader that he has to stand by the poetrs

principle of delays íf he is ever to reach the text

proper. saint And signifies the cumulative principle that

characterizes The Mart rol

the precision of openness
is not a vagueness
it is an accumulation
cumulous

(Book 4)

De1ay and accretion are two of the most significant

princíples of composition and structure in The

Martyrology, and in the long poem in general. Since the

textuality of the long poem depends largely on its
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thematization of structural and formal devices' delay and

accretion are also two of the principles that reveal,

gradually, tentatively and polyvalently, the self.

Saint And, then, points to the dedication page33

which again foregrounds the importance of the writing act.

But this is not the end of delays. Two brief stanzas

precede saint And's icon and the subtitle of the first

section of Book L, "the martyrology of saint and":

the breath lies

on mornings tike this
you gotta be careful
which \^ray you piss

(Book f)

Breath is a synecdoche which brings together Nicholrs

maj or concerns in The Martyrology: speech, logos, spirit,

pneuma. Yet the breath, Nichol warns usr is capable of

Iying. He rejects the pneumatological nature of

phonocentricism, that the sign is always turned toward

God, and proposes instead his grammatological project, a

project in which writing cuLs breath short.

Although the poern is filled with speech and sound

patterns, Nichol's intention. is not to privilege speech at

the expense of writing. Quite the contrary. VühÍle

extending the possibifities of speech toward a graphics of

phone and those of writing toward a phonetics of

inscriptionr34 h. seems to criticize the Platonic

ideology, and its impact on wesLern tradÍtion, that has
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valorized one and condemned the other. It becomes clear at

this point that the textual delays of beginning have yet

another function, and that is to question speech and the

sign, and the ways in which they privilege presence.

The main text of the poem begÍns to unfold with a line

that further emphasizes the thematization of beginnings

and delays:

so many bad beginnings

you promÍse yourself
you wonrt start there
again

december 67

poem i. s

f orgotte'n
passes

(Book 1)

This final beginning introduces yet another genre, that of

the journal, which further foregrounds the first person,

one of the most frequently used points of view in Nichol I s

work "

By this point it is obvious the textual delays which

introduce the beginnings of The Martyrology are organic to

the elliptical notion of self. The layers of genre that

NÍchol works with chronicle, oral versus written

traditions, genealogiesr ePigraph, journal -- depend on

the principle of deferral, for deferral works against the

intent of traditionat autobiography, which pursues

the undated
found and
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totality and wholeness. Moreover, deferral also works

against linearity, which is one of the fundamental devices

employed in traditional autobiography. As Philippe Lejeune

argues, " Ir] e rácit autobiographique traditionner choisit

comme structure principale I rordre chronologique (avec

tout ce qu'i1 implíque d'explication 'diachronique' de

.uu"u à effet), t6auisant lrordre thèmatique au role de

structure secondaire à I'interieur de Irautre."35 The

textual delays beginning The Martyrology speak the

aleatory nature of the self, and illustrate that the

content of the self cannot be taken to be anterior to form

or style. This is why NÍchol's fascination with the first

person pronoun keeps changing ground and names.

VII: Self : Identity : Pronoun

The polyphonic beginning of The Martyrology announces

both the formal and thematic plurality of the poem. It

enhances what Edward Said calls in Beginnings "the degrees

of self-consciousness" characterizing the opening point of

a work. "The search f or such points, t' Said continues, rrnot

only is reflected in language, but is carried out in

language and ... is necessary because of language.

Polytechnicat unlike any other human activity, language

\tras discovered to be a suitable vehicle for posing

questions of origin for purely Iinguistic as weII as

social, moral t oy political reasons.'r36 Nicholts Iong



poem deals with the martyrology of language, Iogos

both the persecutor and the mar ty:r, what has to be

debunked. "Man the beginningrrr Said observesr "man
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being

subject of human thought and activity in what is now seen

as the utopia of Renaissance humanism, is admitted to

Ianguage only as an incipient, and inarticulate, ensemble

of relationships among his activiti"=."37 Nichol

parodies the beginning proper of a literary work because

he also wants to question the power of Órigins, that is,

the vrays in which humanism and the literary canon it

constructed formalize and determine perception of the self

and artistic "*þt""sion.
The "zero point" that precedes a beginning designated

in writíng is, in saidts words, "a forbidden paradise

which literacy Iwriting] penetrates only at the same

critical moment that the paradíse is obliterated."38

Nichol plays out the rituat nature of every beginning by

exaggerating ritualism and therefore by parodying

paradise. Each beginning, while starting the poem anew,

falls behind its previous beginning in a mise en abr¡me

configuration and expresses the impossibitity of stating

the self.

itts so far from one end to the other
sound repeating itself beyond perfect zeYo

(Book L, "scenes from the lives of the saints")

as the

The zero point of formal beginníngs echoes the lost
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paradise of Nichol's saints. Paradise cannot be entered,

let alone experienced, without a language that can exceed

profane knowledge. Paradise is a different name for the

language of transcendence, of unification. Thus in his

attempt to create a genealogy of the self, Nicho1 also

employs a discourse that addreSses the sacred, the origin

of the self.

The poet's attempts in The Martyrology to speak the

"fathertr are constantly frustrated by the "father's"
unnameabi I i ty.

you have made me
granted me friends
given me reasons for singing their praises
asido

ç in the praising name them
as i cannot name you

do you think the poem will change

there are finally no words for you father
too many letters multipfy the signs
you are the one

Lhe unifying
no signifier when we cannot grasp the signified
saints Ín between

the world of men
women

the sign complete
(Book 3)

The completeness of the sign marks the degree zero of

knowledge. Even though rrLordrl in The Martyrologyt as Davey

remarks, "appears to be the stable guarantor of

meaning,,u39 "Lord's" absolute unity does noL always

guarantee meaning"
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& God of (the manY) (no) names
who is (the one) (the manY)
(above) (around) (inside) aII
(watched) (did not watch) over everythi ng

God of
who is
i read

names
all over everything
it different waYs

(Book 5t Chain f )

Nichol's bracketing signifies the possibility of absencet

of emptiness. The language made by "Lord" loses its

sovereignty in the Poetts hands.

According to Daveyrs argument, "[d]espite the openness

of The Martvrologv as an unfinished poem t ox of the

naryative choÍces offered gook 5's readersr ot of the

rplayfulness' of the many punning passagesr the language

theory ímplied here suggests a bound meanÍng: that a

scrutiny of signifiers will invariably lead back to rYoul

or rlordrt or at least to the complex of meaning

associated with rLord."'40 Daveyrs argument is

persuasive as long as we don't always take the

apOStrophized ttyou" to be a referent of "LOrd. t' "Lordrr and

"His,'unnameabitity remind us of the sign of fictíon

which I discussed in Mandelrs work often addressed by

apostrophe. "Lordtt in The Martyrology appears to be the

sign of desire, dÍsplaying the optative elements we often

encounter in Nichol I s di scourse.

The return of signifíers to I'Lord" as signified does

not, then, necessarily suggest that Nichol's discourse is

"bound." Nichol does not resign as man of words nor does
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as a long

poem accomplishes the un-bounding of this "bound meaning"

by unravetling the "many guises of ILord's] signifiers"

(Book 5t Chain 3). The sign of the "father" can only be

imagÍned; its povler Iies in in its repetítion with

difference, ultimately in its unreadability.4l Thus

paradÍse in The Martvroloqy remains unnamed not only

because it is untenable but because the poet understands

it only when he translates it into profaner processual

terms, through his ovün linguistic utterance.

The poet situates his self in a paradise of a

different order, a paradise of words occupying the middle

ground between the nonlanguage of transcendence and the

language of the body, "\nrhat comes forth from my mouth"

(Book 3).

this time the sky screams BLUE
thru a break in the clouds high above me
so high i cannot fly there with the mind
the saints live & they called it cloud town
when they fell to earth as strangers
wide-eyed at alt this tumbling green land
spun thru space towards their falling bodies &

caught them
SKY BLUE the colour of saint and's eyes
takíng in this surprising place he'd come to

if there is a land which is the mind
it is as brown as earth ç cool there

(Book 2r "clouds")

The scream of the sky conveys no meaning in its

inarticulateness -- meaning being always stable, and what

validates the practice of tradition but signification'
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which amounts to tentatíve, self-doubting meaning. The

upper case of BLUE foregrounds a linguistic sign which

sits both in-between and apart from the sentence because

of the blank space that precedes and follows it. The

reader is reminded of the arbitxary convention that gives

the sky the quality of blue, a color which by extension

becomes the signifier of things celestial, of purity,

sainthood. The poet salvages language from the martyrdom

it has been subjected to; he lets language be ítself. As

he puts it, rritts a good idea, ât least from time to time,

to let the language speak ."42 rt has to be brought

down from paradise, down to "earth," to its actualization,

the linguistic utterance. Otherwise it remains untenable.

The self in The Mart r oIo is untenable in the same

way that paradise is untenable. It is polyphonic, protean.

The f act that the rri rr ín The Mart rol is the speaking

persona of Níchol's many saints that is language as

wetl as of himself illustrates that the content of the

self is not taken to be anterior to form, style or

Iinguistic utterance.

i want the absolute Precision
of fluid definition
the saints learned
long ago

there is no definition
where you cannot see the line
of drawing

writing
muslc

for usthe form
i wakens

a focus
from
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the dreamed landscape
out of the words I tumble
should meaning separate
when it is the torrent s$teeps me
thru the bound beeches

(Book 4)

"i want'r asserts the presence of the self's desire and at

the same time defines the self by its lack or the absence

it suffers. The contradiction between fluidity and

definition locates the self within the realm of desire.

The object desire addresses is language. Language not as

speech in which the signifier as sound is self-validating

and reliant on presence. But language as "the line / of

drawing / wxiting ,/ music. " Nichor sees the f luidity of

definition in language as graphism, in the Derrídean sense

that "there is no linguistic sign before writing.r'43

It is the fluídity of definition that elongates

definition, delays the wríting act, prolongs the poem.

It is the same ftuidity of definition which draws a

distínction between the self and the first person pronoun.

Here is what Nicho1 says about his use of pronouns:

of ten when I rm talking about rr I r rr I rm talking
about the "Ir" that is to say, your Tt his Tl
her T, so on.... Seer to mer pronouns are more
universal, that I s vThy I like them. I thinl< it I s
harder for a general reader to identify with an
"I," I would agree, but I think that we get into
that eventually. Hê, she, we--it's looser, it
isntt named. Naming, though on the one hand it
claims, often distances. So in trying to deal
with the reality of how we perceive and so ohr
T often prefer to use pronouns. fn those casest
that shift to the third person verb is to
i ndi cate that type of usage of the word rr I . rr

rrlrr is an interiorized concept--in shortr rrTrr
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Nichol's use of the first-person pronoun with the

third-person predicater âs it is obvious in hís line'ri

wakensr'r displays both his aesthetics and his attitude

toward language. "Trr is the name of the self, its own

self-appellation as well as the naming act that

characterízes the performative function of language. The

self's every manifestation is preceded by its

self-appellation, which means that the self does not exist

or cannot be perceived outside language. In this respect,

the pronoun rrlrr functions as the collective name of all

the saints, Nichol himself, and the other personae that

figure in The Martyrology. What differentiates them is

the level of discourse each rrlrr employs'

In rrthe sorrows of saint orm" (Book t) r the rr I rr i s

distinguished by its poetic identity, its writing

activity: I'notes in my journals / don't hold true.r'The

journat as genre that relates in a first-person narrative

what constitutes the self as an object of knowledge loses

its authenticity; it becomes a genre that is defined by

the writing action of the text , by the rrlrr r s díscourse.

i knew when i headed home tonight
the whole poem graPhed in mY mind
itlI never make it

some things are stronger than words

if i could throw down this
then i could live mY life

pen I
free

never use
of naming



This break point between the

writing act is a critique of

The pen not a pre-thought

1 i teralty marks Níchol 's Iong

This graphic identitY of

in The Martyrology. In Book 4

20/,

poem as mental graPh and as

the genre of autobiography.

notion of the self is what

poem.

the setf is a recurring motif

, f or instance r \¡I€ read:

(Book 2, "book of common prayerrr)

style I s stylus
the fingers an
ma tnd me rnd

extension of

per sona I

the mi nd

h i story

Style ínscribes the present self of the writer. It becomes

his signature, the present rendering of the self. As

Starobinski says, "Ii]t is the image of the st lus wÍth a

sharp point that tends ... to prevail over that of the

hand moved by the wríter's inner spiri¡. "45 rn this

respect, the manuscript facsimiles in The Martyrology

attract the readerrs eye more than the printed pages do,

not so much because of Nicholts handwriting in longhand,

but because they affirm, while casting into doubt, his

presence as author. As Shírley Neuman, extending

Starobinski's argument, remarksr "Is]tyle is

autobiographically signifícant because it is attached to

the writerts present.... Sty1e carries the rtruthr of

autobiography ."46 Style, then, brings together

signature, mind (ma), the "I," and oners personal historyt
rrmarr (mother ) .
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Style indeed renders as personal what the pronoun rrlrr

depersonalizes in The Ma¡ly¡clegy_. The carnivalesque

atmosphere of the rrfreak shol,r¡" in "the martyrology of

saint andr' (Book 1) enhances the style of the beginning of

the long poem. The "maudlin" style of the clownish saints,

the "circus finally growIing] old & jadedr' and the poetrs

own apostrophe to the "dear funny paper i write upon," all

account for the confusing myths about the saints, and

theiY erxatic personalities.

Nichol ts rri' moves into a series of identities" As he

says in Book 2,

\^Ie move in threes
the short statements linked to
the worlds i live in
hidden personal one ç the same

(Book 2, "auguriestt)

The ambiguity of this last line is just another indicaLor

of the self's polyvalence. Tt is this same plurality that

brings into focus one of the difficultíes in reading rþe

Martyrology. The poem doesn't simply resist a unified

notion of Lhe self; it also resists any reading attempt at

"figuring" out the different selves as well as their

interretationships with (their) others. One of the ways of

understanding Nichol's treatment of the self is to pay

attention to the distinctions he draws among pronouns.

At the risk of reducing the complex notion of self in

the poem, I will argue that Nichol structures his poem

around the polarity between setf and identity. The first
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person pronoun is employed as a purely linguistic

construct, as the performative that actualizes the selfrs

enunciation without assigning any eventuality to the self.

Identity, in contrast, derives from the specific

configuration the self insísts on assuming during its

performative acts. The uniqueness of identity is

constituted by the repetition of compatible performatíve

acts. Its uniqueness is thus based on reduction. Whereas

signifiers and signifieds shift, the agent of the

performative act initiating the shifts remains stable, has

only one name. The closer the self comes to achieving an

identity, the more rigorously do pronouns claim to be the

performatives of the se1f.47

Although Níchol for the most part does away with

hierarchies, there is an implicit schema in his treatment

of self: the se1f, by lying outside any totalízíng whole,

also lies within its specific configurations; the multiple

identities in The Martyrology are related to the self

syntagmaticatty; the pronouns are what perform the actions

to which the identities refer"

.f ather i am
as ever the
simply as i

one am many
need to be obsesses
would i would speak to you

(Book 2t t'auguries")

"the need to be" here is nothing other than the need to

define one's identity, to ground the self in a singular

v\7ay. Nicho1 acknowledges the compelling need for
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def inition; at the same time, ho\arever, that this need

becomes one of the main drives in his poem, he also

deconstructs this need. The "beihg," or the series of

"beings" !\te encounter in the poem, could not be def ined

according to ontological and metaphysical traditions;

"being" lacks substance and precision; we 9et only

glimpses of it as a supreme fiction. The "being" in The

Martyrology is, thenr ên voyage, destabilized. "i am one

am many" does not leave room for any specific identity to

take over. Finally, for Nichot, the tyranny of "bein9,"

equivalent to the totalízíng effects of episteme, is not

immanent.

And so this "being" cannot be without language. Thus

although The Martyrology is narrated in the first persont

its point of view does not simply express one identity or

one condition of the self. "i am one am many'r -- echoing

as it does Olson I s I'one makes many" illustrates the

relation between the rri rt and the "wer " and contains within

its schematic formulation the middle ground between self

and identity. The absence of the conjunction I'and" in "i
am one am many" over which I trip as a reader in a moment

of blindness is the absent marker, the hiatus point where

the war between signification and meani.9, where

dissemination (intrinsic to the self) and totalization

(extrinsic to the self) takes place. The hiatus between 'li

am" and "am many" connects and separates, delimits and

extends the groundless ground of the self. This
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deconstructíve vacillatíon, inherent in the se1f, keeps

"being" in suspension. It is present only as long as it is

meant to evoke what has constructed its supreme fiction.

Nichol's The Martyrology shows why the long poem

privileges the setf while subverting it. The various

configurations of the self become temporalized in the long

poemr s meandering discourse.

By f ollowing the schema self : identity:pronoun' \^/e

become aware that the early stage of the self in The

Martyrology is that of a self realized and deconstructed

through mirrors. The mirr.or as "figure" stands in the

middle ground, between self and identity.

the part of yourself least recognized
merges with the mírror
your fingers do not know your skin

( Book 2, "auguries")

The unfamiliar

nothing there

mirror image

sk in

to be

is not

reminds the speaker that there is

fully grasped, to be recognized. The

an ínstance of deja vu.

í remember now that i remember nothing

who takes me as i am
not this self confronts me in the mirror

(Book 2t "auguries")

I am not suggesting here that Nichol adopts a Lacanian

approach to the self, for Nichol's mirror doesnIt offer

recogni bion. Lacan I s "mirror I s stage, " during which the
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child experiences, "in a flutter of jubilant activity," a

rrtransformation" that helps it iclentify itself as a

coordinated being, is clearly not in operatíon here.48

In Nicholrs poem, mirrors are not a source of jubilationt

for the specular ímage the self sees in them ensues in no

recogni ti on of sel f or i ts other . V'Ihen the specular image

unveils an otherness that terrifiesr âs in "look in the

mirror / knowing you have found the beast'r (Book 2,

"auguries), it becomes clear that mirrors in The

Martyrology parody the unity of the self' They promise

only what Lacan ca11" *á.orrrraissance. But, according to

Lacan,
t/meconnalssance (failure to recognize,

misconstruction) is always related

(knowled ge) .49

to connaissance

"auguries" of Book 2 focuses on the tension between

the certainty and doubt self-knowledge provides. AIt the

occurrences of 'rno,¡trr and 'rknowrr in thi s section engage in

battle. The 'rnQ\,l/, rr which sÍgnif ies the tense of the poem I s

grammar, works against an achronic, absolute point of

self-knowledge. You "learn to know yourself" only when you

pursue the seriatity of knowledge Lhe "nowrrpoints to

that same seriality that elongates the long poem. This

seems to be the poet|s imperative: "live in the present /

it is all around you."

of those things we understand this is the greatest
mys tery

knowledge deceives us
believing we move in our lostness
díscover new worlds as and did

purposeful 1y
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knowing nothing he came to that

r ike novt
place saint
lives in

(Book 2, "auguriestt)

The phonetic proximity of "no\nr" and "kno[rlr' amplif ied by

the alliteration of "nev/" and "nothitg," dramatizes the

impossibitity of futly "knowing now," which is nothing

other than the unreadabi1ity of the self. "knowledge

deceives us, tt the speaker reminds us. The ttnol,rrtt di ssolves

the po\'üer with which knowledge f ixes on the self . The

moment-by-moment constructíon and deconstruction of self

puts forward a lack of identity: "you are the mirrot of

what you denyr' (Book 2, "sons and divinationsr'). This lack

is emphasized by the specular image in the mirror, which

accentuates the selfrs dispersal.

But Nichol does not stop at this; he also

deconstructs the medium of this dispersal, the speculum

itself.

I preferred St And a clown
human & vulnerable
critical of stupid posturing
absurd hierarchies he'd left behind o.
lived on
isolate among the many
his face mirrored in the air
he gazed into c fell
self into self
narcosis of narcissus
wandered then
lost among men
the fuLl pain of his loss haunting him

(Book 4)

St And, his name a sígnifier of the connecting/connective
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ground he occupiesr experiences only disconnection. His

public and symbolic role as saint does not help him stand

opposite or beside himself. For him there is no other to

look at. Vühen he gazes at the ethereal mirror, it is not

self-love he feels; rather, the specular image he looks at

is one of emptiness and loss, the figure of the abyss

itself. The figure of the other as the object of self-love

recedes into slumber. The self resists its ot^tn

reflexívity, it refers to its inexactnessr its desire to

proliferate beyond a single other.

In that, the mirror in The MartvroloÇvr far from

offering illusions of identity, emphatically presents

recognition as a form of blindness and reductiveness

"the thinner man conf ronts you in the mirror'r (Book 2l

"sons and divinations"). In no way does it function as

locus for any self I s figuration of certainty; on the

contr axy, instead of beíng there as a space that inspires

and contains representation, the mirror is the pharmakon.

50 As pharmakon it creates momentary illusions of

identity and remedies these illusions. IL becomes the

spectacle of the rhetorical ground within which The

Martyrology explores the multiplicity of the self.

Another v'/ay through which Nichol explores this

muttiplicity of self is by tracing the linear and jagged

patterns of his writing process.

(i moved during the course of this writing, inter-
rupting the patterns, iarring at first because i
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found myself, ten years later, back in the same
house i'd lived in during the writing of 1335 Comox
(poem that began JOURNEYING & THE RETURNS (whose
form was perceived after i moved au¡ay from there
(from here) ) ) the dilemma being i found
myself caught up in a) mirror image

(Book 4)

The writer's recognition here is a matter of mapping out

his movement, a movement repeated with difference.

Nicholrs act of writing frustrates his attempt to situate

himself in a familiar locus. In fact, his act of writing

becomes the sole parameter by which he can "find himself."

The writer as his o\,\rn reader, his f irst reader indeed,

creates a tex tual mi rrOr . The t'mi rrOr image , " the wr i ter I s

act of reading his own text, lies outside the bracketing

of self-recognitiont it is behind the vision of the

writer/reader who is framed by his own frame" The mirror's

oh¡n ref lexivity coincides with the textrs inner

referentiality. They both contain, and point to, referents

of the self, but never the self itself.

These referents are the series of identíties the self

moves ínto, the variants of the pronoun rri'it tries out.

This is not the place to enumerate the many identities

posited by the first person pronoun. Nor ís, I think' such

an enumeratíve interpretation part of the poemts design.

To be sure, the shift from identity to identity is

conducive to the poem's length; it is also what develops

the risks of the selfrs representation. The layering of

identities, almost synonymous with the unmasking of the
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se1f, takes place on a temporal level which coincides with

the poemrs utterance. The rrirr is conscious of the dangers

of naming and fixing: "having tried to fÍx time / it is

myself i am the one destroyed" (Book 2, "clouds"). The

same cautiousness must also inform the readerrs trajectory

through the Poem.

There is no doubt thatr among the abundance of rri rsrr

in the poem, there is one which stands out, that of the

writer's rri.rr Yet this rrirr is not one that particularly

inspires authority or establishes priorities. More often

than not, i t i s thi s rr i rr that undergoes the harshest

quesbioning, the most relentless displacement:

this poem becomes a diary of a journey
personal it evolved imPersonallY
a longing as í will say must say please
saint rand stranded in that strange place
how would you call it
I'a problem of resolutiontt?
as tho the rr i rr the wr i ter of these poems
controlled your destinY

(Book 2| "sons and divinations")

The depersonalization of the poe'tIs "ir" the standing of

the self outside and next to the self as writer, is

índicative of the parallaxis that informs The

Martyrology. The questions parallaxis raises here are

those of referentiality and representationr oxt more to

the point, representation as genre. The tensíon between

the poetrs "personal" journey, and his "impersonal"

rendering, accounts for the poet's feeling of "longing," a
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longing that elongates his poem. In that project self and

genre become ínterrelated and co-productive. The

Martyrology as a collage of genres, a collage that does

not erase, though, the rough edges where contradictory

genres meet each other, also pastes together self-erasing

selves,

However odd the idea may at first seem, the self's

erasure or suspension Ís obviously accomplished by the

first-person pronoun. In the first personr âs Benveniste

says, there is "both a person involved and a discourse

concerning that person. III designates the one who speaks

and at the same time implies an utterance about

r1,rrr5l Discourse, then, actualizes the self 's
di f f erentiatíon in The Martyrology. Vr7hat the reader

encounters is a series of its, a series of identities. But

as soon as an rrirr gets stabilized¡ âs soon as its words

are read or heard, its enunciation puts forward the

characteristics (style, signature) of a specific identity.

Nichol, as \^re have seen, is a\^/are of the danger of

solidífying identity, hence his proliferation of the

first-person pronoun.

people how i
as stein saht

ít is so much

lose myself in you
it the difference

&

more soothing to

(Book 2t'rfriends

between identity
enti ty
live with memory

as footnotes" )

Identity, for Nichol, rests in monologic expression, a



reif ication of the setf . Entity is what opens the ""rlt 

ttn,

what speaks its polyphonic structure. It is this

resistance to a reified setf that operates against the

autobiographical impulse in The Martyrology.

Autobiography as genre r \¡lê remind ourselves, takes f or

granted the existence of a single identity; it aimsr âs

measure of its success, to put together the disparate

selves. The Martyrology defies the unified self as well

as the pure genre.

It is not surprising, then, that Nicho1 does not seek

clarity and certainty. clarity for him takes the form of

wilful blindness. This is why the various speakers in his

poem keep reminding themselves that they are one and many.

Because no speakerr ho writer or reader for that matter

can do away with the pronoun rrirr Nichol recognizes that

hre ought to rethink and expand the function of the rri. rr

Thatts why he constantly shif ts from rrirr to other pronouns

in order to elaborate this differentiation.

saint of no-names
kÍng of fools
the days are spent in piecing
the nightrs strewn with Pages

things together
you do not remember

writing
thírd person Lo first Person
am i the fool
sick of everything i rve written
fascinated by my own distaste
keep placing one letter in front
pacing my disillusionment

(Book 3 )

of another

Nichol seems to choose escape from one pronoun to another
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as a u/ay of dealing with his frustration. Yet, no matter

what pronoun for the moment he privileges, he cannot get

away from discourse, nor can he ever as writer and speaker

get rid of the rti.rr Vühat the pronouns as well as Nichol-'s

shifts illustrate is that the self cannot be imagined or

thought of outside Ianguage.

The apostrophic mode of the poem is one of the primary

rhetorical tropes Nichol, like Mandel, uses to counter the

rri I s!' monologism. Whether the rri rr addresses its other as

"you," or whether it addresses a "you" other than itselft

its rhetoric of apostrophe marks, in Cullerrs wordsr the

"proximity and distance" that inform the selfrs

reflexivity and referentiality.52 A= Benveniste

observes, "Ii]n effect, one characteristic of the persons

rIr and 'you' is their specific roneness': the rIr who

states, the 'your to whom tIr addresses himself are unique

each time.... A second characteristic is that rIr and

'you' are reversible: the one whom rIr defines by 'you'

thinks of himself as I I I and can be inverted into tI, ' and

III becomes a'you.'"53 The intersubjectivity of

discourse that Benventiste talks about reminds us of

Cullerrs point about the I'radical interíorization and

sol ipsi sm" of the apostrophi z i ng rr T rr that I di scussed i n

the context of Mandelrs Out of Place.

This intersubjectivity illuminates Nichol's interplay

of identities. The reversibility of rri rr and "you" points

to the parallaxis of the rhetoric of apostrophe.
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Parallaxis pre-empts the rri, rr dispossesses it of its

constitutive identity. Hence the ensuing reversibility of

the "you's" functions: "i fear you think me strange / you

lacks meaning for me" (Book 3). "yourr here serves as the

decoder of the apostrophic act, but it also fails to

fulfitl this function. It ceases to be the second personi

it becomes the third party that is being discussed, what

"lacks meaning" and reference, and therefore what puts the

rri I s" enunciation .under erasure.

Nichol obviously avoids an essentialism of the self.

In lieu of this, he moves toward and appropríates the

ground of another pronoun.

the i is always clear
itrs just the we
forcing a retreat to memory
i define myself too often by what went before

footnotes" )(Book 2 "friends as

Memory functions here as the entity of collectivity, the

dissemination of the self in multiple contexts which

revise and reshape it. Nichol t s propensi ty toward the rr\¡¡err

can be partly explained by the "InIe's[ stronger rhetorical t

and therefore persuasive, function because.of its

coltectivity, and its claims f.or a complicity with "you. "

On the other hand, ho\øever, the rr\^¡err puts a halt to the

rri r s" claim f or sovereignty. "this is how the f alse 'i'
ends" (Book 3), Nichol says before the rrwerr threatens to

di ssolve the l imi ts the rr i rr establ i shes .
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no tit stands alone
its base is thret
all the universe embodied in that term

(Book 3)

The "universe" the rrwerr embodies í s not simply humani ty,

though it is that. More specificatly, it is the uni-verse,

writing and its parallaxis. Furthermore, Nichol re-verses

the constitutive structure of rr\¡¡err as Benveniste defines

it. For Benveniste, as \4re have seen in the section on Eli

Mandel, r'It]he presence of I I I is constitutive of 'we. '"

NichoI argues instead that rr\^rerr does not simply function

as the context f or rti rr but is in f act what constitutes
ili.il

The relationship between the rri rr and rr\derr is no longer

one of extension and accretion, for the plurality of rrwerr

does not consist exclusively of a series of i's. Nicholt

in other words, does not see I'irr as genus-as-genrer âs

what constitutes the value of what Derrida calls "the

human genre, a genre of all that is in gener¿1.'r54 on

the contrary, he emphasizes the contextualization of the

"i, " its participation in the rrwerr without being

obliterated by it.

The rtirr r s dif f erence resides in the id of identity,

but it is a difference echoing sameness, the sameness of

the rr i rr as the letter of order , nami ng, knowledge. The

" i, " being both intrinsic and extrinsic to the "\n¡e, " of ten

becomes in The Martyrology a formless form, a pronoun
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without a person, thus engendering a genre without a

genre.

Í'm af raid
as \^Ie doeS

of
not

writing something which does not end

only the link which is i

other irs to see thru

(Book 3)

of the "\nle, " its Iimitless content, is

terrifying. The rrirr is only a Iink to

a boundary without a frame. The

is "afraid of writing" is his own long

as The Mart rolo is, inclusive and

same time.

then the palindromic movement of the

different the same
law language comPrehends
to carry me thru into somewhere

to be replaced

The incompleteness

both liberating and

t'\nteIs' textuality,

"something" Nichol

poem, interminablet

inconclusive at the

The rrwerr marks

poem:

there is a \^7e

links us in the
i have to trust

a $re that lacks connections

(Book 3 )

Because of the difference and sameness of what makes The

Martyrology both reflexive and referential, the poemrs

elongatÍon establishes an inward and, at the same timer âh

outward unfolding. outwardlY' The Martvroloqv extends to

encompass everything that constitutes the self,

incorporating within its corpus those genres conducive to
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the self such as the journal and hagiography. Inwardly, it
spirals within its textual locus as it follows'rthe lawrl

of language, a law that is being constituted

simultaneously with the poemrs composition,

These two movements relate parallactically, and

illustrate that the genre of the long poem is not

'something" arbitrarily assigned to its textuality, or

designed independently from it. Quíte the opposite. The

parallaxis of the reflexive and referential elements of

The Martyrology índicates the extent to which genre is not

just a formal matter. As Derrida says, "it [genre] covers

the motif of the law in general, of generation in the

naLural and symbolic senses, of birth in the natural and

symbolic senses, of the generation difference, sexual

difference between the feminine and masculine

genre/gender, of the hymen between the two, of a

relationless relation between the two, of an identÍty and

difference between the feminine and mascuIine..'55

Nícholrs questioning of the self inadvertently

destabilizes genre as welI, genre considered in all its

semantic ramifÍcations.

Self and genre often figure as each otherrs parallaxis

in The Martyrology. Nichol says in Book 3| "it is the

parallels & not the differences confuse us." The

elliptical grammar of this sentence /Line marks the

impossibility of fully delineating self and genre as a

couple graphing the same liner âs well as of fully



grasping the complexities of

on paralleI lines.

Later in Book 3, Nichol

\nray the parallaxis bindíng,

self and genre-as-gender.

thew&
add the

the
c i rcle
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either of them when theY move

articulates in a more exPlicit

but never erasing, difference'

a complete thot
born from the dialogue between You
or what comes forth from mY mouth
born from the woman in me
handed down thru my grandma ma & lea
is what marks me most a man
that i am finally this we
this one e simPte thing
my father Leo
my mother Cancer

she
\^/Omen

births herself
the twin mouths of

wt s omen
it turns over and reverses itself
the mirrors cannot trick us
are words are spun within the signs our

fathers left
the sibilance of s

the cross of t

linked by

HtoI

the
E

the three
line

or the

levels

two fold

the saints returned to

sign complete
turni ng

v1510n

this plane

ME
WE

Gender and self, genre and identity, genealogy and history

are interwoven with the signs of language. Their

parallactic unfolding creates unities that immediately

destabilize, tensíons that are either resolved by

momentary balance or left to probe further into the layers
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of signification. Self and genre, the 'rirr and the long

poem, are bound by a paradoxical logic which the reader

cannot subvert. To subvert it would mean to evoke the law

of logos, to make sense out of the sense-less.

In a doubly paradoxical way,

monumental attempt to create a

The Martyrology is a

poem of
perfect movement
containment of
the flux

(Book 4)

The Martyrology suggests that the long poemrs limits are

hardly self-evident. Positioning the self as a center

which constantly teases its own centrality, and as an

origin which blurs origins and originality, is indicative

of the long poem as a volatile genre. In turn, the self

finds itself within, not at the source ofr language;

similarly, the genre of the long poem finds itself

begotten within, not outside, the Iong poem itself. The

self is ec-centric to itself as the long poem is

ec-centric to any predetermined laws of genre. The

Martyrology¡ perhaps more than any other Canadian Iong

poem, is a textual l-ocus of permanent conflict and

indeterminacy, generating its own subject and genre" The

form of the long poem is an uncanny form, familiar and

strange at the same time"
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Chapter Six

Outlawed Narrative

I: From Narrative to Discourse

I have raised a variety of questions relating to

structure and origin in the long poem, to its continuous

unfolding in nonlinear, jagged hlays. I have shown its

intergeneríc character, its acknowledgement of the

strictures of certain genres' and its unfailing tendency

to bypass and to mock them, to recontextualize them. I

have also shown that the present tense is consistently

employed in the long poem by way of openness and impetus.

More specificatly, my treatment of locality and the self

in the two preceding chapters focalizes the conscious use

of language as initiating the Iong poem, and justifying

its ludism. More often than not, in talking about these

matters, I have used a rhetoric of erotics. That rhetoric

reflects the tong poemrs desire to speak the paradox of

generic, formal, and semantic Iimits. What I intend to

address here is how all these elements are arranged in the

Iong poem, how it is structured, what body of language its

desire creates.

The structural- arrangement of a literary textrs
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elements usually refers to narrative. But with the

emergence of narratological studies since the early

seventies, narrative has lost its innocence. Now narrative

i s accompanied by terms l ike ttstory, " "anti story, I'

ttreci t, tt ttdi scoursê, tt ttnarratioft, tt ttmaster narrative, tt

"histoire,tt Ifabuf a,tt tts juzhet, " to mention only the terms

that have caught on. Although all of them focus on

structure, on the meaningful arrangement of a text's

elements, they also tend to isolate different subtleties

of the narrative process. But what is interesting about

most of recent narratological theory is that it hardly

deals with poetry. Its primary focus is on the genre of

fiction.I

In order to avoid any misunderstandihgs, in this

chapter atthough it is not my intention to retrieve the

innocence of t'narrative" I take narrative to mean the

telling of a sLory, the utterance of past events. I

juxtapose this traditional definition of narrative to

discourse, discourse in Benvenisters sense as ttboth the

bearer of a message and the instrument of actiohr" as

"every utterance assuming a speaker Iwriter] and hearer

Ireader], and in the speaker, the intention of influencing

the other in some \day. " 2 The main di stinction that ï

perceive between narrative and discourse is that narrative

as a history of events3 i" primarily expressed in the

past tense whereas discourse as an utterance functions in

a perf ormative \n7ay and i s enunciated in the present tense.
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Insofar as the contemporary long poem is concerned,

narrative as the telling of a story rarely ptays a primary

role. The emphasis Iies in the telling of the story. As a

result, narrative in the long poem acknowledgesr âs $¡e

will see, no master. A narrative without master is a

narrative without grammar, the grammar that structuralists

like Todorov read into literary texts.4 The

ungrammaticality of narrative constantly alerts the reader

of the long poem to what D.A. Miller calls "the dangers of

narrative."5 The long poem suppresses narrative

grammar in order to fotlow its own line of unfolding'

namely the linguistic movement of utterance.

Even when \^re deal with long poems having more or less

straightforward narrative, like Patrick Friesenrs The

shunning, for example, story does not emerge as a central

issue. The story of Peter Newfeld, a fictíonal character,

shunned by the Mennonite church, is narrated in The

ShunnÍng by many voices, including Newf el-d's otn.6 The

poem's complexity, however, lies not so much in the order

of events, which often proves to be deceptive, but in how

the different voices interact. It is with the texture of

voices that The Shunning is concerned. The voices'quality

affects the nature of the events-

Narrative in the contemporary long poem is almost

invariably undone by i ts o\^/n ungrammatical i ty.

Accordíng1y, Stuart MacKinnon, in talking about the
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that " I

wished to avoid the temporal narrative of simple

cause-effect Iogicr so I tried to write discrete pieces

that woul-d go together as a longer work."7 Indeed t

Davey, in his essay rrThe Language of the Canadian Long

Poemrrr points out this "absence of plot" in The Interval s.
B "o" someone engaged in writing long poems, and in

reading both published and unpublished long poemsrll Davey

observes that the long poem lacks the signs of cohesive

narrative.

I see narrative IDavey argues] as stíI1 the central
issue of the form. Sequential narrative is an organ-
ízational system, a language, a structure of signs
that speaks of certain assumptions about reality:
that it is Iinear, directed by cause and effect'
excluding in its constructions and focusses. In
distrust of such assumptions writers have attempted
to replace narrative as the long poem's dominant
sign.

Davey's observation sums up the intent of the long poem

succinctly. But the substitutes he proposes for narrative

are not, I thínk, what narrative yields to in the long

poem" Here is what he suggests: "[p]lace has been

substituted for sequential narrative ín recent Canadian

long poems to such an extent that it promises to become as

much a convention as whaL it replaced.... In other long

poems language itself rhythm, syntax, word-p1ay has

been given nary.ative's once dominant role.... In some the

recurrent image provides the cohesion and focus once

provided by p1ot."9 PIace, rhythm, syntax' recurrent
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images, Iinguistic inventiveness and game no doubt figure

prominently in the long poem. Davey's definition of

narrative, thoughr ãs "a structure of signs that speaks of

certain assumptions" is too broad to explain how or \^lhy

these elements replace narrative. OnIy his phrase "cause

and effect logic" touches upon narrative as the order of

events. But fragments of disseminated narrative do not

necessarily constitute the structure of a long poem as

narrative. It is discourse that replaces narraLive in the

long poem, that ties narrative fragments together into

meaningful patterns.

In this chapter, by discussing Michael Ondaatje's The

Collected Works of BilI the Kid I will show that poetic

discourse not only accounts for the alosence of cohesive

narrative in the long poem, but also helps us go a step

beyond the strictures of genres as they survive in the

Iimits imposed on epíc, lyric and narrative poetry.

I I: Vlhi te Mythology

When we open Mi chael Ondaat je ' s The Col lected Vrlorks of

Billy the Kid: Lef t Handed Poemsr v/ê

blank square, perhaps the frame of an

i*age.l0 Contrary to Nicholrs method

keeps resounding the poemrs multiple

Ondaatje I s opening device foregrounds

encounter first a

absent photographic

of beginning that

points of departure,

a beginning that is
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both there and not there. If this frame enframing nothing

is supposed to be the beginning of the poemrs narrative,

then the narrative in question bears no signs of

inscription except the four geometric Iines drawn to form

the empty square. The white space becomes the figure of a

narrative that is both present and absent, a discourse

without subject. It is a gap for the reader to fill. The

opening of the text teases the reader as it forecloses on

monologic interpretation: while offering no specific

direction, it creates many reading possibilities. only

when the readerrs eyes move past the white space and begin

reading the text that follows it, do we infer the

signification of the empty frame.

From that frame of nothingness, Ondaatje moves to a

quotation by Western photographer L.A. Huffman.

I send oua icture of BiIl made with the Perr
ut er as u c as 1 can wor e ro anS

S

a
I ve1 trot s

n a1 I ex er ments nowda eve o er. I am ma
n T am able to ta ass n orses at a

uare across et ne of tsI re--
of sno\^7 nthea r--s kes well defined--some blur
on to of wheel but s ar n e maÍn--men walk 1n
are no tr ck-- I w1 I sen you proofs somet lme. ï
s a s ow h7 a can e doñe from the saddle
\^7 out round ass or tr o ease not tce w en

ou et es c mens att e were m eu¡ e
ens I^/ eo nan man o s ex ose w en

my orse vtas In mo on. p.

This quotation emphasizes the historical referentiality of

the poem, a referentiality, however, which, as we will

see, plays with and against history. Moreover, the

quotation also invites the reader to abandon a linear

o

e
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reading of Lhe text. Before turning the page' the reader

is tempted to go back to the empty frame, to reread its

signifying emptiness. This reading detour reveals that

once hre reflect on the first graPh, the empty frame turns

out to be no longer empty. In factr \¡7ê rename it: we see

it as a specific photograph. A photograph, though, without

an image; a photograph of whiteness' of what leaves no

graphr ho mark when printed. It announces Bil1y the Kidrs

"white mythologi€s,rrll the true and legendary stories

that compose his portrait. The absent portrait of Billy

also announces the "negative" of narration. It becomes, in

Derrida's wordsr ân exergue, what Iíes "outside the workrrl

"ínscriptionr" "epigraph."L2 It suggests that BilIy

lies outside the poem, cannot be contained in a single

frame. He evades the poem as he will gradually evade all

the attempts to capture him, in fact ot word. The

discourse of this emptiness has no precise origin; it

becomes the discourse of language itself, a discourse that

speaks hesitancy.

The re-reading of the poem's opening shows how Ondaatje

delays the beginning of his long poem. Beyond this, the

quotation from Huffman's text introduces narrative as a

story already begun, begun that is outside the poem

itself. We are reminded of how narrative is essentially a

referential system, but also of the extent to which

referentiality is textual. Not only Huffman's quotation

but the other sources Ondaatje acknowledges at the end of
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BiIly the Kid affirm the parallactic textuality of this

long poem. I am going to leap for a moment to that last

page, and create a hiatus in my readitg, because what

happens there ís, I think, the index to the poemrs

outlawed narrative.

On the very l-ast page of The Collected Works of ei 11v

the Kid, fotlowing the dedication and the publishing

data, Ondaatje cites the sources he has used in the making

of his long poem. He concLudes his list of references by

saying: " [w] ith these basic sourcesr I have edited,

rephrased, and slightly reworked the originals. But the

emotions belong to their authors." Ondaatje denies himself

the authority of the author; instead, he foregrounds his

role as reader, a reader of found narratives, a reader who

becomes a writer. This exchange of roles has become an

integral part of ondaatje's Iiterary signature.l3 It

dramatizes the degree to which he posits both his reading

act and his found material as being the generative forces

of his poem. The assumed authorial control of that

material gives \¡¡ay to inscription, to the act of recording

the I'emotions belong Iing] to their authors. " Accordingly,

the readersr expectations of originality are replaced by

their search for authenticity, their desire to measure the

extent to which Ondaatje departs from, or distorts, his

source s .

Ondaatje's ambivalent

given rise to a number of

distance from his documents has

interpretations whích tend to
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privilege the documentary material at the expense of the

textual evidence provided in the poem. These critics focus

more on the historícal and legendary narratives of Bi11y's

Iife and less on the telling of the story itself. The

quotationsr pataphrases and photographs that we find in

The Collected Works of BillY the Kid, as the title of the

poem indicates, are not elements of a found narrative but

signs of Iiterariness.l4 rn spite of his claims,

ondaatje does not free himself from this referential

context. As reader and writer, he is inside the

referential system of textualitY . The Collected Works of

BilIy the Kid is a collectionr âD accumulation of textual-

sources, including the textuality Ondaatje has woven in

his ov¡n game with the reader. The result is a book

recording the testimonies of characters, Ondaatje's

reading of, and selection from, his sources, the telling

of the reading act, a telling that becomes the writing

down of reading and storytelling alike. The narrative

figure emerging from this col-lection has no precise

origín, oy t to put it another wâY, has no origin other

than in language. Perhaps this is one of the reasons that

prompts Ondaatje to disclaim control over his charactersl

emotions. The narrative of his poem, acted out as a

juxtaposition of dramatic monologuesr does not acknowledge

him as its master.

Ondaatjers borrowed sources, whether cited accurately

or imaginatively appropriated, are not meant to recreate
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within the context of Billy the Kid the sequence of

Billy's experiences and actions. Ondaatje is not

interested, as his ludic use of documents indicates, in

narrative as a sequence of actions. Yet most criticism of

Billy is characterized by a search the critics have in

common, the search for narratíve.

Judith Owens, for instance' opens her essay by stating

that "It]the reader finds in Ondaatje's Bi]ly a strong

desire for order, a rage for orderr" and concludes that

"the narrative line, which has progressed only fitfutly to

this point in the volume [76], moves rapidly and fairly

straightforwadly to its conclusion in Billv's death

drawlingl attention once again to the relationship betwen

rorderI and 'death.'''15 ot"n" relies heavily in her

interpretation on Ondaatjers placing of Bil1y's death at

the end of the long poem. In a seemingly similar waY,

Stephen Scobie observes that the poem's "material may be

seen as a narrative with two main strands: the conflict

between Bi11y and Pat Garrettt culminatinq in the manhunt

and the deaths of Tom O'Folliard, Charlie Bowdrer and

Billy himself; and the opposite of conflict, the scenes of

peace and companionship, centring on Miss Angela B. and

the Chisum ranch. Undertyíng these two narrative strands

is the central theme of violencer âs it erupts in both

outlaw and arti"¡."16 Scobie is correct in outlining

the acti on of the poem, but hi s "mayrr i s, I thi nk, more

forceful than he intends it to be" Although Scobie is
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primarily interested in the historical aspect of Billy and

in how BiIly has been mythologized, he structures his

reading around his binary arrangement of Ondaatje's

material.

Although critics of Ondaatje such as Scobie, Owens, Sam

Solecki, Peter Nodelman and Dennis Lee delight in the

artistrs aesthetic violence, they also set out to put him

straight.lT But ondaatje's disjointed presentation of

action is meant to remain this \n7ay. The lack of surface

narrative does not necessarily imply that there is a deep

structure to be discovered ot t worse, invented by the

readerr âs I think Dennis Lee insists.lB Ondaatje

displays an interest in discourse' in the way these

actions are reported by language and become known as

verbal acts. Discourse does not, as Barbara Herrnstein

Smith puts it, "consisIt] of sets of discrete signs which,

in some wãy, correspond to (depict' encode, denote, refer

to, and so forth) sets of discrete and specific ideas'

objects, or events."19 Thís holds aII the more for so

self-regarding a construct as the long poem. Discourse in

the long poem does not consist of a series of signifiers

representing signifieds to be found outside the poem, but

resides in the series of verbal acts that actualize the

performative function of language. The referentiality of

Bi1ly the Kid confirms the textual system it is a part

of"

To return to the beginning of the poem, the citation
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but also illustrates the many leve1s of discourse

operating in the poem. The prose paragraph takes the

reader frOm a discourse degree zero the vacant frame

written in white ink to a discourse that is already

doubl-e-coded. Challenging the norm is for Huffman a "dai1y

experiment. t' His lens remains "wide Open, rr an instruction

to the reader to keep hex/lnís reading perspective open.

Beyond this, Huffmanrs discourse is technical the Perry

shutter, Pyro and soda developer, the proofs, the ground

glass or tripod asserting the particular referents of

tex tual i ty.

Yet, despite this speciatistrs vocabularyr the reader

is drawn into the poem by Huffmanrs apostrophe. Since

Huffman is quoted here out of context, the "you" he

addresses remains undetermined. That t'you, " however, at

the same time that it addresses Huffmanrs reader or

addressee, al so apostrophi zes Ondaat je and hi s o\^¡n reader

who are overhearing ex t more precisely' overreading

Huffmants discourse. This direct address marks the first

apostrophe in a long series of apostrophes throughout the

poem. Apostrophe is indeed the primary rhetorical trope of

the p,oemrs self-referentiality, for it establishes the

priority of discourse over narrative.
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III: Thanatography

The Collected Works of Billy the Kid may be about

Billy, but the numerous accounts about him and by him do

not amount to a traditional narrative. Ondaatje has

strl¡---------------ctured his poem as a series of dramatic monologuest

prose fragments and lyrics which interweave with each

other and which lead in different directions. Indeed, it

is the use of dramatic monologue, and not narrative, that

foregrounds discourse as the poemrs movement. Ondaatjer

relying on the drive and immediacy of discourse, composes

his poem as a chorus of voices. Discourse, Roland Barthes

reminds usr is "Dis-cursus originally the action of

running here and there, comings and goings, measures

taken, 'plots and plans."'20 The dramatic monologue as

a specific mode of discourse and the I as the vehicle of

its utLerance choreograph the movement and texture of the

poemrs voices. some cacophonous and discordant, others

elegiac, parodic or Lyxical, they all dramatize BilIyrs

persona.

Billy, as hte have seen, is introduced as a figure drawn

in white ink, ínvisible inside the frame of Huffmanrs

photograph. This absence, although initialty ptrzzling, is

immediately explained on the page following the poem's

first photograph. The list of the dead given by Bil1y

himself is the index to the structure and discourse of the
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conflictr2l BilIy gives us two separate tists of "the

killed" (6), those killed "(By me)--" and those kilted

"(By them)--." SheiIa Watson rightly observes about the

Iist that it "paradoxically includes the name of the

sheriff Garrett, who survived to record the experience in

print."22 The paradox affirms the fictionality of the

world Ondaatje invents and, beyond this, Points out the

extent to which textuatíty determines its own referents.

But there is yet another paradox which Watson doesnrt

comment on. The last one mentioned in the list of the

killed is Billy himself.

and
sliced off my head.
Blood a necklace on me

Pat Garrett

all my life. (p.6)

Although dead, Billy is the speaker of this monol-ogue, and

of alt the other monologues he presumably delivers ín the

poem. We see no\^l that absence in the opening photograph

signifies his death. The poemrs discourse, then, is

l¡JøelV uttered by a dead subject. It is this paradox that

defies most critics' attempts to identify the narrative

pattern that leads to Billy's death. Bil1y does not die in

the poem. He is already dead when he utters his first

lonologue.
What accentuates this paradox even more is the

contrast between the present tense which frames the whole

Collected Works and the past tense which refers to BilIy's
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death, a reference, that is, to a narrative event outside

the poem. This death is the real exergue in the Poem. It

is the 'rwork" that cannot be collected in The Collected

Vüorks of BiIIy the Kid. BilIy's last monologuer uttered

as he lies dying (p.95), is not a performative but a

constative act of language" Nothing happens under the

readerrs eyes but the very acting out of language.

Billy's dead voice demarcates itself by leaving on the

poem's text the marks of its genre. white voice. Black

marks. Red necklace. Díscourse with and without subject.

As the I'I" of his discourse, BiIIy is dead but living, the

subject of paradox itself, fox he is not tongue-tied. "A

discourse on life/deathr" Derrida remarks, "must occupy a

certain space between logos and grammer analogy and

program, as well as between the differing senses of

program and reproduction. And since life is on the líne,

the trait that relates the logical to the graphicat must

also be working between the biological and biographical,

the thanatological and thanatographical ."23 one could

argue, then, that the rhetoric of Billyrs monologues is

that of thanatography, a writing that emerges from death,

a writing, ultimately, that seeks to cancel the finality

11e usually ascribe to death . t." 'l 
i 

'

Although a dead subject, BiIly dísplays volatility'

as the following monologue shows:

Am the dartboard
for your midnight blood
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the bones I moment
of perfect movement
that waits to be thrown
magnetic into combat

a pencil
harnessing my
goes stumbling

face
into dots (p. B5)

The dartboard is one of the many masks Billy puts on. The

metonymy t'am the dartboardt' eliminates the rr Irr he

doesnrt say "I am the dartboard" --r the supreme figure of

logos because the dartboard becomes the Iocus of utterance

where the combat between life and death occurs. Life is on

the line of the "perfect movement,I'but it ís a gramme

(1ine) already become gramma (Ietter), inscribed by

"midnight lolood. " Red, the color of blood, is the color of

thanatographical inscription, the color of death. Playing

darts is here almost synonymous with the game of wríting-

Biltyrs discourse oscillates between violence as game and

violence as reality. His writing, a writing of 1oss,

progresses toward the rrbones' moment, " the moment of

death. The dartboard figures as a "magneticrr field where

biography and thanatography overlup, where scriptor and

reader meet: "a pencil / harnessing my face / goes

stumbling into dots." Writing posits itself as torture,

Lurns the dartboard metonymy upside-down. So when Billy

shows his face at the end of this monologue, marked with

dots, signs of torture and language, the face is ngthing

le-ss than the text itself, the face of Billyrs other.

Death here refers not only to Billy but to the drama of
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death incurred by language.

But the main drama in Bitlyrs monologues is his return

from death as subject of discourse and as the subject of

his namesake text, Billy the Kid. Billy plays against the

Iogos of narrative.

Not a story about me through their eyes then.
Find the beginning, the slight silver key to
unlock it, to dig it out. Here then is the
maze to begin, to be in.

T\^ro years ago Charlie Bowdre and I criss-crossed
the Canadian border. Ten miles north of it ten
miles south. Our horses stepped from country to
country, across Iow rivers, through different
colours of tree green. The two of usr our criss-
cross like a whip in slow motion, the ridge of
action rising and fallingr getting narrower in
radius tiIl it ended and hre dri fted down to
Mexico and old heat. That there is nothing of
depth, of significant accuracy, of wealth in the
image, I know. It is there for a beginning.

(p. 20; my emphasis)

BiIly's knowledge chatlenges the reader's epistemology

because he speaks from within that ultimate knowledge

ensuing from death, a knowledge located on the borderline

of impossibility. Like the Canadian border ondaatje's

authorial signature this borderline is both signed and

signed off. From Billy's vantage point, borders cease to

mean, to demarcate difference. Bil1y's and his companionrs

criss-crossing from country to country becomes the

Qymbolic movement of his return from the dead. It echoes

parodically Dante's journey with Virgil through inferno,

purgatorio and paradiso. But the order of Dante's pauses
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on the planes of death and afterlife is here diffused, fot

Billy ends up in the "old heat" of Mexico and returns to

us without seeing the "dunque di candida rosa"24 but

f'the sun turned into a pair of hands" (p - 76) .

The only knowledge Billy can convey to the reader is

that "there is nothing of depth, of significant accuracy'

of wealth in the image." The reader is told that s/he is

already inside the "maze" of narrative he alludes to. A

"maze to begín, be in. " The typographical gap between rrberr

and rrinrr is the glyph of g in "begin. " The maze is

engendered by the alliteration in Bi11y's discourse; the

repeated sounds (begin, be in) echo the labyrinth of

language. Billy's appeal to the reader is not simply to

begin, but to admit the fact that the very act of reading

implicates the readerrs presence in the maze of discourse.

Billy talks about rebeginning "here," on the page, in the

death and the materiality of Billy's language, is the

pivotal figure in the poem. "The others, I know, did not

see the wounds appearing in the sky, in the air" (p. 10) "

The difference between Bilty and the I'othersrris his o\^ln

"otherness." Bil1y is both within and on the far side of

Ianguage. It is not so much the reader who overhears his

jex t.
The hiatus

monologues, as it is

his warning that the

beginning. "

between absence and presence, that ist

Bi 1Iy who overhears the reader . Flence

narrative image is there only "for a
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di scourse.

style when

existence becomes an event

His discourse occasionallY

he talks about stars:

2/r1

validated solely by

assumes a visíonary

I have seen Pictures
drawings which show
that would explode
if temperature and
shifted one degree.

of great stars,
them strainíng to the centre

their white
the speed they moved at

Or in the East have seen
the dark grey yards where trains are fitted
and the clean sPeed of machines
that make machines, their
red golden pouring which when cooled
mists out to rust or grey.

The beautiful machines pivoting on
sealing and fusing to others
and men throwing levers Iike coins
And there is there the same stress
the one altered move that will make

themse lve s

at them.
as with starst

them maniac.
(p. 4L)

Bitly's view of the stars, although he is on the other

side of life's border, is uttered in the conditional mode,

but sustained by the epimethean knowledge that pervades

his discourse as a dead subject. His discourse echoesr oñ

a purely textual levelr Danters description of the stars

in Canto II of "Paradiso," a description relying on

knowledge current during his time as well as on what the

deified Beatrice explains.25 rike life and death, the

beauty and stress of the "machines pivoting on

themselves," anal-ogous to the beauty and stress of the

I'great starsr" are defined by "the one altered move that

will make them maniac," That move is what constitutes the

alterity of identity, the otherness of setf' It is
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effected by Billy's "manic" desire to be in a state of

otherness.

The same manic desire is the impçtus behind BiIIyrs

actions. Billy does not act out of "fear of mortality," as

Owens u.gu""r26 for he is already outlawed from the

world of mortals. Vühat activates his discourse is a desire

to be impervious to motion, a wish which explains a

seeming distancing from emotions that Nodelman finds in

8i11y.27 Desire for Billy points to the radical place

that is both inside and outside, life and death, earth and

the "great stars." This is the topos of his discourse, a

place of paradox" Death does not stifle language. Instead

it imports into narrative the strangeness of discourse,

the same strangeness that characterizes Billyrs

relationship with Angela Dickinson.

IV: The (Rh)etoric

Angela D. figures in the poem as a series of

prosopopoeias. In many respects, Angela is an allegory of

the erotíc.28 th" fact that she is usually referred to

as Angela D. and not as Angela Dickinson points, I think,

to her signifying the other that desire yearns for. She is

an apostle of Desire itself, a desire that occurs on the

edge of Billy's textuaL life. Unlike SatIie who "sIowly

IeanIs] up to f ind her body" "\n¡hen the sun eventually

reach[es] the bed and slid[es] over her eyes" (p. 32),
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Angela never loses hers and is always in tune with its

desires. Because of this she is a reminder of the

pleasure, fears, and violence the life of the body

entails. As a woman who shamelessly puts forward her body,

she is a whore; as the first woman to shave her legs

"hairless" (p. 25) , she is a suffragette; and she also

cuts a courageous and passionate figure as BilIyrs lover.

She is, in other words, the prosopopoeia of paradox

itself. That's why BiIly parodically both resists and

adores her.

AngeIa's supple body cannot be contained within

frames, and she thus becomes a prosopopoeia of the edge.

"The edge of the pillow in her mouth, her hip a mountain

further down the bed"; "over the edge of the bed like a

peninsula rich with veins and cooler than the rest of her

for it has been in the path of the windowrs wind all

night" (p. 7f) . She is a \^¡oman of edges, edges which

reveal yet another layer of prosopopoeia, the edges of

earth formations, the borderline marking low and high, the

difference of elements. Edges are what Angela D. and BilIy

primarily share. Billy stays "at the edge of a farm" (p.

L7) , sees "a f lashy hawk / on the edge of " the I'sun'r (p'

26) , is a\^Iare of I'the edge of the dark empty desert" (p.

62), finds himself "on the edge of the cold darkr" "on the

edge of sun" (p. 74). But Angela D. outdoes Billy in her

capacity to be a figure of edges, and she does so in a vray

that forces him to confront his thanatographical
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di scourse.

Dur i ng

encounters,

one of their most powerful and evocative

Angela D. shows her true face.

She leans against the door, holds
her left hand at the elbow
with her right, looks at the bed

on my sheets--oranges
peeled half peeled
bright as hidden coins againsL the pillow

she walks slow to the window
lifts the sackcloth
and jams it horizonLal on a nail
so the bent oblong of sun
hoists itself across the room
framing the bed the white flesh
of my arm

she is crossing the sun
sits on her leg here
sweeping off the peels

traces the thin bones on
turns toppling slow back
Bonney Bonney

me
to the pillow

I am very stilt
I take in a1l the of the room

2L)
angles

(p.

This monologue articulates the drama of Billy's life and

death, his move away from narrative and toward discourse.

From being a figure of desire, Angela D. figures no\^¡ as

the angel of Death. Desire for the other reaches here its

ultimate edge; it "topples" over the border of Iife. The

rhetoric of Billyrs discourse renders the love scene as a

scene during which the female lover, the woman of edges'

administers the rites of death. The peeled oranges'ras

hidden coins" mark the economy in Billy's discourse" It is
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an economy which deflates Angela Dickinson as person but

which also inflates Angela D. as rhetorícal persona.

Beyond this, through the same economy of rhetoric the

sun emerges not as the intruder let into the room by

AngeLa29 but as the efement conflating the physicat

time of heavenly bodies with the biological time of mortal

bodies. Angela can cross the sun and sweep off the orange

peels in the same stanza, for she, the woman of edgest

belongs to both temporal dimensions as they are actualized

in the monologue. In the present tense of Billyrs

discourse, the bed sheets serve as a euphemism for shroud.

Angela D. is "tracing" BilIy's "thin bones" while calling

him "Bonney Bonney." This testifies to BilIyrs rhetorical

death. Apostrophising him in his last name does not

suggest a psychological distance between the two lovers,

as owens argues. guite the contrary. It is not the first

time Angela calls him Bonney. To call someone by last name

frequently signals a kind of intimacyr âs it does when

Angela, after she is shot in the hand by Billy's enemies,

shouts to Bilty: "o Bonney you bastard Bonney / kiII him

Bonney kilf him" (p. 66) . The family name in this

instance ' accompanied by the exclamator ies rrOrr and

,'bastard," expresses her pain and rage. In both instances,

the last name functions as a double signature referring

not merely to the owner of the name but to the namer as

well. Since the use of I'Bonney" both times connects with

deathr \¡tr€ surmise Angela medíates between Billy and a
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death that does not claim her. We are reminded that the

bullet that wounded her hand was meant for Bi11y, and,

although she does noL die, he includes her in the list of

those killed "by them." Whether angel of Death ox guardian

angel, Angela D" herself remains immune to the ordinary

concept of mortality.

The mise en scene in

thanatos and eros. Thus

thin bones under BiJ-1yrs

desire, his lness ma

orgasm, the "Iittle deat

this monologue involves both

while AngeIa's fingers feel the

white flesh in a gesture of

rks his readiness to delay his

h." Her loving fíngers make of his

"phallusrr a double signifier, one that brings together

sexuality and death. The proper name Bonney, because of

its phonetic variations, reclaims its "thingness": bone;

skeleton; pha11us. That same name designates that BilIy is

a "bony'r man, and it becomes too a "bonny" thing because

it reveals the textuality of its signification' and the

multiple desire contained in Ianguage. Although it is

Bitly who is the subject of this monologue, it is Angela

D. who makes the poem turn around rhetorically. Angela is

"all the angles of the room" [my emphasis] Billy takes in,

the near anagram (Angela / angles) of the multiple

perspectives the reader discovers in this long poem.

Despite the game of life and death Angela plays here,

BiIIy's discourse does not imply any resentment toward

her. Instead he intuits that he has been I'f ramed" by the

sun, and shares this with the reader in an almost
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nonchalant \t¡ay.

The sun, which is one of the most frequently recurrent

images in The Collected Vrlorks I'crosses" Bi11y. Hatless,

his "Iegs handcuffêd," his "hands bound" to his horseIs

bridle, Billy goes "mad from saddle pain" and the

merciless heat of the sun as Garrett leads him and his two

buddies, Wilson and Rudabaugh, to face the law (p. 76).

Bitly's delirium begins with a prosopopoeia of the sun:

"the sun turned into a pair of hands" (p.76). This

personification places emphasis on absence' presupposes

the non-presence of a thing.30 At the same time,

however, it functions by foregrounding the presence of

absence, by creating, tike aII rhetorical tropes, a figure

through the materiality of language.

Once the distant sun is brought down' once it is

endowed with hands, it begins torturing Bilty. "It used a

fingernail and scratched a knife line from front to back

on the skin"; "with very thin careful fingers it began to

unfold my head drawing back each layer of skin and letting

it flap over my ears" (p. 76) . The scratched and peeled

head of BitIy (metonymically related to the peeled oranges

and the sun itself) is also engraved, marked by the sun's

unreadable signifiers. The violent unfolding of the skin

signals to the reader the turns of Billyts discourse, the

unfolding of the long poemrs textuality. We thereby

encounter the same texture of language when Bi1ly muses

about the fatal shot he receives from Garrett. His
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delirium, now one of physical death, conjures up images of

'rlovely perfect sun bal-Ls / breaking at each other clickr"

"oranges reeling across the room / it is my brain

coming out like red grass / this breaking where red things

wade" (p. 95). Billy goes out of his mind. The slippage of

time in this passage, BiI1y "Ìntading" both in physical and

biological time, suggests that perception and discourse

are equally constituted by language.

The spectacular and graphic elements of Billyrs torture

are not just here fox the sake of sensational emphasís;

they are meant to accentuate the theater of torturer the

inscription of pain on the body. In fact Billy's body ís

the theater, is at the core of the performance itself.

"The brain juice began to swell up. You could see the

bones and grey no$i. The sun sat back and watched while the

juice evaporated" (p. 76). The merciless Sun, both inside

and outside the performance, figures as the god of

torture. The sunrs role as viewer sitting back to watch

Billy may be seen as a metaphor of the reading act. The

god of torture is busy reading the work of cruelty it has

created.

The theater of cruelty continues, and the

personification of the sun Seems to be completed when the

neutral, inanimate rritrr that has so f ar carried the

personification is replaced by the male personal pronoun.

"When he touched the bone with his fingers it was like

brushing ra\^I nerves. He took a thin cold hand and sank it
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into my head down past the roof of my mouth and washed his

fingers in my tongue" (p. 76). The personification elicits

now a double disfiguration: Bitly is disfigured by the sun

but the sun is also disfigured by the nev¡ pronoun that now

defines it.

Yet the personification in this passage never reaches

COmplete maturation. The Sun remains e-ffaced, tthe" never

assumes a face, not even what we might call a body. He is

atI hands, hands touching BilIy's bones, hands penetrating

his skull. "Do\,r¡n the long cool hand \nlent scratching the

freckles and warts in my throat o ¡ o with his wrist, down

he went the liquid yellow from my busted brain finally

vanishing the long cool hand going down brushing

cobwebs of nerves the horizontal paín pits the cool

precise fingers went into the cistern of bladder down the

last hundred miles" (pp. 76-77). The visceral details in

this monologue assert BilIy's cannibalistic discourse. The

sun un-texts BilIy. His tortured body becomes the text but

a text that is dissected mercilessly and with great,

almost scientific, precision" His textuat body, with Ioose

nerves and a brain fu]] of fissures, has been unbound"

Bilty's bodily and textual dissection bears signs of

mysticism. Bi11y is transverberated. "II]n a jerk breaking

through my sacs of sperm got my cock in the cool fingers

pulled it back up and carried it pulling pullíng flabby as

smoke up the path his arm had rested in and widened. He

lorought it up f ast half tearing the roots of f up the
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up the now bleeding throat up squeezed it through the

skull bones, so there I wasr mY cock standing out of my

head" (p. 77) . His transverberation borders on death and

orgasm. "Ive been fucked Ive been fucked by Christ

almighty god Ive been good and fucked by christr" he yells

to Garrett"' (p. 78) . But thi s ecstatic cry does not

elucidate the experience Billy describes in this

monologue. Although it is an utterance seemingly affirming

BiIly's apotheosis, it creates more aporias than it

resolves. The beginning of Bilty's description of his

torture suggests a narrative movement toward rape, and

perhaps castration, but the tone of Billy's exclamatory

utterance is definitely problematic.

Tn the double context of torture and mysticísm, the

passive voíce of the utterance signifies ambíguity. "Ive

been fucked by Christ" could certainly suggest rape or

castration, the first gesture toward male deathr the

eradication of the phallus as sexual organ and as "the

privileged signifier." BiIlyrs hallucination during his

sun stroke, instead of belying the reality of his

experience, affirms his desire for the other and,

paradoxically, his desire to erase his otherness which is

an expession of his death drive. (We donrt have to resort

to Freud to understand Billy's death drive; s7e just have

to be reminded that Billy is already one of the "killedrl

bef ore he begins to telt his story. ) Thus \^¡e can hear
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Billy's utterance as a cry of rage barely released from

his agony of paini but we can also hear a voice of

jubilation "Ive been good and fucked by Christ."

whether what we hear is agony or jubilation, or both at

the same time, the ambiguity is in keeping with BiIIyrs

mystical experience.

xnowing BilIy's voice tastes of deathr \rlê cannot af f ord

to read his ecstasy about being "fucked by christ" as an

affirmation of faith in Godrs existence. We cannot for the

simpte reason that it is devoid of any metaphysical

import. Instead, dwelling as he does in a realm of

rhetoric that comes meta-ta- h slca after thÍngs

physical and next to the materiality of language, his

ecstasy celebrates not faith but his knowledge of the lack

of a supreme God. God as someone who "fucks" so furtively

and so violently an outlaw figure is, to say the least,

not the image of the Christian God. God is himself

outlawed. He becomes a I'dark AMATEURT I a f igure loved

and feared, inspiring the same vacillation of emotions

that Garrett (and to some extent Angela too) does (p. 53).

The sun as a dark amateur assumes the double configuration

of the Beloved Son and the Infidel. Billyrs week-long ride

across the desert, with its biblical allusions, is not

affirmative but parodic in its function. Billy seems to be

speaking here through Angela's "mouth [which] is an

outlaw" (p. 64) .

The sun become Christ is, of course, hardly surprising
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when seen within the conventional configuration of what

constitutes the source of life. The aporia does not center

on this metonyny but on the presence or absence of the

male sexual organ. As the sun/Christ in its/his

personification is not given a face (or rather as ít/he

has a face neither Billy nor the reader can risk looking

at directly) nor is it/he given a penis. Thus Billy has

not been "fucked" at all, or at least he has not been

ttfucked" by a penis. His reference to his own "cock"

becomes narratively redundant because it is implied by the

homologous gender relation between himself and the

sun/Christ. The homoerotic component Ín BiIly's delirium

suggests that he has reached his other, a male other

metonymically related to the ultimate other, Christ.

Again, sexuality and mysticism overlap. His torture, in

this respect, can be seen as his "passiort," the same

passÍon alluded to by the nails and the cross and the

sackcloth and the sun hoisting itself in the monologue

about Angela and Bi11y.

Vüe are left then with Billy's words, his words now

speaking of the "long cool hands." Words and hands brought

together here become a sign of inscription affirming the

way Billy communicates his story to the reader, that is

through his discour"".3l thus the icy coolness of the

sun's hands, contrasted to the sun's intense heatr grounds

Billy's delirium in his ride across the desert and in his

desire to reverse the circumstances. But the text does not
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instruct the reader to interpret the hands metaphoricallyt

and certainly the repetitive references to hands in this

prose monologue further reinforce their tangíble presence.

After Billy's penis is "spirited away," "standing out"

of his head like the fire of the HoIy Ghost' the sunrs

hands continue their manual gestures in a way that adds

yet another layer of interpretation to BiIly's discourse.

Then he brought his other hand into play I
could feel the cool shadow now as he bent
over me both his hands tapering into
beautiful cool fingers, one hand white as
nev¡ smelling paper the other 40 colours
ochres blues silver from my lung gold and
tangerine from the burst ear canals all
that clung to him as he \^rent in and came out.

The hands \^lere cold as porcelain, one was
silver old bone stripped oak white eastern
cígarettes white sky the eye core of sun. Two
hands, one dead' one born from me, one like
crystal, one like shell of snake found in
spring. Burning me like drY ice.

They picked up the fold of foreskin one hand
on each side and began the slow pull back
back back back down like a caP with
ear winter muffs-JTke a pair of trousers down
boots and then he let go. The wind picked uP,
I was drowned, locked inside my skin sensitive

(p.77)

The hands' motion suggests masturbation, not exactly what

Billy means by "fucki.g," but this sexual act, too, since

Billyrs hands are bound, is one of homoeroticism,

reinforcing his mystical experience of otherness.

If this orgasmic and mystical passage is the pivotal

place in the poem where Billy achieves a state of

otherness, it is by no means the only place where Billy
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pays attention to hands. Hands are generally important to

Bi1Iy. They can be both self-loving and destructive

instruments as when, while "crossIing] a crooked river /

Ioving in my head," he shot a "crooked bird / HeId it in

my fingers" (p.14). The pun on bird, together with the

references in this lyric to riding and yelling and to

eyes, signif ies the same movement that we sal^l above,

violent death and sexuality come together. These

cross-references do not stop here. They all emphasize the

textuality of this long poem, a textuality that keeps

unfolding like Bi1ly's skin, in his hand, under his hand,

his signature. For hands are instrumental in this

unfolding: they make love and kill, but they also act as

deictic signifiers, markers pointing the reader to the

multiple directions of BilIy's discourse.

similarly, the recurrence of bones and hands brings the

sun and Angela together, a rapport that could be extended

to include other characters such as Garrett or Maxwell"

For instance, the "first time" BilIy makes love with

Angela he uses the same narrative of hand imagery we see

in his delirium:

my hand locked
her body nearly breaking off my
pivoting like machines in final

fingers
speed

Iater my hands cracked in love juice
fingers paralyzed by it arthritic
these beautiful fingers I couldnrt move
faster than a crippled witch no\¡/

(p" 16)
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The self-amatory "beautiful" is the same adjective Bi1ly

uses when referríng to the sun's fingers. Yet the

connections between alI these hands remain discursive, and

reflexive within the text; they do not function as codes

or signs prescribing an already established meaning and

narrative order. what they accomplish instead is a

Sequence of images whose patterns and significance the

reader constitutes. The order of reading replaces

narratíve. I¡lhenever that happens narrative as a sequence

of facts Lhen refers to the narrative of the reading act.

ClearIy, The CoIle c ted Works of gillv the Kid outlaws

narrative as I have defined it. What makes this possible

is the absence of linear chronology in the poem aS hrell as

the use of the present tense. Most critics, however, tend

to apply to The Collected Works of Billy the Kid the

historical chronology of action. They do that intending to

assess a persona's growth and particul-ar traits, hoping to

determine the meaning of his or her dramatic monologue, to

assign a definite meaning to their actions" Such an

attempt not only violates the text's resistance to

linearity but also implies a wiIful misreadíng because it

brings into the text a reality extraneous to it. The

reader of Billy the Kid cannot afford to ignore that the

"reality,'the dramatic monologues aIlude to, and which

often deploy as paradígm, is itself a textual reality. As

Adena Rosmarin remarks, o'It]he interpretive histories of

dramatic monologues repeatedly testify to the lure of
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out earl ier, Ondaatje I s

long poem signal his readers

sulotexts are themselves textual

cred i ts

that The Collected [r]orks'

realities, interpretations of yet another layer of

reality. If \^/e neglect this fact in our reading, v/e wiII

devalue the import of the dramatic monologues.

V: The Present Tense

Billy's discourse disseminates the genealogy of his

history and of his legend, and it does so in the present

tense. The present tense lifts all temporal restrictions
of duration off narrative. Duration, which measures

mortality, does not apply to Billy because his present is

equivalent to eternity. BiIlyts choices and actions are

made in the present of his monologues. The temporal

immediacy is not only important for the reader's emotional

responset it also initiates a reading act which is

contemporayy with the speaker's textualized self.

Rosmarin observes that'rthe monologue teaches us

that the Ispeakerts] acts of remembering, of anticipating,
and of supposing are all present-tense acts, which,

moreover, themselves occur in time. Their 'contentrr
particularly when it is rpastrr only masks this
presentness. How, thenr" she asks, "can using these

temporal tropes free the speaker from his present self?

They can do so precisely because their enactment, both the
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acts of self -wri ting and of reading or rel^tri ting that

Isame] writing, happen in the eternal present of

textualized time. This time, which is capable of infinite

repetition, is the discourse time of the text- r¡33 As

we have seen, the enunciation of Bi1ly's discourse does

not designate speech álote. In the same wâY, the gun is

not the exclusive instrument of his actions. His hands are

familiar to the touch of pen and paper as weII. His

iltocutionary acts are performed in writing. BilIyrs acts

are legible as "real" effects only within the context in

which they are inscribed. In this respect, the present

tense of BilIy's monologues coincides not only with the

present tense of the reading act but also with the present

tense of his (verbal) performance.

The past tense of Billyts prose monologue about his

delirium deceptively creates the impression that we read a

straightforward narrative passage. Yet the pastness of

this narrative, to use Rosmarin's figure, only masks the

presentness of Billy's discourse. The past tense is the

present of a past thing, and as a result it marks Billyrs

rereading of what happens during the textualization of his

monologue. Billy tells us that the sun "sat back and

watchedril but the past tense of his discourse reveals his

ovün rhetorical position as he speaks: BilIy sits back

watching what is happening to him. That is, his utterance

shows that he is not only capable of self-description but

that he is also capable of (re) reading a context where he
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is the object of someone else's action.

Thus the past tense deconstructs its own performance,

it is the reading effect of BilIy's o\^¡n inscription.-,The

present tense of Billyrs discourse, then, designates the

genre of his reading. Through the acts of reading and

writing and through the employment of the present tense,

Billy the Kid brings into focus two of the primary

concerns of the Canadian long poem, reflexivity and

openendedness, which certainly defy narrative

cohesiveness. The present tense posits the incompleteness

of hi s textual i zed self , that same incompleteness \^Ie

encounter in the end of The Collected Works of Billy the

Kid.

The Collected Words of eillv the Kid outlaws

narrative. But the figure of Bil1y's outlawed narrative is

never fully drawn' because Ondaatje ends the poem by using

a series of delay devices, similar to the ones he employed

in opening the poem. Toward the very end of the poemr the

prose monologue that appears immediately before BiIIyrs

picture, which is the cover illustration of the "Wide

Awake Library" series on BiIIy, is uttered in the

conditional, apostrophizes the reader or an even more

indef ini te "you, " and carr ies no rr I rr to designate the

speaker rs signature. This missing rrlrr speculates about

what would happen "if you dug him [Bil1y] up and brought

him out" (p. 97). The "ifness" of this anonymous discourse

is seeking traces, " IP]erhaps Garrett I s bulIet, " rrthe
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silver from the toe of each boot." But these traces are

atready erased not only by the conditional mode of the

discourse but by this outrageous act of imagining. For a

moment, the anonymous speaker of this passage (perhaps the

informant Paulita MaxweIl, or Ondaatje himself) desires to

find Billy not in the present tense of his monologues but

in his grave, in a past that defies reading. Since the

only traces the anonymous "f" can find are those of

Billyr s o\^rn inscription, this discourse concludes

inconclusively: "Ih]is legend a jungle sleep."

This prose fragment is followed in the poem by the

device recurring in both the beginning and the conclusion

of Bitly the Kind, that of the frame. The blank frame of

Billy's photograph reappears now as a frame where we find

embedded a parodic version of the narrative the poem has

outlawed. r'm referring, of course, to the narrative of

the comic-book legend, Billy the Kid and the Princess. The

reason this hilarious story is quoted in the poem within a

frame is partly because it fulfilIs, while paroding' the

norms of traditional narrative, and especially those of

lhe romance. Billy the Kid, a figure that eludes

narrative, becomes in this story Bilty the Gringor the

gallant cowboy who saves La Princessa Margueritars life

and who doesn't quite know how to protect himself from her

amorous advances. This story illustrates how Billy's life

defies the beginning, middte and end of life's narrative;

his life is matter f.ox textual appropriation.
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The poem approaches its physical ending in another

prose monologue which, significantly, maintains the

present tense . Al though the rr I rt of thi s monol ogue aI so

figures without precise signature, the present tense of I'I

sme1l the smoke stilI in my shirtr' (p. f05) foregrounds

the textuality of the long poem, the present tense of

self-writing.

Fínally, in the last f rame of the book r vIê f ind

embedded a smal-l photograph of a boy dressed as cowboy.

It's a picture of young ondaatje himse1f.34 BiIIy the

Kid has become Michael the Kid. These frames, embedded as

they are in the poem ¡ yëinforce the breakdown of linear

narrative and also the breakdown between Iife and death.

The author the author, remember, who has no control

over his charactersr emotíons appropriates his

character's place in the photograph as the character

himself has appropriated the author's Ianguage.

Billyrs voice, although it speaks from beyond death'

does not speak the death of the author. It is a voice of

ambiguity and uncertainty as the last brief diatogue in

the poem illustrates:

"Pat," replied Poe, "I believe you have
k i l led the \^rrong man. "
rr T rm sure i t was the Kid, I' responded
Garrett," for I knew his voice and could
not have been mistaken." (p. 103)

Billy's voice

as his death"

is the equivocal witness of his life as well

Vühat his voice speaks of, be it the voíce of
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a dead or living person, is the enabling po\,\7er of

discourse. Michael Ondaatje, reduced now to the size of

Mike the Kid, evidently does not want to interfere with

BiIIy's "manic" discourse. Bil1y's discourse remains at

the conclusíon of the poem powerful and evocative exactly

because he is "narratívely" dead.

ondaatje, then' concludes his poem with a series of

(fa1se) endings, reversing thus the multiple series of

beginnings \^Ie see in The Martvrologv. That none of these

endings can, paradoxically, signal a definite narrative

conclusion testifies to the long poemrs openendedness, its

presentness.

As the genre of the long poem defigures narrativer so

the present tense designates a motion resistant to the

reader's complete appropriation of the text. The present

tense defends the long poem against mimetic

interpretation. The long poemrs intelligibility depends on

the voice of poetic discourse, which is accomplished by

the materiality of language rendered in the present tense.

The present tense contains and projects onto the reading

act the deconstructive principte of the long poem' a

principle manifested as an endless process. The relapses

i.1to the past we find in Billy the Kid and in many other

long poems are not to be Seen as instances of aberration;

they are in keeping with the regressive motion that

characterizes the long poemrs deconstructive principle.

They belong to the long poemrs self-referentiatity and
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illustrate the extent to which referentiality in the

present tense can be nothing but the text becoming its o\^tn

referent. The text is produced and comes to know itself as

the object of its own cognition in the present tense.
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Envoi : Not Yet

The long poems read in the last three chapters operate

according to the logíc of contradiction. Advice to My

Friends and Field Notes, Steveston and Out of Place are

situated in the world, but they deem the world to be a

complex system of textuality. Whether the text is another

text (discarded papers in a vault, a poetrs old poemt

another poetrs celebrated texts, stories about a

historical figure, the page the poet writes on at a given

moment) or whether the text is a place (Steveston,

Estevan, Kerrisdale, Cloudtown), it is always realízed

through language. The poets of these poems read the world

as text, and then make their reading act the theme of

their \,'¡riting. At the same time, however, they insist also

on the world's materiality. Thus the old papers the

Mandels discover in the vault assert their "thingness" by

becoming sunshades, sheets, head rests; Kroetschrs stone

hammer poem becomes a stone hammer; the words and letters

of Nichol's language become saints and are martyred. These

reversals, this infinite series of double dealings between

locality and language, language and locality, affirm the

parallaxis of the long poem.

We find the same affirmation in the ways these poets

deal with the self with themselves or with others" The
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self, they argue, is constructed by the acts of reading

and writing. Language materializes the elliptical nature

of the self. But dÍscourse also deconstructs our

knowledge of the self.

The question these poets raise, then, is, in de Manrs

words, "rnThether a literary text is about that which it

descr ibes, represents or states. " 
1 The ans\^Ier they

provide is, fior not quite, the reading of the world I s

textuality never fully converges with what that textuality

presents. This ís precisely what marks the linguistic

felicity of these poems: their stated awareness of the

world's unreadability. It is this unreadability that makes

these poems long, long and ful1 of contradictions.

That same unreadability is what explains the long

poemfs close affinities to other genres. Its epic, lyric

and narrative elements establish its generic

referentíaIity. These elements Iocate the long poem within

recognízab:.e systems, assign to it previously stated

meanings. But the convergence of these elements in the

present tense, indeed a feticitous one, unsettles our

expectations as readers. We cannot translate our reading

of the long poem only into what we already know about

these established genres. The long poem as a new genre

celebrates unreadability, does not want to be named"

Thatrs why I canrt use in this study the terms serial poem

ox sequence. These terms qualify the length' the

materiality, of the long poem. I want instead to let the
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reference to its matter, its bulk, be; I want that because

its length signals the abundance of language and the

world. Its length is its formal and thematic signature.

This signature repeats other genres and represents the

world, but it does so by revealing a deconstructive

íntention: it repeats with difference.

By way of recapitulation, I will repeat here that the

Iong poemr oo matter where and how it begins, extends

beyond its beginning, tracing a double trajectory. It

moves forwardt it writes itself; it creates its

textuality. This movement directs the reading act,

invites the readerrs hand to turn the textrs leaves. But

the long poem also moves backward, toward what preceded

its beginning, toward the nonoriginary origin. Yet this

backward movement moves ahead of the poem as wel-I, it

speaks the absences that have not been written, it marks

the space of an utterly mute writing, the writing of the

past. And this space of writing, nonexistent but full of

resonances, is part of the parallaxis of the long poem.

The long poem is grounded in the present, for desire

exists, is activated, in the present tense. Its

materiality is attained through the body of language. The

long poem speaks a poetics of the present tense: present

because it cannot be anything e1se, for writing always

presents itself during the readÍng act which occurs in the

present; tense because it makes itself felt through its

discontinuities, its absencesr its deferrals.
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5

6

7

Harvest Book, Harcourt, Brace

. 233.

See Colie, p. 76"

See Colie, p. 19.

See Heather Dubrow, Genre (London and New
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York: Methuen, L9B2), p. 56.
B coli", p. t9.
9 tir Philip sidney, Arr Apology for Poetry or

The Defense of Poes edited by Geoffrey Shepherd (London:

Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd., L965), p. 116.

l0 Alastair Fowler, Kinds of Literature: An

Introduction to the Theory of Genres and Modes (Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard University Press, L9B2), p. IB0.
1t Karl viëtor, "L' histoire des genres

litt6rairesr" po6tique, Vrrr' 32 (Lg77), p. 501.
L2 Fowler, p. 24.
13 viËtor, p. 5oo.
L4 Fowrer, p. 40.
r5 Ar i stotle 's Poetics Text with

Commentary by

A Revised

Critical Introduction, Translation and

Ingram Bywater (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909),

L447a-L447b.
L6 viëtor, p. 4go.
L7 Aristotre, see pp. 4t 6, 8, L4, 26 and 34

where diapherein and diaphora always occur in conjunction

wi th mimesi s.
18 wellek and warren' p. 233 my emphasis.
19 corie, p. tl9.
20 Todorov, p. 16o; his brackets.
2r see Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevskyrs

Poetics edited and tr by Caryl Emerson,

(Minneapoti s: Universi ty of

ansla ted

C. Boothintroduction by Wayne



Minnesota Press, t9B4) and

Saul Morson The Boundaries

The Dialosic Imasination;

27 /+

Gary

of Genre: Dostoevskyrs rDiary

of a lüriterr and the Traditions of Literary Utopia

(Austin: University of Texas Press, LgBl), p. viii;

Kri steva, Le texte du roman: Approache sJmioloqique d'une

structure discursive transformationnelle (Paris, The

Hague: Mouton, L97O), p. L2, 16-18 ' 22, 72-78¡ Paul de

Man, The Rhetoric of Romanticism (New York: Columbia

University Press t LgB4) | p. 26L¡ Jacques Derrida, "The

Supplement of CopuIa: Phitosophy before Linguisticsr" and

"I¡Ihite Mythology: Metaphor in the Text of Philosophy, " in

Margíns of Philosophy, translated, with Additional Notes'

by AIan Bass (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, L9B2),

pp. L75-27L, Dissemination translated, with an

Introduction and Additional Notes, by Barbara Johnson

(Chicago: Unversity of Chicago Press , LgBI) , and rrThe La\tt

of GenrerI Critical Inquíxy, 7, I (Autumn l9B0) ' pp.

55-B I .
22 On this function of Iiterary works see Frank

The Classic: Literary Images of Permanence andKermode,

Chan e (Cambridge, Mass:, London: Harvard University

1983).Press,
23

Se I ec ted

L977) , p

24

RoIand Barthes,

and Translated

. r59.

Eliot's

fma e-MusÍc-Text Essays

(London: Fontanatby Stephen Heath

rrTradition and the Individual TalentI

is, again, pertinent here.
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of Knowledge,Michel Foucault, The Ar chaeolog

translated by A.M. Sheridan Smith (New York: Harper

Colophon Books, L976) , p. 2L.

26 Foucault, Language, Counter-Memory, Practice :

Selected Essay s and Interviews, edited with an

Tntroduction by Donald F. Bouchard, translated by Donal-d

F. Bouchard and Sherry Simon (Ithaca, New York: CorneII

University Press, L977), P. 146.

27 Language t Counter-Memory, Practice, P. I47.
2B Frank Lentricchia t After the New Criticism

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, I9B0) ' p. L79.

29 Jonathan culrer, On Deconstruction: TheorY and

Criticism after Structuralism (Ithaca, New York: Cornell

University Press, L9B2), P. BB.

30 DerrÍda, "The Law of Genrer" P. 56.

3r Todorov, The Fantastic: A Structural APProach

to a Literary Genre, translated by Richard Howard, with a

new forward by Robert Scholes (Ithaca, New York: Cornell

University Press , L975) , pp. 6-7.
32 Morson, p. 7.
33 Jean-François Ly

Condition: A Report on Knowledge, translated by Geoff

Bennington and Brian Massumi, foreword by Fredric Jameson

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press ' LgB4), p. Bt.

Arguing against Jurgen HabermasI theory of "consensüs,"

Lyotard defines postmodernism as "that which denies itself

the solace of good forms, the consensus of a taste

otard, The Postmodern
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that which searches for new presentations, not in order to

enjoy them but in order to impart a stronger sense of the

unpresentable, rr p. B 1.

".^ Lyotard, p. 81.
35 Foucault was the first to use this term. See

The Archaeology of Knowledge, especially pp. 3f-39.

Chapter Three

1 Lola Lemire Tostevin, Double Standards

(Edmonton: Longspoon Press, L9B5), np.; Robin Blaser,

Image-Nations I-I2 & The Stadíum of the Mirror (London:

Ferry Press, L974), p. 28¡ George Bowering, Allophanes

(Toronto: Coach House Press, 1976), parts II and XXIII,

np.; Frank Davey, King of Swords, in The Long Poem

Anthology, edited by Michael Ondaatje (Toronto: Coach

House Press, L979), pp. 183, L9]-, 200¡ Phyllis Webb,

ttNaked Poems," in The Vision Tree: Selected Poems ed Í ted

and with an introduction by Sharon Thesen (Vancouver:

Talonbooks, T9B2) , p . 63; Robert Kroetsch, ExcerPts from

the Real World (Lantzville, B.C.: Oolican Books, 19B6) , p.

24¡ Roy Kiyooka, the Fontainebleau Dream Machine (Toronto:

Coach House Press, L977) , np.
2 oougtas Barbour, Visions of m Grandfather

(Ottawa: Golden Dog Press, L977)¡ Dennis Cooley, ri eld i nq
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(Saskatoon: Thistledown Press, l9B3) and Blood Jack

(Vüinnipegs Turnstone Press, L9B4) ¡ Christopher Dewdney,

Spring Trances in the Control Emerald Niqht (Berkeley: The

Figures, L97B) ¡ Jon Why tê, The Fells of Br ightness

(Edmonton: Longspoon Press, L9B5); LioneI Kearns'

Convergences (Toronto: Coach House Press, T9B4).

3 ,"" Kristeva, rrThe Bounded Textr rr in Desire in

Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art'

edited by Leon S. Roudiez, translated by Thomas Gora,

Alice Jardine, and Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia

University Press' l9B0)' pp. 36-63.
4 ,". Cotie, pP. 105 and L22.
5 "Th. Poetic Principle," Edgar Allan Poe:

Essays and Reviews (New York: The Library of America,

L97B) | p. 7L.
6 

"ichael 
Bernstein, The Tale of the Tribe i Ezra

Conver ence s

Pound and the Modern Verse Epic (Princeton, New Jersey:

Princeton University Press' l9B0), pp. 4 and 29

respect ive 1y.
7 Bernstein, p. L4.
B Bernstein, pp. l4-I5.
9_- From my notes from J. Hillis Millerrs course

,,The Ethics of Readirg, " school 0f criticism and Theory,

Dartmouth CoIlege, June 22-August 1, L986.

lo Bernstein, p. r5.
11 The opening section from Kearns I

np.; these two passages in the original are printed in two
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parallel vertical columns.
L2 Kroetsch, The Ledger (London, ontario:

Applegarth Follies, I975ì tpt. Ilderton, Ontario:

erick/Nairn, L979).
13 Roy Harvey Pearce t The Continuitv of American

Poetry (Princeton: Princeton University Press, L96L) | pp.

59-r36.
L4 Pearce, p. 6I.
15 Paur eov6, "The worrd and Earth of william

Carlos Vrlilliams: Paterson as a 'Long Poemrr'l Genre,

special issue on rrThe Long Poem in the Twentieth Centuryr"

XI, 4 (Winter L97B) | P. 58B.

L6 Anthony Wilden, "Lacan and the Discourse of

the Other , rr in Jacques Lacan, Speech and Language in

Psychoanalysis, translatedr with notes and commentary, by

Anthony V'Iilden (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins

University Press, T968¡ rpt. 19BI) ' p. lB9.
L7 Lacan, "The Function of Language in esycho-

analysi s, " in Speech and Language ' p" 27.

lB 
"The Function of Languager'r pp. 63-64¡ my

emphasi s.
L9 "The Function of Languager" p. 17¡ my

emphasis.
20 See Marjorie PerIoff,

Indeterminacy: Rimbaud to Cage (Princeton:

The Poetics of

University Press' 19B1; rpt.

Paperback edition, 1983) and

Northwestern

'rFrom Image

Pr i nce ton

Uníversity Press

to Action: The
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Return of Story in Postmodern Poetryrrl ContempoY.arv

Literature, 23, 4 (Falf l9B2), pp. 4TI-27¡ Joseph N.

RiddeI, r'A Somewhat Polemical Introductíon: The EIl iptical

Poemr" enIe, special issue on "The Long Poem in the

Twentieth Century," XI, 4 (Winter L97B), pp- 459-77.

Further references to Riddel's essay wiIl appear in the

tex t.
2t Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, p. 293.
22 Anatomy of Criticism, P.
23 Anatom of Criticism pp.

respectively.
24 Anatom

293.

247 and 293

of Criticism p. 246¡ my emPhasis.

25 Frye, "Approaching the Lyric," in Lyric

Poetry: Beyond New Criticism, edited by Chaviva HoXek and

Patricia Parker (Ithaca and London: Cornell University

Press, l9B5), pp. 31 and 36 respectively.
26 M.L. Rosenthal and sally M. GalI, The Modern

Poetic Sequence: The Genius of Modern Poetry (New York,

Oxford: Oxford University Pressr 1983). Further references

will appear in the text.
)7zt Lyotard, p. B1; on nostalgia and the lyric see

also de Man, "Lyric and Modernityr" in Blindness and

Insiqht: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemp orarv Criticism,

Second edition, Revised, with an

Godzich (Minneapol i s: UniversitY

1983) , PP" L66-86 | especiallY P.
28 David Jonesr "Preface,"

Introduction by WIad

of MinnesoLa Press,

I68.

The Anathemata:



fragments of an attempted writing (New York: Viking
280

Press,

the1965), pp

text.

g-43. Further references witl appear in

29 Andrew WeIsh, Roots of Lyric: Primitive Poe tr y

and Modern Poetics (Princeton: Prínceton University Press'

L978) ,

30

LeSSon

p. 2r.

As quoted

of Paul de

by Culler,
Man, tt Yale

"Reading Lyricr" in I'The

French Studies, 69 (1985), P.

101.
31 de Man, "Lyrical Voice in Contemporaxy Theory:

Rif f aterre and Jauss r'r in ic Poetr p. 65¡ this essay

is a revised version of de Man I s I'Hypogram and

Inscription: Mi.chaeI Rif f aterre I s Poetics of Readingr "

Diacritics, 11, 4 (Winter 19Bt), pp. I7-35.
32 de Man, "Lyrical Voice in Contemporary

Theoryril p. 69¡ see also p. 68. For more on de Manrs

notion of 'rallegoryrr see his Alleqories of Read i nq :

Fiqural Languaqe Ín Rousseau Nietzsche, Rilke, and Proust

(New Haven

especially
rrAl legory

de foi) r"
33

and London: Yale UniversitY Presst

his "Prefacer" pP. ix-xi, and the

(Juliê)," and "Allegory of Reading

pp. IBB-245.

the materiality of language see de

in the Rhetoric

L979),

chapter s

( Profession

l4an,

of

On

Blindness and Insight: Essays

Contemporar Criticism, second edition, Revised, with an

Introduction by WIad Godzich (L97I; Mínneapolis:

University of Minnesota Press, l9B3), pp. xix-xx, xxiv,
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Theorv, Forewordand L92¡ also de Man, The Resistance to

by Wlad Godzich (Minneapolis: University

Press, l-9B6), pp. l1' 50 and 51.

34 Tilottama Rajan, "Romanticism and

43

of Minnesota

the Death of

L96.Lyric Consciousness r " in Lyr ic Poetry, p.

35 Rajan, p. Lg6.
36 Kroetsch, "Seed Cataloguer" in ttstatements by

the Poets, 'r The Long Poem Antholoevr p. 3L2.

37 culler, "Proregomena to a Theory of Reading,"

in The Reader in the Text: Essays on Audience and

Interpretation, edíted by Susan R. Suleiman and Inge

Crosman (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), p.

50.
3B Bowering, "Look into your Ear ç Write:

Allophan€Sr" in "Statements by the Poets," The Long Poem

Anthol o9y r p. 329.
39 Mandel, "The Death of the Long Poemr'r p. 20.
40 Kiyooka, rrThe Fontainebleau Dream Machine, " in

'rstatements by the Poetst rr The Long Poem AnthoI o9v r p

332.
4L Morson, The Boundaries of Genre p. 48.

42 Morson, p. 48.

See Linda Hutcheon, A Theory of Parody: The

Teach i ng s of Twentieth-Century Art Forms (New York and

London:
44

Methuen,

Bakht i n ,

198 5) .

Problems of Dostoevsky's Poeticsr p"

105.
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45 Bakhtin, "Epic and NoveI," in The Dialosic

Imagination, p. 7.
46 This statement occurs twice in Bakhtin's "Epic

and Novelr. on PP. 4 and 7.
47 "Epic and Novelr' p. 5.
48 Frank Davey¡ "Countertextuality in the Long

Poem, " Open Letter, Long Liners Conference Issuer Sixth

Series, 2-3 (Summer-Fall 1985), pp. 39-40.
49 See Michael Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, L978¡ rpt. t9B4) '
and Text Production translated by Terese LYons (New

York: Columbia University Press, 1983); Kristeva,

"Breaching the Thetic: Mimesis, " in The Revolution of

Poetic Language' pp. 57-6L. On the history of the term

intertextuality see Marc Angenot, rrLr I intertextualitJ' :

enquête sur 1'6mergence et la diffusion d'un champ

notionnel, " Revue de sciences humaines, 189, I

(janvier-mars 1983) r pp. l2I-35" See also the special

issue I'Lrintertextualit6, intertexter âutotexte,

intratexte" of Texte, 2 (L983), which also includes a

comprehensive bibliography on the subject.
50 See Juliusz Kleiner, I'The Role of Time in

Literary Genresr'l zaq adnienia Rodzaio\^¡ Literackich r I I

(1959), pp. 5-I2. Kleiner argues that "Iv]arious types of

titerary works develop in conformity with different

psychological attitudes. Consequently the theory of

literary genres must, apart of other significant aspects,
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account for the time factor," P. 5.
tr'lJr George T. lVright, "The Lyric Present: Simple

Present and Verbs in English Poemsr" !II.4¿ 89, 3 (May

L974) , 536-79.
52 Sharon Cameront Lyric Time: Dickinson and the

Limits of Genre (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins

University Press, L979) , P. L32.

53 Cameron, p. 207.

Chapter Four

I *ro"tsch, "Seed Cataloguerrr in "Statements by

the Poets," The Long Poem AnthoIogy r p. 3ll.
2 u.r. Blodgett, "The Book, its Discourse, and

the Lyric: Notes on Robert Kroetschrs Field Notes, rr Open

Letter, special issue "Robert Kroetsch: Reflectionsr"

Fifth Series, B-9 (Summer-Fall I9B4), p- 20L.

3 
^to"tsch, 

Field Notes (Don Mills, Ontario:

Spectrum Poetry Series, General Publishíng, 19Bl) ' p. 24.

Further references will appear in the text"
4 

^toatsch, 
rrFor PIay and Entrance r " p. 77 .

5 *.bb, "The Prace is vühere You Find rt, " f rom

Wilson I s BowI collected in The Vision Tree' p. 134.

6 
^ro.tsch, 

"For Play and Entrance,'r p. 67.
7 Russell Brownr "seeds and Stones: Unhíding in



Kroetsch's Poetry ,tt Open Letter r t'Ref lections, "

2BL

p. 165.

8 *ob.rt Lecker, Robert Kroetsch (Boston: Twayne

Publishers, 1986), pp. L25-26¡ my emphasis.
9 utown, p. L73¡ my emphasis.

I0 Kroetsch, "For Play and Entrance," p. 69.
1l rrFor Ptay and Entrance, " p. 62.
L2 Kroetsch, Advice to My Friends (Don Mills'

Ontario: Spectrum Poetry Series, Stoddard, 1985) ' p. 3.

Further references will appear in the text.
13 Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, translated,

and with a "Preface," by Gayatric Chakravorty Spivak

(Baltimore and Londonr Johns Hopkins University Press,

L974; rpt. 1976) , P. 61.
14 Kroetsch, "For Play and Entrance," p. 82.
l5 Brownr pP. 163-64, L66-67; Lacanrs famous

phrase "It]he phallus is the privileged signifier" occurs

in his essay "The signification of the phallusr" in

lcrits: A Selection, translated by AIan Sheridan (New York

and London: Vü.W. Norton, L977) , p. 287. For an analysis,

and a critique, of the term see "fntroduction-r" by Juliet

Mitchell and "rntroduction-IT" by Jacqueline Rose in

Feminine Sexuality: Jac ues Lacan and the ecole

freudienne,

tr ans I ated

Books and W

I6

edited by JuIiet Mitchell and Jacgueline Rose,

by Jacqueline Rose (New York, London: Pantheon

.W. Norton, L9B2), pp. 1-57.

p"Lecker t

Lecker,

L26.

LzB and L29 respectively.L7 pp"
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lB rhe difference between dialogism and

dialectics is spelled out by Bal<htin in Problems of

Dostoevsky's Poetics. He says specifically that

"Id]ialogic relationships are reducible neither to logical

relationships nor to relationships oriented semantically

toward their referential object," p. lB3.
l9 Lecker, p. L32.
20 on the abíIity of nature to "overcode"

locality see Henri Lefebvre, La production de l'áspace

(Paris: iAitions anthropos, Ig74), pp. 24-26.
2L For the idea of nature as memory r am indebted

to Lefebvre, Lâ production de I I espace, pp. 39-40.
22 Boweri.g, "Given This Body: an interview with

Daphne Marlattr" Open Letter, special issue "Three

Vancouver Writers: interviews by George Boweringr" Fourth

Series, 3 (Spring :-979), p. 75.
23 Lereþvrer p.
24 see the last section of Excerpts from the ReaI

World.
25 Hutcheon, A Theory of Par odv, p. 26.

Interviews,in Out-Posts:

Critical Introduction to B

Major Modern Poets t Caroline Bayard and Jack David (Erin,

Ontarío: Press Porcepic' L978), pp. 79-80.
27 Herodotus, The Histories translated, with an

introduction, by Aubrey de Selincourt (Harmondsworth:

Penguin, 1954ì rpL. with an index, L97L) | p" L20.

26 'rGeorge Bower i ng , "

Poetry, Bibliographies & a
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28 charles olson, The Special View of History'

editedr with an Introduction, by Ann charters (Berkeley:

Oyez, L970), P. 20.
29 olson, p. 25.
30 Katharine R. Stimpson, "Charles olson:

Pre I imi nary Image s , I' boundarv 2, special issue "Charles

Olson: ESsays, Reminiscences, Reviewsr" edited by Matthew

Corrigan, Il, t & 2 (FalL L973 / Winter L974), p. f59.
?'lJ! olson, p. 27.

32 olsonrs influence on the West Coast Canadian

poets can be dated from the publication of Donald AIIenrs

New American Poetry antholo gy in 1960. AIso influential

was the summer session course Olson taught at the

University of British Columbia in 1963. That same summer'

Robert Duncan, Robert Creel.y, Philip Whalen, Denise

Levertov, AIlen Ginsberg, and Margaret Avison (the only

Canadían) took part, together with OIson, in the Vancouver

Poetry Conference.
33 Roland Barthes, "Right in the Eyes," in The

Responsibility of Form: Critical Essays on Music, Art, and

Re resentati on

HiIl and V,Iang, A

1985), pp. 237-38.
34 olson, p. 26.
35 Jean Starobinski t

Gallimard, L96L) | P. L4.
36 Douglas Barbour,

translated by Richard Howard (New York:

Division of Farrar, Straus and Girouxt

Lroeil vivant: essai (laris:

I'The Phenomenological I
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Daphne Marlattrs

Canadian Essays

Steveston," in Figures in a Ground:

on Modern Literature Collected in Honor of

Sheila Watson, edited by Diane Bessai and David Jackel

(Saskatoon: Vüestern Producer Prairie Books, L97B), p. LBz.

37 "Text and Tissue: Body Language," an interview

with Daphne Marlatt and Betsy Warland by EIlea Vüright,

Br oad s ide 6, 3 (December L9B4 / January 1985) ' p. 4¡ my

emphasis. My thanks to Marlatt for pointing out to me that

what \^las printed as rrto imi tate the f low of the rhythm" in

Broadside v\ras a mi sprint of "to imi tate the f low of the

river.tt
3B MarIatt, Steveston, with photographs by Robert

Minden (Vancouver: Talonbooksr L974; rpt. Edmonton:

Longspoon, I9B4), pp. 17-18. (I quote from the Longspoon

edition.) Further references will appear in the text.

Regretably, I can only quote Marlatt's long lines as prose

due to the space limits of the Page.
39 Gilbert Bouchard, untitled interview with

Daphne Marlatt in The University of Alberta newspaper The

Gateway, Tuesday, October l, I9B5r p. 7¡ my emphasis.
40 Unpubtished interview with Marlatt "on the

West Coast" by Eleonor Wachtel, p. 3 of manuscript. My

thanks to Marlatt for providing me with a copy of the

i nterv i ew.
L1=! Davey, t'The Explorer in Western Canadian

Literaturerrt ín Surviving the Par aphr ase p. 145. Chris,

Hal1, in his essay "T\¡/o Poems of Place: Vüilliamsr Paterson
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and Marlatt's Steveston,rr The Canadian Review of American

Studies, 15, 2 (Summex L9B4), also talks about Marlattrs

"research" methods, but he does so by relying on

Levi-strauss I s anthropological

"a structuralist Poem," P. 143.

42 Marlatt, "Excerpts from Journal kept during

the Summer of '63 Conference, Vancouver," in Olson: The

Journals of the Charles Olson Archives 4 (FaIl 1975), p.

76.
43 Lecker, "Daphne MarlattIs Poetry," Canadian

Li terature 76 (Spring 1978) ' p. 65.
44 Roy i'liki, "The Lang Poem: The Cosmology of the

model and calls Steveston

Long Poem in ContempoYaYy Canadian Poe

t'The Long-l iners Conf erence I ssue, rr p -

45 "Given This Body: an interview with Daphne

Marlattrrrp. 75"
46 "Excerpts from Journalr' p. 79.
47 starobinski, p. 19.
4B Foucaultr The Archaeology of Knowledge, pp.

try ,t' Open Letter,

77.

130-31.
49 Mandel, Life Sentence: Poems and Journals:

20.

a tt Pref ace tt and

Victoria: Press

Lg76-1980 (Toronto, Victoria: Press Porcepic, 19Bl) ' p.

55.
50 Life Sentence p. 62.
5l Derrida, Dissemination, p.

52 Mandel, Out of Place, with

phoLographs by Ann Mandel (Toronto,
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Porcepic, L977), pp. 7-8. EIi MandeI say s in Life Sentence

that "Out of Place witl be designed by Ann,rr p. 93.

Further references to Out of Pl-ace will uoo"r, in the text.
53 Emite Benveniste, Probrems in General

Linguistics, translated by Mary Elizabeth Meek (Coral

Gables, Florida: University of Miami Press' I97L), p. 202.

54 Geoffrey Hartman, Criticism in the Wilderness:

The Study of Literature TodaY (New Haven and London: Yale.

University Press' l98O) ' p. 6. Hartman says that

"criticism is a genre t oy a primary text" insofar as the

critic is a\^tare of employing a creative "sty1e. " A careful

look at Ann Mandel I s prose rhythms and use of imagery

provides evidence of the extent to which she engages

herself in the "Preface" wi'th language in a creative Ì^lay.

55 Derr ida, Of Grammatologyr PP. I44-45;

translator's brackets.
56 The Re ublic of Plato translated, with an

Introduction and Notes, by Francis MacDonald Cornford (New

York and London: Oxford University Press, L945¡ rpt.

1960), p. 227.
57 The Republic, pp. 230-31.
58 rhe nepublic, p. 23L.
59 See Andrew Suknaski, "Emir Rodriguez Monegal,

Jorqe Luis Borses: A LiterarY Bíog r aphv , tt Brick (Spring

1980), pp" L6-24. In this review of Borges's biography,

Suknaskí explores some important aspects of

mainly that of doubleness.

Out of Place



60 rrlnterview with E1i Mandel, March L6/78,"

David Arnason, Dennis Cooley and Robert Enright,

Canadian Writing¡ "Prairie Poetry Issuer' LB/L9

290

Essays on

(summer/Fall 1980), p. 89.
6I Edward W. Said, Beginnings: Intention and

Method (New York: Basic Books' :..975) | pp. 20-2L.

62 óeter stevens notices the same duplicity in

his essay "Poet as Critic as Prairie Poet, It Essa son

Canadian VürÍting¡ "Prairie Poetry Issue," p. 68.

63 Kroetsch, "For PIay and Entrancertt p" 77.
64 "ïnterview with Eri Mandelr" p. 7r.
65 suknaski, p. 20.
66 Douglas Frame, The Myth of Return in Early

Greek Epic (New Haven and London: YaIe University Press,

L97B), pp. ix and 23.
67 The Re ublic p. 230.
68 rhe od sse of Homer translated, with an

Introduction, by Richard Lattimore (New York: Harper &

Row, 1965) ' p. 180.
69 The structure and the devices Mandel uses in

this passage could also be examined in the light of Clrard

GenetteIs "iterative narrative," the "type of narrative,

where a single narrative utterance takes upon itself

several occurrences together of the same event.'r See

Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Methodr translated by

Jane E.

CorneII

Lewin, Foreword bY Jonathan

University Press, L9B0) ' 
p.

Culler ( Ithaca:

II6.
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70 on the different layers of narration in the

present tense see the chapter entitled "Voice" in Cérard

Genetters Narrative Discourse pp. 2L2-62.
7L christine Brooke-Rose, A Rhetoric of the

Unreal: Studies in narrative and structure eciall ofes

the fantastic (Cambridge, London, New York: Cambridge

University Press, 1981; rpt. l9B3) ' p. 3L4.
72 Mandel, Minotaur Poems, in Trio (Toronto:

Contact Press, L954) .

73 stevens, p. 58.
74 Slren Kierkegaard, Repetition: An Essay in

Experimental Psychology t translated, with an Introduction

and Notes, by V'Ialter Lowrie (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, L94I), pp. 3-4.
75 Due to a misprint, the title, "signsr" of this

poem does not appear in Out of Place. My thanks to Mandel

for mentioning this to me.

76 de Man, Blindness and rnsight, p. 2L3.
77 Jonathan CulIer, "Apostropher" in The Pursuit

of Signs: Semiotics, Literature, Deconstruction (Ithaca,

New York: Cornell University Press,
7B "Apostrophe," p. r42.
79 I'Apostrophe r " p. T46 "
Bo 'rApostrophe, " p. L52.

l9Bl), p. 143.
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I

Chapter Five

The Subject in Question:

The Languages of the Strategies of Fiction
See David Carr o1 I t

Theory and

(Chicago and London: UniversitY

and Linda Hutcheon, Narcissistic

of Chicago Press , T9B2) ¡

Narrative: The

Metafictional Paradox (New York and London: Methuen, l9B0;

rpt. 1984).
2 *o"t of Derridats work is of great relevance

to these issues; see especially his essay "Languages and

Institutions of Philosophyr" RSSI (Recherches Semiotiques

Semiotic Inquiry), 4' 2 (June L9B4) ' pp. 9I-I54; see also

Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature

(princeton: Princeton university Press, I979ì rpt. 1980).

3 ,aurobinski, "The Style of Autobiographyr" in

Au tob i ogr aphv: Essavs Theoretical and Critical, edited bv

James Olney (PrÍnceton:

p.73.
4 ,aurobinski, "The

74.

Princeton UnversitY Press' 1980),

Style of AutobiograPhy," P.

5 ,t*"" M. Cox, "Recovering

Ground Through Autobiography," in
6 oarrida, "signature Event

of Philosophy, p. 328.
T "sigrruture

Líterature I s Lost

Autobiographyrl p. L24.

Context, " in Margins

Event Context, " p.

of Genre, rr

328.

p. 70.B Derr ida, t'The Law
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ies (Toronto: Coach

House Press , L9B4). Further references will appear in the

text, wíth the first number indicating the elegy and the

second the page.

10 T am quoting from Maurice Blanchotrs essay

"Readiag,tt in The Gaze of Orpheus and Other Li terary

Essays, p. 92.
11 Derrida, sign6ponge/ Signsponge, translated by

Richard Rand (New York: Columbia University Press, 1-9B4),

p. 150 .

T2 Spicer is particularly important because he

'rtranslated" Rilke's Ele ies between 1950 and 1955; see

his "rmaginary Elegies I-IV, rl in The Collected Books of

Jack Spicer, edited, and with a commentary, by Robin

Blaser (Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, L975), pp.

333-39. Bowering, who has shown his indebtedness to Spicer

in Allophanes, said that Spicer facilitated his

"intrusion into the field of Rilke that had been staked

out by my many Rilke-Ioving friends, and to which I didn't

feel real rights, being hesitant about Rilke and not

German." Personal correspondence. My thanks to Bowering

for permission to quote him.
13 Signsponge, p. 64.
L4 Bowering said that he 'used basically 2

translations, and a bit of a third Not David Youngr"

but he couldnrt recall which ones (personal

correspondence). The translations I consulted are J.B.
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Leishman's and Stephen Spender's, Rainer Maria Ri lke :

Prose and Poetry, edited by Egon Schwarz, with a foreword

by Howard Nemerov (New York: Continuum, L9B4); Stephen

Mitchellrs The Selected Poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke,

edited by Stephen Mitchelt, with an introduction by Robert

Hass (New York: Vintage Books, A Divísion of Random House,

L9B4) ¡ and A. Poulinrst Jr.t Duino Eleqies and The Sonnets

to Orpheus (Boston: Houghton Mifflin' L977).
15 Translated by Poulin, p. 27.

L6 In response to this statement, Bowering said

that 'rI wasnrt interested in erasing Ritke so much as

re\^¡riting him. I have a funny relationship with him;

although he is probably the most popular source for my

poet companions in Vancouver, I have never been quite

ready to trust him, his feyness, his rhapsody; I realíze

that he is right, he is onto something, and that he is a

pre-Spicerian demonstration of the poet inspired or

inspirated; but I have always been uneasy. I had to

respond to that double feeling somehow" (personal

correspondence). Bowering's uneasiness about Rilke is

manifested in the poem in more than one way, but

discussion of it falts outside the scope of my study here.

But whereas Bowering lets Rilkers signature stand, he

hardly provides any clues f or the poets I identi ties wi'th

regard to the French quotations in Kerrisdale Elegies. It

is their language and tone that locate them in the context

of French poetry. As Bowering said about them, "Re the
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French quotations: well, they seem to me to do

something--make connpctions? make correction, comment? on

the surrounding text. They operate, it feels to me, the

way quotations operate re the rest of the text in

AIlophanes. It is not exactly col1â9ê, because it reads on

like poetic text, along the alonging poetic text that is

there. They make sure that the writer is not running ahtay

with the poem ..." Personal correspondence. The quotations

are from: Baudelaire's "La prière drun paîne" (1 ,17')¡

Frangois Vi11on, "Le Testamentril CXIX (2, 30); Anne

Hábert, "Le tomloeau des roi s" ( 4 , 6L) (my thanks to

Professor Stan DragIand, Urriversity of Western Ontario,

for this reference) ; Apollinaire's "L'ermite" from Alcools

(5, 72), Michel Beaulieu, "remissíon du corps enamourá,"

ín Visages (6, 83) (my thanks to Bowering f.or this

source) ; Mallarmé, "Petit air r" (7 , 99)', Nerval I s "Vers

oor6s" (8, 11); Laforguers "Complainte de I'oubli des

morts" (9, L23)¡ ï have failed to trace the source of the

last quotation (10, 131) . Since the completion of rny

study, Dragland published the first essay on Kerrisdale

Elegies, "The Bees of the Invisibler" Brick, 28 (Falt

1986), pp. I4-25.
L7 Hutcheon, A Theor of Parod p. 36 "
18 see "Linus," The Ox ford Classica1 Dictionarv

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, L949¡ rpt. 1968).
l9 Genette, Palimpsestes: 1a littdrature au

second degr6 (Paris: EdÍtions du SeuiI, LgB2), p. 92.
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20 Derrida, "The Law of Genrer" P. 63.

2L All volumes of the poem were published by

Coach House Press in Toronto" The Martyr oI ogv f Book I

(L972) ¡ Book 2 (L972) ¡ Books 1 and 2 (1972¡ revised

edition, L977) ¡ Books 3 and 4 (L976) ¡ Book 5 (1982). Book

6 is in the press, and Nichol is currently working on the

seventh and eighth volumes. None of the volumes has page

numbers.
22 Kroetsch¡ "For Play and Entrancer" p. 65¡

Stephen Scobie' bpN ichol: What History Teaches (Vancouver:

Talonbooks, I9B4), P. I06.
23 See bpuichol, "rn Conversatíon with Daphne

Martatt and George Bowering: rsyntax Equals the Body

Structur€r"' Line, 6 (Fall l9B5), p. 24¡ see also

Boweritg, "bpNichol On The Trainr" Read the V'Iay He Writes:

A Festschrift for bpNichol, Open Letter, Sixth Series, 5-6

(Summer-Fal1 1986) ' P.
24 rr rsyntax Equars
25 Alr cartoon-like

15.

the Body Structurê,"' p. 24.

figures, as well as the

cl ouds ,

Ofo.

appearing in The Mart rol o are drawn by Jerry

26 See Brian Hendersonr "Soul Rising out of the

Body of Language: Presence, Process and Faith in The

Martyrologyr" in Read the Wa He Writes pp. lIt-28; see

also Scobie's chapter "The Martyrology! " in bpNichol.
27 Transformatíonal Unit "350 copies printed as

a gift for friends and family, Christmas 1983 by bp'
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Continuum (Toronto: The

Nightshade Press for Underwhich Editionsr June 1984).

28 rn Read the wa He Writes p. L52¡ Nichol's

text appears on pp. 13' 20r 25r 39,49,621 69r 73,80,

87t 95, L02, r0B, ll8, L32, LAL, l4B, L52,156,228,258,

277 t 285, 292, 308 ' and 323.
29 see scobie, pp. 110-11.
30 scobier pp. LLI-rB.
?'lJr de Man, The Resistance to Theor p. 2L.

32 Nichol, "Things I DonIt RealIy Understand

About Myselfr" p, 73.
33 See scobie's discussion of Saint And, pp.

115-18 "

34 See Derrida, of Grammatology ; see also Steve

in Read the WayMcCaffery, I'The Martyrology as Paragrâflt, "

He Writes pp. L9L-206.
?trrJ Philippe Lejeune, Lire Leiris: Autobioqraphíe

et langage (Paris: Editions Klincksieck, L975), p. 16"

36 said, Beginningsr p. 47.
37 said, p. 3L7.
3B said, p. 3r7-rB.
39 Davey, "Exegesis / Eggs à Jesus:

Mar t r o1o as a Text in Crisisr" in Read the Way He

The

Writes, p. I80. See also Scobie for his Freudian

of the "father" figure in The Martyrology and in

of Nicholrs work.

read i ng

the rest

40 Davey, "Exegesisr" p. 18o.
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4L On the question of unreadability see de Manrs

"Reading (Proust)rr and

of Readirg, pp. 57-78,

'rAllegory ( JuIiê) r " in AI legor ies

42 Nichol, "Things r DonIt RealIy Understand

About Mysel f , rr p. L32.

43 Derrida, of Grammatolo p. r4.
¿. ¿, rrrsyntax Equals the Body Structurê, t" p. 4L.

45 Starobinski, "The Styte of Autobiography," p.

76.
46 S. C. Neumanr Gertrude Stein: Autobioqraphv

and the Problem of Narration (Victoria: English Literary

Studies, University of Victoria, L979), p. ll.
47 See Benvenisteo Problems in General

Linguisticsr oD the performative and constative acts of

and IBB-22O.

discourse, pp. 233-38.
4B Lacan, "The Mirror Stage, rr

49 See the translator t s notes

in Ecrits, p. I
in Ecrits, pp.

56.

vii-xi.
50 Derrida, Dissemination, especially pp. 95-L34.
51 Benveníste, p. L97.

52 culler, I'Apostropher " p" T37 .

53 Benveniste, p. Lgg.
54 Derrida, "The Law of Genrer" p.
55 t'The Law of Genre r " p. 7 4 .
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Chapter Six

See Genette, !'1q ures of Literary Discourse,

translated by Atan sheridan, with an Introduction by

Marie-Rose Logan (L966-72 in French; New York: Columbia

University Press I L9B2) and Narrative Discourse (L972 in

French, 1980 in English); Todorov, The Poetics of Prose

translated by Richard Howard, with a Foreword by Jonathan

Cul1er (197f in French; Ithaca, New York: Cornell

University Press, L977) ¡ Seymour Chatman, Story and

Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and FiIm

(Ithaca, London: Cornell University Press, L97B) ¡ F-K.

Stanzel, A Theory of Narrative, lranslated by Charlotte

Goedsche, with a preface by PauI Hernadí (L979 in German;

London, New York: Cambridge University Press, l-9B2) ¡

CulIer, "Story and Discourse in the Analysis of

Narrative," in The Pursuit of Signs (f9Bf); Shlomith

Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction: Contempo rary Poetics

(London and New York: Methuen, L9B3); Paul Ricoeur, Time

and Narrative translated by Kathleen Mcl,aughlin and David

Pellauer (f983 in French; Chicago and London: University

of Chicago Press, f9B4); Peter Bxooks, Reading for the

Plot: Design and Intention in Narrative (New York: Vintage

Books, L9B4; rpt. 19B5); Ross Chambers, Story and

Situation: Narrative Seduction and the Power of Fiction

t

Foreword by WIad Godzich (Minneapolis: University of
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Minnesota Press, L984); Mieke Bal' Narratology:

Introduction to the Theory of Narrative, transLated by

Christine van Boheemen (1980 in Dutch; Toronto, Buffalo,

London: University of Toronto Press, 1985); Wallace

Martin, Recent Theories of Narrative (Ithaca and London:

Cornell University Press, L9B6) .

2_- Benvenister pp. 67, 209.
3 ,"" Benveniste's distinction between history

and discourse, p. 206"
4 t have in mind here Todorovrs theory of the

of Prose.ttgrammar tt of narrative in The Poetics
5 o.o. MilIer, Narrative and Its Di scontents :

Problems of Closure in the Traditional Novel (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, L9BI), p. 3.
6 nutri.k Friesen, The Shunning (Winnipeg:

Turnstone Press, I9B0) .
7 Stuart MacKinnon, "The ïntervals," in

"Statements by

314 .

B_Davey t

Poem," pp. 1B7

the Poetsr" The Long Poem AnthologYr" P

"The Language of the Canadian Long Poemr il p.

184.
10 Michael Ondaatje,

(Toronto: Anansi,

in the text.

The CoIlected Works of eilly

the Kid 1970). Further references will

appear
t1

"The Language of the Canadian Long

and IB4 respectively.
9

I am appropriating here Derrida's phrase
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"white mythology" from "White Mythology: Metaphor in the

Text of PhiIosophy," in Marg i ns of Philosophy rPP.207-7I"
L2 "white Mythologyr" p. 2IL.
t3 ondaatje inscribes his "signature" in similar

ways In Running in the Fami 1y (Toronto: McClelland and

Stewart, L9B2) and in Comi ng throuqh Slaughter ( Toronto :

House of Anansi, L976) .

1Á,
On the concept of literariness see de Manrs

ti tle chapter in The Resistance to Theory.
1trLr Judith owens, "'I Send You a Picture|:

Ondaatje's Portrait of Billy the Kid," Studies in Canadian

Li terature B, f (I983) ' pp. 117 and 139 respectively.
16 scobie, "Two Authors in search of a

Character, " Canadian literature 54 (Autumn L972) , p. 45.
L7 See Peter M. Nodelmanr "The CoIl-ected

Photographs of Billy the KÍd," Canadian Literature B7

(Vüinter l9B0) , pp. 68-79¡ Dennis Lee, "Savage FieIds: The

Collected Works of Billv the Kid," in Spider Blues:

Essays on Michael Ondaatje, edited by Sam Solecki

(Montreal: Vehicule Pres, L9B5), pp. 166-84" See also

Dennis Cooley, rrrl am Here On the Edge': Modern Hero /
Postmodern Poetics in The Collected Vüorks of Billy the

Kidr" in Spider B1uesr" pp. 2LI-39¡ and J.M. Kertzer, "On

Death and Dying : The Collected Works of Bi1ly the Kid'

English Studies in Canada, I (Spring l-975), pp. 86-96"
lB Dennis Lee argues that the poem is structured

around I'six moments" which "played no conscious part in
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the writing or editing; they are critical constructs

devised after the fact," in S ider Blues p. L67.

19 Barbara Herrnstein Smith, "Narrative versions,

Narrative Theories, " Critical Inqulty, special issue "On

Narrative," 7, 1 (Autumn 1980), p. 225.
20 Roland Barthes, A Loverrs Discourse:

Fragments, translated by Richard Howard (New York: Hill

and Wang, A Division of Eatrat, Straus and Giroux, L97Bi

rpt. L979) t p. 3.
2T Kertzer and Owens argue that the breakdown

between friend and foe demonstrates the "clear-cut
pattern" of Bi11y's list. Their argument, I think, depends

on the balance they expect to find between the opposites

on a binary scale. Tf, however, they had approached this

section from a generic point of view, they would have been

sent, by the epic echo of Billy's list, to the epic model

where conflict does not merely occur between friends and

foes but also among friends or among foes.
22 SheiIa Watson, "The Mechanization of Death,"

in Spider Blues, 1s7 .

23

p.

TheDerr ida, Ear of the Other: Otobioqraphy,

Transference, TTanslation, Texts and Discussions with

Jacques Derrida, E nglish edition edited by Chrístie V.

McDonald, txanslated by Peggy Kamuf ("Otobiographies

translated by Avital Ronel1) (New York: Schocken Books,

l9B5), pp. 4-5.
24 Dante Alig hieri, "Paradiso, " The Divine
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Comedy, translated, with a commentary, by Charles S.

Singleton (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

BoIlingen Series LXXX, L975i rpt. L?BZ) | Canto xxxi, 1 I

p. 346.
25 "Paradiso, " Canto ii, pp. l-4-25.
26 Owens, p. L20.
27 Nodelman, p. 69.
2B Owens, too, acknowledges Angela 's "IargeneSS, "

but insists on seeing her in exclusively archetypal terms.
29 Owensr pp. L27-28.
30 For my rhetorical reading of prosopopoeia I am

indebted to J. Uillis Miller's course "The Ethics of

Readingr" where he discussed de Manrs ideas on the

subject.
?'tJL My reading of BiIIy as writer is close to, but

not exactly identicat with, Scobie's argument that Bi11y

is both "out1aw" and "artist"" See "Two Authors in Search

of a Character." See also Linda HuLcheon¡ "'Snow Storm of

Paper. I

Verse r tl

32

33

The Act of Reading

Dalhousie Review,

in SeIf-Reflexive Canadian

59 (Spring

of Genre

L979), pp. I16-17.

p. 77.Rosmar í n,

Rosmar i n ,

The Power

p. 96.

I

Envo i

De Man, "Reading (Proust)," Allegories of



30 /,

Reading) p. 57.
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